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An Exchange of Territory charts the role of the American Civil War in transforming 

the national spatial imaginary. It argues that the war generated an existential, yet 

generative, instability through which the idea of the nation could be reformed. 

Following from Emily Dickinson’s assertion that “war feels to me an oblique place,” 

this dissertation seeks to understand how the war was experienced by those who were 

distant from it, arguing that the experience of place was renegotiated to emphasize 

sensory and affective responses that did not require “being there.” It shows how war 

literature surveys sites of spatial negotiation both literary and geographic. These 

places—which range from the cemeteries of Herman Melville’s Battle-Pieces to the 

neighborhood of a ruined plantation in Charles Chesnutt’s conjure stories—retain a 

contingent status from a time when the nation’s fate was undecided. Thus, they allow 

for the imaginative restructuring of national hierarchies including race, gender, and 

time. The first chapter, “‘For Braveries, Remote as This’: Emily Dickinson and the 

Circumference of the Nation,” reads the writer’s wartime letters and poems together to 

show how Dickinson produces a rhetoric of circumference to understand the distances 

generated by war. Building on the generic questions raised by studying Dickinson’s 

war writing, the second chapter argues that Herman Melville’s first collection of 

poetry, Battle-Pieces and Aspects of the War (1866), adopts and adapts the epitaphic 

genre to demonstrate how the war interrupted traditional human relations with place 



 

and time. The third chapter, “Near Andersonville: Race and Place in Early American 

Regionalism,” constructs an alternative genealogy of regionalism and its interrogation 

of gender and race through readings of Winslow Homer’s painting Near Andersonville 

and seldom-studied magazine sketches by Rebecca Harding Davis and Constance 

Fenimore Woolson. Finally, the project’s examination of the racialization of space 

extends to a reading of geophagy, or earth eating, in the final chapter “‘More Predial 

than Proprietary’: Consuming Place in Charles Chesnutt’s Short Fiction.” A coda on 

Civil War memory in “Mark Twain Country” shows how questions about the 

indeterminate places of war continue to haunt the stories that America tells about its 

past.
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INTRODUCTION 

 
“War is God’s way of teaching Americans geography.” –Paul Rodriguez, 

Misattributed to Mark Twain and Ambrose Bierce 
 
 

On the eve of the American Civil War, the editor Sarah Josepha Hale wrote 

passionately in her magazine Godey’s Lady’s Book about the need for a holiday to 

preemptively suture a nation on the verge of splitting open:  

Everything that contributes to bind us in one vast empire together, to 

quicken the sympathy that makes us feel from the icy North to the 

sunny South that we are one family, each a member of a great and free 

Nation, not merely the unit of a remote locality, is worthy of being 

cherished. We have sought to reawaken and increase this sympathy, 

believing that the fine filaments of the affections are stronger than laws 

to keep the Union of our States sacred in the hearts of our people.1  

Hale’s words acknowledged that laws and Constitutions were failing to keep the states 

from fissuring as they sought an alternative source of unity: the “fine filaments of the 

affections” that would keep the “one vast empire” whole. Geographical ties, in short, 

might be stronger than political ones. For 15 years, Hale had called for the creation of 

this national holiday of thanksgiving within the editor’s columns of Godey’s. Hale’s 

columns frequently invoked the nation’s geography, juxtaposing specific localities 

with the immense spaces separating them to demonstrate the need for a national day of 

feasting and thankfulness to make up for the disconnections created by geographical 

                                                
1 “Editors’ Table.” Godey’s Lady’s Book, February 1860, p. 175. 
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distance. “If the last Thursday in November,” she wrote in 1857, “could be established 

as the Day, and known to be the time in each year when, from Maine to New Mexico, 

and from Plymouth Rock to the Pacific sands, the great American people united in this 

festival of gladness and gratitude, the whole world might be moved to join in the 

rejoicing, and bless God for his goodness to the children of men.”2 In a rhetorical 

flourish, using alliteration to cement the connection, Hale yokes disparate climates on 

different coasts. In the first half of the phrase, the cold Maine forests and shores will 

celebrate with the arid deserts of the southwest. In the second half, Hale uses place-

based shorthand to gesture toward the historical sweep of American nationhood: 

Plymouth Rock is the symbolic founding place of the United States, while the Pacific 

sands represent the newest entries to the republic, with California and Oregon gaining 

U.S. statehood in the decade prior to the Civil War. Likewise, Hale asserts that the 

holiday will “bind us in one vast empire together, to quicken the sympathy that makes 

us feel from the icy North to the sunny South that we are one family.” Hale makes a 

familiar sentimental appeal, noting how sympathy overcomes geographical 

difference—aligned, here, on a North-South axis that would come to represent the 

ideological poles of the differences underpinning the Civil War—to create a national 

family. We can sense, in Hale’s constant invocation of distant national geographies, 

her awareness of an ongoing geographical problem: as America continued to grow, its 

citizens felt less connection with those in distant areas, a lack of connection and 

                                                
2 “Editors’ Table.” Godey’s Lady’s Book, October 1857, 372. Emphasis in the original. 
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empathy that could lead to the nation’s demise.3 

 Hale’s rhetorical appeal to national geography, and the crisis that this appeal 

seeks to prevent, are the subject of this study. Although Hale worked for decades, 

penning editorial after editorial and writing letters to hundreds of politicians, to 

promote her cause, it would not reach full fruition until the midpoint of the Civil War, 

when President Abraham Lincoln issued a proclamation on October 3, 1863, that a day 

of national thanksgiving would occur on the last Thursday in November. Penned by 

Secretary of State William Seward, the proclamation asked God to “heal the wounds 

of the nation and to restore it as soon as may be consistent with the Divine purposes.”4 

Hale’s holiday campaign, waged on the pages of the popular press, is but one of a 

multitude of responses to the greatest geographical crisis—anticipated through 

decades of strife, then fulfilled through four years of bloodshed—in nineteenth-

century America. I explore the effect of the Civil War, both during the conflict and in 

the decades (and centuries) that followed, on the sense of place and national 

geography of those who lived within “American” borders. I place emphasis here on 

the fact that American borders were at their greatest moment of instability and 

potential change during the war, an instability that manifests in the war’s literature. 

The texts and materials I examine archive a panoply of reactions to the Civil War, but 

they share an investment in negotiating what and how national places mean while 

imagining other forms of relation that might counter the nation’s hegemony. Thus, in 

                                                
3 For more on antebellum confrontations with the expanding American nation, see 
Baker. 
 
4 Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, Vol. 6, p. 497. 
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this study, the Civil War provides a focal point for historicizing the uneven 

development of the nineteenth-century American geographical imagination. By tracing 

this history, I also ask broader questions about how people shape place and how place, 

in turn, shapes people. 

Borne out of the tensions leading to war, Hale’s vision of a holiday celebrated 

on the same day throughout a vast country accords perfectly with Benedict Anderson’s 

description of how nationalism emerges and functions in his germinal 1983 study 

Imagined Communities.5 In an argument now familiar to all students of nation-

formation, Anderson describes how the nation is “conceived as a deep, horizontal 

comradeship,” one which is sustained through a feeling of simultaneity-across-time 

(7).6 Distance between citizens is what allows this sense of simultaneity across 

“homogeneous, empty time” to arise, for citizens to feel that they are living their lives 

parallel to other citizens they will never meet (26, 188). National holidays, like 

national anthems, allow citizens to feel that their fellow countrymen are doing the 

same thing at the same time they are, forging connectedness despite distance. Thus, in 

Anderson’s thesis, geographical distance is necessary for the sense of simultaneity to 

emerge, even while it engenders the need for national totems like holidays and 

                                                
5 Not only Hale’s vision of a national holiday, but her dissemination of the idea 
through print in a monthly magazine, align her with Anderson’s theory of the 
development of modern nationalism. Paul Quigley also makes the connection between 
Hale and Anderson in his New York Times column on the Civil War origins of 
Thanksgiving. See Quigley, Paul. “The Birth of Thanksgiving.” New York Times 
Online Edition, November 28, 2013. 
 
6 Hale anticipates Anderson’s concept of simultaneity in an 1854 column: “…from 
Maine to Mexico, from Plymouth Rock to Sunset Sea, the hymn of thanksgiving 
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anthems that perpetuate the sense of belonging to the nation. Further, a nation’s size 

directly impacts how its citizens imagine themselves as part of the nation, allowing for 

the building of a community “that makes it possible, over the past two centuries, for so 

many millions of people, not so much to kill, as willingly to die for such limited 

imaginings” (7). This willingness to die for the nation is intrinsically bound to national 

space, and specifically to the idea of national “territory,” as I will explore later in this 

introduction. 

In the three decades since Anderson introduced the concept of the imagined 

community as the basis of nationalism, American literary studies has been 

preoccupied with detailing how these communities formed in the nineteenth century 

and how they remained, in some ways, fractured. Most often, these readings have been 

about time, and the varying types of temporalities—deep time, sacred time, global 

time, to name but a few—that structured nineteenth-century lives.7 A fractured sense 

of time is one of the issues that Hale’s holiday crusade seeks to combat: she insists 

that November is the ideal time for a day of thanksgiving since “harvests of all kinds 

are then gathered in—summer travellers have returned to their homes—the diseases 

that, during summer and early autumn, often afflict some portion of our country, have 

                                                                                                                                       
should be simultaneously raised…” (Godey’s Lady’s Book, “Editor’s Column,” 
February 1854, 176). 
7 In Through Other Continents, Wai Chee Dimock introduces the idea of “deep time” 
which “bind[s] continents and millennia into many loops of relations” to counter an 
Americanist literary studies built on the empty, homogeneous time of the nation (3). 
Dana Luciano has explored the notion of “sacred time” in relation to gendered 
nineteenth-century practices of mourning in Arranging Grief. More recently, Edward 
Sugden has suggested the phrase “global time” to reflect the transnational turn. 
Finally, Lloyd Pratt avoids coining a new term but nonetheless assesses the many 
archives of American time.  
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ceased, and all are prepared to enjoy a day of thanksgiving.”8 Harvests, travel, and 

illness introduce alternative rhythms to daily life that may interfere with a day set 

aside for feasting and thanks. (So, we could add, do wars.) Concomitant for Hale with 

the inability of the citizen to make time for a national holiday is the threat of 

dislocation, of a person serving as “the unit of a remote locality,” as she phrases it, 

divorced from his countrymen by distance. The primary work of sympathy, here, is to 

ameliorate differences in geography rather than other differences—in philosophy or 

politics on issues like slavery—that would certainly be more difficult to assuage. 

“From Maine to New Mexico, and from Plymouth Rock to the Pacific sands,” 

Americans will be united by the new holiday, with the table serving as a localized 

representation of the nation. 

Of course, as we know, Hale’s rhetorical efforts to address geographical crisis 

by yoking regions divided by both climate and politics did not work, and icy North 

and sunny South went to war. Hale’s despair at the thought of the divided American 

nation is representative of responses to the spatiotemporal crises of the nineteenth 

century, which were created not just by war but also by territorial expansion, border 

disputes, immigration, global trade, and imperial ventures.9 This study places the Civil 

War at the heart of these many encroachments on a sense of unified national time and 

place, arguing that the war served as an event of existential, yet often generative, 

instability through which the idea of the nation and its place could be reformed. It 

                                                
8 Godey’s Lady’s Book, “Editor’s Column,” February 1854, 176. 
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seeks to understand how the war was experienced by those who felt distant from it. I 

assert that the Civil War highlighted a tension between the rhetorical imagined space 

of the nation and the local lived experience of place. This tension led Americans who 

felt outside the national places of war to refocus on local places that reflected on and 

reimagined the space of the nation. Thus, during the war, writers like Emily Dickinson 

and Herman Melville sought to parse their own relation to a war that threatened to 

cleave the nation their literary output upheld and critiqued. When Dickinson wrote in a 

letter to the front that “war feels to me an oblique place,” she expressed her own 

discomfort with a war that asked her to feel deeply about national places she had never 

personally experienced. These questions regarding national space were not magically 

solved with Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, however.10 In the decades after the critical 

year of 1865, the war continued to serve in art and literature as a subject through 

which the constitution of national space could be interrogated. In what follows, I 

explore how the questions about what and how place means asked by the 

contemporary field of critical geography, particularly regarding the relation of space to 

social constructions of gender and race, can help us to think anew about the effect of 

                                                                                                                                       
9 For more on the effect of American geographical territorial fluctuation and 
expansion on antebellum American literature, see Baker. For more on postbellum 
responses to American imperial expansion, see Hsu. 
10 Nor, indeed, did Lee’s surrender on April 9, 1865, really end the war. Confederate 
general Joseph E. Johnston did not surrender to Sherman until April 26, 1865. The 
Confederate Trans-Mississippi Department did not surrender until June 2 in 
Galveston, Texas, and in a famous incident, the C.S.S. Shenandoah continued 
plundering Northern whaling ships in the Pacific until November 1865 when its crew 
finally learned of Lee’s surrender. The Shenandoah’s curious history should remind us 
that the temporal and spatial labels we employ to think about the Civil War (the 1861-
1865 timeframe and the North-South axis, for instance) are often too simple and 
reductive.  
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the Civil War on how Americans imagined their place within the nation. 

“Where will the Rebellion leave us?” 
 

What and how place means is, of course, an ongoing matter of study crossing 

many disciplines, including geography, sociology, and philosophy. Since the 1970s, 

humanist interpretations of geography have shown that geography is not a set of facts 

about the world but a system created by humans and indicative of biases and power 

relations. In turn, geography shapes human experience: as Doreen Massey has argued, 

“The spatial organization of society… is integral to the production of the social, and 

not merely its result. It is fully implicated in both history and politics” (4). Likewise, 

human geographers have emphasized that place is not a blank, static, and self-evident 

realm but rather that “the identities of place are always unfixed, contested and 

multiple” (Massey 5). Place is experienced on a number of interrelated scales, from 

the home and the local community to the nation and the planet, and it is also 

understood through a multitude of sensory and communicative registers.11 We 

experience place not only through intimate sensory knowledge—sight, touch, smell, 

hearing, and so on—but also conceptually through our imagining of it, which is 

constructed through language. The language we’ve created to describe our imagining 

of place reveals the imbrication of the experience of place with the experience of time. 

The word “distance,” for instance, indicates longevity and duration in both space and 

                                                
11 I follow the practice of critical geographers in differentiating place and space. Yi-Fu 
Tuan holds that “‘space’ is more abstract than ‘place.’ What begins as undifferentiated 
space becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with value” (6). 
Geography, then, refers to both the study of place and to place itself. 
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time.12 In this study, time and place are shown to be always mutually constitutive—in 

other words, time is always experienced through place, and place is always 

experienced in time—even as their impact on human experience is uneven and varied. 

From the critical geography movement have emerged new and important 

theories of how place affects cultural formations of gender, race, and sexuality. 

Massey has summarized and furthered the work of a number of feminist geographers 

in asserting that “geography matters to gender”: “spaces and places are not only 

themselves gendered but, in their being so, they both reflect and affect the ways in 

which gender is constructed and understood” (177, 178). Massey shows how identity 

and spatiality are jointly controlled, and how the limitations on women’s ability to 

move through certain spaces results in spatial separation and the common nineteenth-

century ideology of separate spheres. Thus, when a poem by Emily Dickinson seeks to 

imaginatively reunite a mother mourning her distant dead son, or when Constance 

Fenimore Woolson describes a Southern woman’s inability to enter a cemetery of the 

Northern dead, we should recognize how wars serve to illuminate the gendered 

essence of space.  

While feminist geographers have investigated the impact of gender on 

geography and vice versa, similar methods have been used to describe the pervasive 

and insidious ways that geography can be employed to perpetuate American racial 

discrimination. In How Racism Takes Place, George Lipsitz has shown how, in his 

words, race is spatialized and space is racialized, arguing that “the lived experience of 

                                                
12 For more on distance and how different cultures perceive the linkage between space 
and time, see Tuan, Space and Place, 119-122. 
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race takes place in actual spaces, while the lived experience of place draws its 

determinate logic from overt and covert understandings of race” (6). In particular, 

Lipsitz shows how a white spatial imaginary structures American society, a claim that 

is echoed in geographer Laura Pulido’s investigations of white privilege and 

environmental racism in Los Angeles.13 This body of scholarship is harnessed by an 

activist mode that seeks to suggest solutions to the embedded system of inequality, a 

mode that owes much to the activism of writers like Charles Chesnutt, whose “stories 

of the color-line” illustrate similar inequalities at the turn of the twentieth century. 

Likewise, recent attention to what has been termed queer geography seeks to counter, 

in the words of Kath Browne, “the normative heterosexuality of space” by 

emphasizing how queer geographies “offer radical contestations and transgressions of 

‘normality’” (886, 888). While this research has centered on contemporary problems 

such as workplace inequality, segregated neighborhoods, and the regulation of public 

space, we can trace the roots of these societal concerns back to the nineteenth century, 

and apply the insights of these humanist geographers to our inquiry into the role of 

place in nineteenth-century lives. 

In the realm of literary studies, this humanist approach to critical geography 

has spurned a number of important inquiries into the importance of place and the 

geographical imagination to early and nineteenth-century American nationalisms. 

Martin Brückner, for instance, has demonstrated how the texts of geography—maps, 

atlases, primers, paintings, and so on—influenced the textual practices surrounding 

                                                
13 See “Rethinking Environmental Racism: White Privilege and Urban Development 
in Southern California.”  
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national identity in the early American republic. Brückner’s intensive archival 

research reveals how the text of geography itself became a source of geographical 

affect.14 Geographical or spatial affect is also at the heart of Hsuan L. Hsu’s study of 

how nineteenth-century American literature produced and understood scale.15 

Focusing on the conceptual end of human experiences with space, Jennifer Rae 

Greeson has argued for the centrality of “our South” in forming the basis of the 

American geographical imagination.16  

Notably, these field-establishing studies have largely ended before or elided 

the period of the Civil War, a gap in coverage that is evident in literary studies more 

generally. There are several reasons for this gap, which boil down to two points. First, 

while the Civil War is seen as a defining event in America’s history, the literature that 

emerged from it has continually been found lacking in terms of its ability to make 

meaning out of this epochal episode.17 Second, in classrooms, anthologies, and 

                                                
14 See The Geographic Revolution in Early America: Maps, Literacy, and National 
Identity. 
 
15 See Geography and the Production of Space in Nineteenth-Century American 
Literature. 
 
16 See Our South: Geographic Fantasy and the Rise of National Literature. 
 
17 The historiography of this critical stance could be the subject of an entirely new 
study, but suffice to say that it emerges during the war and has, until quite recently, 
predominated the study of Civil War literature. Just two years after the war’s 
conclusion, William Dean Howells famously opined in an Atlantic review that “our 
war had not only left us the burden of a tremendous national debt, but has laid upon 
our literature a charge under which it has hitherto staggered very lamely.” Perhaps its 
most notable modern iteration comes in Daniel Aaron’s The Unwritten War, which 
argues that, with a few exceptions, American writers failed “to say something 
revealing about the meaning, if not the causes, of the War” (xxii). In the last few 
decades, much work has been done to counter this belief and enrich both the canon of 
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scholarship, the war has often been used as a marker of the end of the early American 

republic and the beginning of the mature global nation, leaving the war and its 

reverberations under- or unexamined.18 This study implicitly counters these two 

currents in American literary studies, assuming at its base that literature about the war 

offers a fertile site of inquiry into the values of nineteenth-century Americans. 

Underpinning this assumption is a much broader interpretation of the category 

“literature about the war” than has often been employed in studies of Civil War 

literature, one that engages with neglected genres and with texts by writers—

particularly women and African Americans—who had plenty to say about the war but 

whose voices were too often ignored or silenced. It also critiques the standard 

chronological dividing point of pre-1865 and post-1865 literary history by engaging 

with texts that span the nineteenth century and beyond and evince how the war was 

not a singular event that can be confined to a four-year period, but, in the words of 

Christopher Hager and Cody Marrs, “a crucial link in the raucous, irregular unfolding 

of literary forms, practices, and careers across the nineteenth century” (260-261).  

In the nineteenth century, the Civil War had different meanings to different 

                                                                                                                                       
Civil War literature and our ways of interpreting it. An incomplete list of those studies 
includes: Faith Barrett, To Fight Aloud is Very Brave: American Poetry and the Civil 
War; Alice Fahs, The Imagined Civil War: Popular Literature of the North and South, 
1861-1865; Coleman Hutchison, Apples and Ashes: Literature, Nationalism, and the 
Confederate States of America; Shirley Samuels, Facing America: Iconography and 
the Civil War; Timothy Sweet, Traces of War: Poetry, Photography, and the Crisis of 
the Union; and Elizabeth Young, Disarming the Nation: Women’s Writing and the 
American Civil War. 
 
18 For more on the dangers of periodizing before and after 1865, and compelling 
demonstrations of the use in reading trajectories in literary studies that go before and 
beyond the war, see Hager and Marrs. 
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people at different times, just as it does today. “An Exchange of Territory” seeks to 

trace some of these multifarious and mutable responses to the war, while 

acknowledging that the majority of perspectives catalogued here sympathize with the 

preservation of the Union. As I will elaborate on in a later section, wars fought to 

preserve national boundaries and wars of rebellion fought to establish new national 

boundaries require different spatial imaginaries. Thus, although I have chosen to focus 

on the imaginary formed in response to the former type of war, the effect of “the War 

of the Rebellion” on the Southern geographical imagination could constitute a parallel 

study. An article published in the Atlantic Monthly in August 1861 elucidates the 

stakes of a geographical crisis caused by a war sought to preserve national boundaries. 

The article, titled “Where Will the Rebellion Leave Us?” and written anonymously by 

Ebenezer R. Hoar, later the U.S. Attorney General, begins with a sense of naturalized 

pedagogical geography:  

“The United States are bounded, North, by the British Possessions; 

South, by the Gulf of Mexico; East, by the Atlantic Ocean; and West, 

by the Pacific.” So the school-books told us which we studied in our 

childhood; and so, in every school throughout the land, the children are 

taught to-day. The armed hosts whose tread resounds through the 

Continent are marching Southward to teach this simple lesson in 

geography. They all know it by heart. “This they are ready to verify,” 

as the lawyers say. Wherever, in any benighted region, this elementary 

proposition shall be henceforth denied or doubted, schools for adults 

are to be established, and the needful instruction given. By regiments, 
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battalions, and brigades, with all necessary apparatus, the teachers go 

forth to their work. (236) 

Martin Brückner has shown how schoolroom geography was used in the early 

Republic to foster patriotism and further national interests. Hoar recognizes the 

nationalist work of the schoolroom but galvanizes it with militaristic force. The article 

produces a God-given sense of naturalized national geography—asserting that the 

nation’s borders ought to stretch as far as the continent (or British possessions) will 

allow, and that the South’s attempt to reduce that national geography is a reason for 

war in and of itself, with no mention of the South’s other wrongs necessary. Hoar 

continues in this bombastic vein: 

Sentimental talk about “our country, however bounded,” is obsolete; 

and how the country is bounded is now the point to be settled, once and 

forever. “This territory, from the Great Lakes to the Gulf, belongs to 

the people of the United States, and they mean to hold and keep it. We 

shall neither alter our school-books nor revise our maps.” So say the 

American people, rising in their wrath. (236) 

As we shall later see, Hoar’s invocation of a naturalized national geography is a 

common justification of modern war. Hoar extends the rhetoric of manifest destiny 

and includes all Americans who remember their school primers, not just the soldier-

teachers who “go forth to their work,” in the act of preserving those natural borders. If 

the war, for Union supporters, is about common schoolroom facts, who can oppose it 

or be disinterested? Further, by invoking the classroom, Hoar enables more than just 

the teaching soldiery to have a stake in the war’s proceedings. The common chorus of 
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American voices “rising in their wrath” allows those who cannot go forth still to have 

a stake in the war. The simple rote recitation of America’s borders becomes a way of 

participating in the war. Hoar harnesses one form in which nineteenth-century 

Americans encountered places outside their immediate knowledge: through 

schoolbooks, atlases, and the lessons of the classroom.  

The preservation of the imaginative national space conjured by Hoar’s and 

Hale’s rhetorical invocations of American geography served as one of the primary 

reasons that Northern men were given to fight against the South. Indeed, the imagined 

geography of the nation was a visual and rhetorical iteration of the Unionism that Gary 

Gallagher has argued was almost the sole reason that men fought for the North—not, 

as other historians have argued, the abolition of slavery. A massively popular fighting 

song like “Battle Cry of Freedom” illustrates how national geography became a 

rhetorical shorthand for Unionism. Its final verse goes: “So we’re springing to the call 

from the East and from the West, / Shouting the battle cry of Freedom; / And we’ll 

hurl the rebel crew from the land that we love best, / Shouting the battle cry of 

Freedom.” Note, here, the connection between affect and space; the people who “love 

best” the land are the ones who ought to govern it. Yet at the same time that 

Americans were being instructed to feel deeply about, to love, places they had never 

seen, places that were not home, they were also being told that they could never truly 

know the national places of importance during the war without being there. Walt 

Whitman infamously asserted that “the real war will never get in the books,” just a 

few lines before relaying scenes from his own personal, visceral sensory experience of 

the hospitals: “I have at night watch’d by the side of a sick man in the hospital, one 
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who could not live many hours. I have seen his eyes flash and burn as he raised 

himself and recurr’d to the cruelties on his surrender’d brother, and mutilations of the 

corpse afterward.”19 In his war memoirs, Whitman is uniquely able to spring back and 

forth between pronouncements of reconciliatory Unionism based in geography (“the 

dead, the dead, the dead—our dead, or North or South, ours all, (all, all, all, finally 

dear to me)—or East or West—Atlantic Coast or Mississippi Valley…,” goes one of 

his incantations) and personal reminiscences of the horrors of war.20  

Yet most Americans were not Whitman. A great multitude of Americans did 

not personally witness the war, and a great multitude of Americans who did personally 

witness the war did not write about it. My texts, largely written by the former camp, 

continually mediate the tension that existed between, on the one hand, these grand 

rhetorical invocations of unified American space and, on the other, the lived 

experience of place, which was individual, local, personal. These texts ask, to 

paraphrase the “Battle Cry,” how does one “love best” a land that one has never seen 

or experienced (and a land that in some cases was geographically segregated 

depending on your race)? And if personal experience based on “being there” is the 

only way to gain access to “the real war,” how can the American nowhere near battle 

possibly understand the consequences of the war for her or his life? In the next 

section, I explore a common way that this tension was confronted in everyday life 

during the war, as I ask what Civil War maps can tell us about how the particular 

temporal and spatial exigencies of the conflict influenced the individual’s experience 

                                                
19 Specimen Days, 802. 
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of place. 

 

“To Follow With Eye and Pencil”: Civil War Maps and the Experience of Time and 

Place 

 
In his journals, Ralph Waldo Emerson asserted that the two types of 

geographical experience discussed above—the imaginative experience of national 

space and the lived experience of place—could be yoked through a single form of 

cultural production: the map. The Civil War, he wrote, “added to every house & heart 

a vast enlargement. In every house & shop, an American map has been unrolled, & 

daily studied,—& now that peace has come, every citizen finds himself a skilled 

student of the condition, means, & future, of this continent” (64). Emerson echoes the 

rhetoric of pedagogy used by Hoar, arguing even in 1865 that the war had created a 

net good for the reunited country in the education of its citizenry. He does so using the 

familiar reference of the map, which here represents a tangible symbol of the reunited 

nation. Maps are perhaps the most familiar form of tools intended to make place 

legible. Although maps purport to represent space as it exists in reality, and that until 

recently, they have been regarded as accurate scientific representations of knowledge, 

we now recognize that maps are culturally produced texts that can be read and 

interpreted.21 As such, they “function as arbiters of power” that both reflect societal 

power relations and perpetuate them, a fact exemplified in studies like Thongchai 

Winichakul’s Siam Mapped, which demonstrates how the modern Thai nation 

                                                                                                                                       
20 Memoranda During the War, 102. 
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emerged through European notions of mapping not present in earlier Thai culture 

(Schulten 5). Yet, as Susan Schulten reminds us, maps (and the larger history of 

geographical knowledge in the U.S.) “cannot be understood solely as a function of 

state power”: the stories they tell reflect a variety of interests, national, commercial, 

informational, and otherwise (13). Thus, during the Civil War, maps served a number 

of vital roles: battlefield maps played an indispensible role in military operations while 

also allowing noncombatants to “play along at home”; propaganda maps helped to 

explain and justify the war to those fighting and not fighting; maps drawn by soldiers 

sought to describe all they had seen to families back home and record for posterity 

their place in the war. These many types of maps also served, as we shall see, to bring 

the war into the domestic space of the home, generating questions about where war 

takes place that writers would pursue for decades following the war’s conclusion.  

 

                                                                                                                                       
21 See J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map.” 
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Image 1. “Frank Leslie’s War Maps,” front and back page. Norman B. Leventhal Map 

Center, Boston Public Library. 

To illustrate the myriad ways that Civil War-era maps represented war and 

invited participation, I turn now to one example of the multitudes of commercial maps 

produced during wartime. In 1862 the publisher Frank Leslie published an 8-page 

supplement to his influential publication Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper (Image 

1).22 Titled Frank Leslie’s War Maps, the supplement featured maps of several of the 

most contentious locations of the Civil War to that point, including Charleston harbor; 

                                                
22 Frank Leslie brought with him from England to the U.S. a way of printing images 
from woodcuts in bound blocks that made the printing of illustrations in newspapers 
far cheaper and quicker than ever before. For more, see Andrea G. Pearson, “‘Frank 
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Port Royal and the South Carolina-Georgia coasts; Cairo, Illinois; Fort Pickens and 

the Southern coast of Florida; and the “Seat of War on the Potomac,” featuring 

Washington, DC, and its surroundings. Two maps portrayed the order of battle in the 

capture of Port Royal, South Carolina, and the first combat action of future Union 

general Ulysses S. Grant at Belmont, Missouri. The largest map was a two-page 

rendering of the “Southern and Border states, showing the actual Positions of the 

National and Rebel Forces, and of the Blockading Fleets and Vessels, the Positions of 

the various Fortifications that have been erected, and the localities of all the important 

Battles that have been fought during the present War,” which is likely an attempt to 

repeat the success of a similar map published in Leslie’s competitor Harper’s Weekly 

in November 1861 (1).  

 On the first page of the supplement, the publisher declares the necessity of 

geographic knowledge for generals as well as civilians: 

The importance of Maps to the proper comprehension of military 

operations cannot be overestimated, and is universally conceded. 

Descriptions of military movements, as well as of battles, however 

clear and accurate, leave only a confused impression on the mind, 

unless accompanied by plans showing the relations of the contending 

forces, not only as regards strategic centres, but also as regards the 

natural features of the country, streams, mountains, &c. Hardly a day 

passes by without the announcement of some change of position on the 

                                                                                                                                       
Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper’ and ‘Harper’s Weekly’: Innovation and Imitation in 
Nineteenth-Century American Pictorial Reporting.” 
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part of one or the other of belligerents. Either Gen. Sherman has made 

some advance in South Carolina, or Gen. Buell some new move in 

Kentucky. The intelligence, however, as we have said, leaves only the 

vaguest impression, unless we at once follow them out on the map. (1) 

This explanation speaks to the “universally conceded” importance of maps as 

pedagogical tools, both in the theater of war and for those following along at home. 

The narrative of war, which unfolds at such a blistering pace that “hardly a day passes 

by without the announcement of some change of position,” must be explained visually 

in order to be fully comprehended. Directed to the person reading about the war from 

home, these maps draw the reader into the operations of war: maps are vital to those 

movements and maneuvers, and you, too, can follow along at home.  Implicit in this 

exhortation is the idea that it is the citizen’s duty to follow the war, just as it is the 

newspaper’s duty to accurately and authentically relate the war’s narratives to its 

readers. Maps are one of several visual media, including illustrations and photographs, 

that proliferated during the Civil War and purported to represent that war, and convey 

its meaning, more truthfully than words alone.23 As evidence of the maps’ utility, the 

Leslie’s writers describe how they themselves use them to track the war in the 

newsroom: 

Maps, therefore, as well of the general field of operations, whereby the 

whole plan of the campaign can be taken in at a glance, as also, on a 

larger scale, of the particular centres of operation, are indispensible 

companions of the newspaper. For our own use and instruction we had 
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put together a series of such maps, illustrating the whole field of the 

war, complete and in its parts, and finding their utility, we now 

reproduce them for the benefit of the public, at a price little more than 

nominal. (1, emphasis in the original) 

The sharing of maps between newspaper writers and followers at home puts those 

followers in the shoes of the eyewitness reporters that were employed in large 

numbers for the first time during the war. Further, by making it known that they are 

charging little more than nominal fees to reproduce the maps, the Leslie’s publishers 

insinuate that they are doing their civic duty to disperse the knowledge found in the 

newsroom to the general public. 

 The instructions provided which state that military movements must be 

“follow[ed]… out” on the map in order to be understood brings spatial and temporal 

experience into play. Understanding is achieved through approximating the 

movements in space and time made by the troops. The publishers of Frank Leslie’s 

War Maps further emphasize this experiential relationship when they explain that the 

maps they publish are interactive: readers are invited “to follow with eye and pencil 

every future movement”: 

We may soon expect to hear of active operations at Port Royal and the 

mouth of the Savannah River; at the mouth of the Mississippi; as well 

as in Kentucky and Tennessee. With these maps before him, the extent 

and bearing of these operations will be clear and intelligible to the 

general reader, who otherwise will only be bewildered by what he 

                                                                                                                                       
23 For more on the role of photographs in representing the war’s violence, see Sweet. 
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reads. We know of no more rational occupation than that of ‘posting 

up’ the operations of the war, or ‘checking-off’ the movements of the 

troops, on both sides, on these maps. This can easily be done with 

differently colored pencils, the blue marks indicating the national 

forces, the red the rebel armies. The advance of secession of the 

respective colors will show, day by day and week by week, the loss or 

gain of the national arms, and in the end present a real historical picture 

of the war. (1, emphasis in the original) 

With this invitation to mark the maps, the Leslie’s writers gesture toward a form of 

geographical experience that combines the immediate sensory knowledge of place and 

the conceptual knowledge of place produced by maps. Marking the maps with blue 

and red pencils is a “rational occupation” that promises to give the “general reader” a 

“clear and intelligible” knowledge of military operations otherwise unknowable.  
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Image 2. “War Telegram Marking Map.” Library of Congress. 

The idea for a markable map may have come from another popular commercial 

map, the “War Telegram Marking Map” produced by Louis Prang and Company in 

1862 (Image 2). The Prang map was sold with pencils, and “explanations” on the map 

informed buyers that it was produced at “an extraordinarily large scale… to make it 

just what we designed it to be namely 1st. the most distinct Map ever published of the 

whole Virginia Territory where the decisive battles for the Union will be fought 2nd. a 
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MARKING MAP, that is a map to mark the change of positions of the UNION 

FORCES in RED PENCIL and the REBEL FORCES in BLUE, on the receipt of 

EVERY TELEGRAM from the seat of war” (Image 3). (The Leslie’s writers switched 

the colors that the Union and Rebel forces should be drawn in, but little else about the 

technique.) The Prang map was drawn especially to allow for these marks, with 

“plenty of space and distinctness” and just enough detail to follow the troops but not 

so much that the marks would be obscured. Further, the mapmakers planned for 

mistakes, though it is unclear whether they would be caused by the markers or by 

errors in information relayed by telegram: “The pencils which we also furnish should 

be used with a light hand to enable obliterating the marks with the aid of a little soft 

bread, if found necessary.” At the war’s end, the markable maps may tell the history of 

the war, but that history may be erased, written over, redrawn.  

 

Image 3. Detail from “War Telegram Marking Map.” Library of Congress. 

These maps reveal several important ways in which the temporality of the 

Civil War was experienced. First, because of telegraphic technology, the Civil War 
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occurred in a different temporal register than other wars before it: despite the farflung 

outposts where the war’s battles occurred, newspapers and magazines allowed those at 

home to track movements and battles almost in real time. This is the drama of a poem 

like Herman Melville’s “Donelson,” in which day after day a crowd gathers around a 

bulletin-board on which is posted the news of Grant’s siege of Fort Donelson. The 

poem nests various temporalities within one another: the time of battle (which spanned 

five days and both land and water) is translated into the time of reporting, relayed in 

the poem through mock news reports set off in italics, which eventually becomes the 

time of posting the bulletins and reading the reports. As “Donelson” makes clear, 

while the telegraph may have made news from the fronts arrive home more quickly, 

there nonetheless remained a delay that exacerbated worry and fear. Second, we can 

see in the creation of interactive maps an incompatibility between the temporality of 

maps, which as two-dimensional objects are in effect frozen in time, and the 

temporality of war, which is ever evolving. Making the consumer into a de facto 

cartographer solves this problem while also giving her a role to play in the national 

drama of war, equating geographic knowledge with national belonging. The map also 

suggests that the consumer will be involved in the geographical distribution of the 

map, as it adverstises that “Agents [are] wanted to sell this map in all parts of the 

country.” Note that there is no indication whether “the country” means North or 

South; the interactive maps bring together the nation’s warring parts in their shared 

interest in battle sites. Further, as I will explore in the next section, these marking 

maps even replicate something of the time of battle, with its stops and starts, its vast 

movements and long periods of stillness.  
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If the interactive maps attempt to replicate something of the time of war, what 

do these maps tell us about Civil War culture and its relation to place? First, and 

perhaps obviously, the Civil War brought places that had previously been neglected in 

the national spatial imaginary to new and sometimes permanent prominence. Major 

examples of this phenomenon would include Gettysburg and Andersonville and 

Appomattox, place names that became synonymous with the war events that happened 

there. But the war’s incredible breadth and scope meant that hundreds of thousands of 

other farflung places entered national consciousness, however briefly. The eight pages 

of Frank Leslie’s War Maps further demonstrate how the war created a conversation 

about the relationship between the local and the national. While its front page focuses 

on the South Carolina coast, with a richly detailed image of Fort Walker at Port Royal, 

its interior pages feature maps on scales ranging from Charleston Harbor to the 

juncture of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers to the battle of Belmont to the entire scope 

of the Southern and Border states. These maps are not arranged in any apparent 

chronological or geographical order; Charleston Harbor, for instance, comes after the 

initial maps of Port Royal, and a full-page map of the South Carolina/Georgia coasts 

opposes another full-page map of “the seat of war on the Potomac,” with the then-

current positions and fortifications of Rebels and Nationals shown. Frank Leslie’s, 

then, presents a new map of America, one that mingles scales, ignores major cities, 

and re-centers the livelihood of the nation onto its margins and forgotten interiors. 

This geographic re-centering provided an essential model for those writers who 

wished to deconstruct and reimagine the nation’s hegemony through its space. 

The markability of the maps also gestures toward a relationship with place that 
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is based not on experiencing the places of war through seeing them—for how could 

one possibly personally know all the war places catalogued in Frank Leslie’s, or even 

the tiny local communities shown on the War Telegram Marking Map?—but on 

experiencing them in other sensory registers. Sight provides our primary vocabulary 

for the active experience of space. Think back to Whitman’s description of his time in 

the hospitals, which is framed around the verbs “I have… watch’d” and “I have seen.” 

Or consider Emily Dickinson writing to Thomas Wentworth Higginson in South 

Carolina in the famous war letter that lends this study its title: “I should have liked to 

see you before you became improbable. War feels to me an oblique place.”24 Sight is 

direct evidence; distance is improbability. Yet while relying on sight, the war maps 

also engage with movement and touch: “What sensory organs and experiences enable 

human beings to have their strong feeling for space and for spatial qualities?” asks Yi-

Fu Tuan. “Answer: kinesthesia, sight, and touch” (12). These maps combine these 

three forms of sensory experience, removing import from sight alone.25 The markable 

maps of the Civil War, made possible by the new temporality of that war, produce a 

possible solution to the tension between imaginative national space and the lived 

experience of place. These maps generate an engagement with place enabled through a 

variety of senses that makes possible, as I will suggest in the next section through an 

exemplary account of one man’s war experience, a reimagining of the locations where 

national belonging can be felt. 

                                                
24 L280, The Letters of Emily Dickinson (Johnson, ed.).   
 
25 For Tuan, other “nondistancing” senses including taste, smell, skin sensitivity, and 
hearing also add to the apprehension of space (12).  
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“Intensified Time” and the Places of War: Henry James’s Memoirs 

 
The markable maps discussed in the previous section reflect the many types of 

time—progressive, recursive, delayed—produced by war. They also represent an 

attempt to address the desire to know and experience the war, however distant its 

campaigns, battles, and sieges. Writing half a century after the Civil War’s conclusion, 

as the nation sat on the precipice of a global fracas, Henry James looked back on his 

experience of war to elucidate the varying temporalities felt by one relegated to its 

periphery. James’s experience of the war was typical of many of the writers whose 

works later came to define the postbellum literary scene. Unlike Walt Whitman or 

Ambrose Bierce, James did not fight in the Civil War or witness battle or hospital 

scenes (save for a few moments of what he called “direct contact”). Sidelined from 

enlisting by a mysterious injury, James was at Harvard for much of the war years and 

experienced its events as many did: through letters sent by his brothers during their 

time fighting in the South, news reports, gossip, and abstracted loss.  

James’s second memoir Notes of a Son and Brother (1914) tells three stories 

set roughly within the years of 1860-1865: the return of the James family to America 

from Europe; his own growth as an artist, resulting in his first published stories 

(including some that took the war as their subject); and his and his family’s relation to 

the Civil War. James is preoccupied with his remove from the war and the 

“indirectness” with which he experienced it, though that indirectness contrasts with, or 

perhaps leads to, James’s sense that the war provided “probably more appearances at 
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one’s command in the way of felt aspects, images, apprehended living relations and 

impressions of the stress of life, than during any other season one was to know” (64). 

In other words, James, like many Americans, felt the tension between the war’s 

intensity of dramatic scenes and events, both personal and national, and his own lack 

of a claim of ownership toward these events, a troubling thing for any would-be 

writer. Nonetheless, James seeks to ameliorate, or at least find the words to describe, 

this tension, charging that the compression of “felt aspects, images,” and so on, leads 

to a sense that time itself is compacted and charged during the war.  

After diverging from the topic of one chapter (his father’s correspondence) to 

reproduce several war letters sent by family members, James writes this passage on 

the particular way that time is felt during war, from afar: 

Impossible moreover not in some degree to yield on the spot 

to any brush of the huge procession of those particular months and 

years, even though I shall presently take occasion to speak as I may of 

my own so inevitably contracted consciousness of what the brush, with 

its tremendous possibilities of violence, could consist of in the given 

case. I had, under stress, to content myself with knowing it in a more 

indirect and muffled fashion than might easily have been—even should 

one speak of it but as a matter of mere vision of the eyes or quickened 

wonder of the mind or heaviness of the heart, as a matter in fine of the 

closer and more inquiring, to say nothing of the more agitated, 

approach. All of which, none the less, was not to prevent the whole 

quite indescribably intensified time—intensified through all lapses of 
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occasion and frustrations of contact—from remaining with me as a 

more constituted and sustained act of living, in proportion to my 

powers and opportunities, than any other homogeneous stretch of 

experience that my memory now recovers. (243, emphasis in the 

original) 

War-time, according to James, is historical and progressive insofar as it unfolds as a 

“huge procession,” with one event naturally following another such that the memoirist 

must “yield on the spot” once one war event is introduced to the narrative. However, 

war-time is more concentrated, more “intensified,” than the linear time that usually 

orders histories and memoirs. James was not the only writer to remark on this sense of 

temporal intensification: in her war story “David Gaunt,” Rebecca Harding Davis 

introduces her tale by saying, “I must not stop to ask more, for these war-days are 

short, and the story might be cold before you heard it” (25). News travels so quickly 

during times of war that the days seem compressed. For James, intensification occurs 

“through all lapses of occasion and frustrations of contact,” a phrase that brings 

geographical distance into play with time. The “frustrations of contact” during war 

were many, particularly as soldiers in far off locales sought to send messages home, 

and vice versa. Yet there is also a sense that James is speaking of his own frustrated 

contact with the war, which he admits, again, is “indirect and muffled.” James 

summarizes the feelings of many who did not actively participate in combat.26 Later in 

the passage, as the threat of death imposes itself on his family, James slightly alters his 
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description of war-time, referring to the sense of “hurried, disordered time” felt when 

a family friend brings the injured Wilky James from the South back to Newport.  

This representation of time as intensified, hurried, and disordered contrasts 

with the types of time that ordered antebellum American lives—the time of seasons 

and harvests and Sabbaths, for example—and resembles what the historian Cheryl A. 

Wells has called “battle time.” According to Wells, “battle time” was “a convoluted 

mixture of God’s time, natural times, personal times, and clock times” that comprised 

a “ruling time that created a temporal web within which soldiers fought” (5). As Wells 

describes it, battle time was often hurried and disordered: since there was no standard 

time, battles were sometimes won and loss on the ability to create unified action out of 

the variety of times competing for hegemonic rule, and soldiers often complained of 

the hurry-up-and-wait nature of warfare. James seems to imbibe the descriptions of 

battle time from the letters he quotes from his brothers, letting it pervade and rule his 

own sense of war-time and seep into the temporality of his memoir. For instance, 

James quotes Wilky James’s description of battle at Kinston, North Carolina: 

At 8 A.M. we were on the road, and had hardly marched 3 miles when 

we knew by sounds ahead that the ball had opened. We were ordered 

up and deployed in an open field on the right of the road, where we 

remained some half an hour. Then we were moved some hundred yards 

further, but resumed our former position in another field. Here Foster 

came up to the Major, who was directly in the rear of our company and 

                                                                                                                                       
26 He also anticipates the complaints of literary historians who will find literature 
about the war hindered by being “muffled,” which echoes William Dean Howells’s 
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told him to advance our left wing to support Morrison's battery, which 

was about half a mile ahead. He also said he was pressing the Rebs 

hard and that they were retiring at every shell from our side. On we 

went, the left flank company taking the lead, and many a bullet and 

shell whizzed over our heads in that longest half-mile of my life. We 

seemed to be nearing the fun, for wounded men were being carried to 

the rear and dead ones lay on each side of us in the woods. We were 

taken into another field on the left of the road, and before us were 

deployed the 23rd Mass., who were firing in great style. First we were 

ordered to lie down, and then in 5 or 10 minutes ordered up again, 

when we charged down that field in a manner creditable to any 

Waterloo legion. I felt as if this moment was the greatest of my life and 

as if all the devils of the Inferno were my benighted system. (quoted on 

387) 

Wilky’s description of battle, of its durations short and long in both distances traveled 

and time passed, of its moments spent waiting for action and its great charges, accords 

with and inspires his older brother’s depiction of time. At another point in the memoir, 

when quoting Wilky discussing waiting to hear the sounds of muskets announcing 

Sherman’s arrival in his part of South Carolina, James writes, “I was never in my life 

to wait for any such sound, but how at that juncture I hung about with privileged 

Wilky!” (394) Reading Wilky’s letters gives James access, however mediated, to the 

experience of war, much in the same way that the marking maps allowed their owners 

                                                                                                                                       
critique of Melville’s Battle-Pieces discussed in Chapter 2. 
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to “follow along with eye and pencil,” recreating the time of troop movements in order 

to experience an attenuated version of war.  

Yet James is ever aware that reading letters can replicate the time but not the 

place of war. Reading over their familial correspondence in old age, he is made to 

“know again and reinhabit the places, the hours, the stilled or stirred conditions 

through which [he] took them in”—but he cannot know the exact conditions of Wilky 

and Bob’s service: 

These conditions seem indeed mostly to have settled for me into the 

single sense of what I missed, compared to what the authors of our 

bulletins gained, in wondrous opportunity of vision, that 

is appreciation of the thing seen—there being clearly such a lot of this, 

and all of it, by my conviction, portentous and prodigious. The key to 

which assurance was that I longed to live by my eyes, in the midst of 

such far-spreading chances, in greater measure than I then had help to, 

and that the measure in which they had it gloriously overflowed. (379, 

emphasis in the original) 

James wishes for a sensory experience of the war accessed through vision, but he is 

only able to play his part by “seeing, sharing, envying, applauding, pitying, all from 

too far-off, and with the queer sense that, whether or no they would prove to have had 

the time of their lives, it seemed that the only time I should have had would stand or 

fall by theirs” (379-380).  

James appropriates something of the time of battle into his war-time life and 

into the pages of his memoir, therefore, but he cannot ever see the places that his 
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brothers have seen. Coming to terms with being “too far-off,” then, becomes the 

primary barrier to James’s full understanding of war (an understanding that will be 

essential if he is to write about it). In response, James, like many Americans, becomes 

obsessed with the places where he experiences what he calls “‘contact’ with the active 

drama” of the war (311). These places of contact include some sites specifically 

related to the war: a Newport convalescent hospital for war veterans, for example, and 

the camp of Wilky’s Massachusetts regiment before they are sent south. Yet James 

also experiences contact in unexpected places. A Newport garden becomes, incredibly, 

the scene of his experience of the battle of Gettysburg. Throughout the memoir, James 

casts Newport as a liminal space, somewhere between America and Europe: he writes 

that the affluent town “imposed itself at that period to so remarkable a degree as the 

one right residence, in all our great country, for those tainted, under whatever 

attenuations, with the quality and the effect of detachment. The effect of detachment 

was the fact of the experience of Europe” (67). Despite Newport’s existence as a place 

for Americans who feel detached after living in Europe, James achieves a sense of 

familial, communal shared emotion when he experiences the battle of Gettysburg in a 

Newport garden with his cousins: 

The long hot July 1st of ’63, on which the huge battle of Gettysburg had 

begun, could really be—or rather couldn’t possibly not be—a scrap of 

concrete experience for any group of united persons, New York cousins 

and all, who, in a Newport garden, restlessly strolling, sitting, neither 

daring quite to move nor quite to rest, quite to go in nor quite to stay 

out, actually listened together, in their almost ignobly safe stillness, as 
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to the boom of far-away guns. This was, as it were, the War—the war 

palpably in Pennsylvania…” (311, emphasis in the original) 

The long hot July 1st becomes a “scrap of concrete experience” by sharing a 

temporality and a place, however fleeting, with the ongoing site of battle. If before 

James worried over his inability to “live with [his] eyes,” the experience in the 

Newport garden demonstrates how experience can be achieved through other senses, 

most notably kinesthesia and hearing. Seeing the war is closed off to James, except in 

moments of direct contact, but the idea of listening to it opens up the experience for 

outsiders, allowing the distant garden to become a place of war. The sentence’s 

cadence, its many cascading clauses (“restlessly strolling, sitting, neither daring quite 

to move nor quite to rest, quite to go in nor quite to stay out…”), replicates the 

movements that James describes—as well as the confused stops and starts of battle 

depicted in Wilky’s letters.  

In James’s description of the “group of united persons” coming together for a 

national event, we might be reminded of Sarah Josepha Hale’s vision of Thanksgiving. 

For Hale, the Thanksgiving table becomes the heart of the nation through the act of 

simultaneous communal eating and gathering. For James, then, the gathering in the 

garden “couldn’t possibly not be” a similar scene of national participation. The 

striking double negative reiterates that this is a valid form of war experience, one 

which localizes a distant event of national import. There is an important caveat that we 

must add to James’s description of Gettysburg, however, which is that he and his 

cousins couldn’t possibly have known about the battle on July 1. Although 

newspapers had reported that troops Northern and Southern were converging in 
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Pennsylvania, there was no telegraph office in Gettysburg to relay news of the battle, 

and papers did not report the Northern victory until July 6.27 The erasures and 

revisions of memory allow James to create a place where the war can be accessed 

exactly in the time it unfolds, however impossible such an experience would be in 

reality. Simultaneity-across-time, as Anderson has argued, creates national 

community.  

 Despite this transcendent moment of national communion, James ultimately 

insists that he will never truly know the war. After conjuring an image of “young 

figures of the fallen” like his brother’s dear friend Cabot Russell, he writes that “they 

have each to such a degree, so ranged, the strange property or privilege—one scarce 

knows what to call it—of exquisitely, for all our time, facing us out, quite blandly 

ignoring us, looking through us or straight over us at something they partake of 

together but that we mayn’t pretend to know” (245-246). I have dwelt on James’s 

underread memoir because it is representative of the texts studied in this project: 

published in 1915, more than half a century after the events it describes, Notes of a 

Son and Brother makes clear how the Civil War continued to be parsed and 

reproduced for decades after the Confederacy’s surrender, as still occurs today. 

Further, although James’s place in the canon of post-war American authors is assured, 

his relation to the Civil War has generally been regarded as one of evasion. Yet the 

war factored continually in James’s fiction as well as his memoirs, as it did for so 

many other writers who were thought to have ignored the war, even if James’s primary 

                                                
27 See Hoffman and Hoffman, 548. 
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preoccupation with the war was his own distance from it.28 James’s desire to come to 

terms with war places and with his own place in the nation from which he felt 

estranged mirrors the concerns of the writers my project constellates.  

 

“An Exchange of Territory” 

 
This study takes its title from a phrase written by one of those writers: “I did 

not deem that Planetary forces annulled – but suffered an Exchange of Territory, or 

World – ” (L280). Dickinson was writing to Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson, 

her literary “preceptor,” upon learning that he had been sent to South Carolina to one 

of the war’s primary fighting grounds. As I will discuss in greater depth in my first 

chapter, Dickinson’s famous letter attempts to come to terms with Higginson’s 

remove, with the new geography that surrounds him in South Carolina, and with the 

possibility that he will not return. Dickinson’s word territory is an important one for 

this project: in its commonly accepted definition as “the land or country belonging to 

or under the dominion of a ruler or state,” it marks out national domain, and may 

indeed be synonymous with the nation. Although its root seems to invoke the Latin 

word “terra,” or earth,” as the political geographer Heriberto Cairo has noted, the 

Oxford English Dictionary suggests it may also be related to “terrere,” to frighten, thus 

meaning “a place from which people are warned off.”29 This latter sense of the word 

seems to be invoked in the modern sense of national territory. Cairo has argued that 

                                                
28 In The Bostonians, for example, one of the main characters is a Confederate veteran 
and a pivotal scene takes place at Harvard’s Memorial Hall.  
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the map serves as a form of territory that “has become synonymous with sovereignty,” 

and that wars are “made intelligible through particular territorial discourses” (1020). 

We have already seen examples of “territorial discourse” in Hoar’s belligerent words 

published in the venerable literary magazine The Atlantic and in the popular anthem 

“Battle Cry of Freedom.” The latter song’s notion of “hurl[ing] the rebel crew from 

the land that we love best” gestures toward Cairo’s notion that “territorial wars are the 

meaningful and visceral manifestation of national identity that help to define, 

consolidate and secure ‘us’ from the threat of  ‘them,’ at the same time securing 

habitable space for an imagined community” (1018). “Battle Cry of Freedom” 

employs this “us versus them” rhetoric even as the North fought for the preservation 

of the Union. Further, the synonymous nature of nation and territory explains why 

geographical rhetoric was so important to promoting the Union cause during the war 

and, later, to giving meaning to a war that cost more than 600,000 Americans their 

lives. This project suggests that these calls to preserve national geography were not 

merely instances of empty rhetoric, but rather assertions of national hegemonic control 

and order. Yet many American resisted or questioned these assertions, noting a 

discordance between the invoked imagined space of the nation and their own 

experience of place. The war drove this discordance home.  

We might pause here to note that wars fought to preserve territory (like the one 

fought by the North) require a different spatial imaginary than wars fought to establish 

new national territory (like the one fought by the South). For the North, invocations of 

geography naturalized by topographical features like oceans—think of Hale’s “from 

                                                                                                                                       
29 Oxford English Dictionary. 
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Plymouth Rock to the Pacific” or the call coming “from the East and from the West” 

in “Battle Cry”—justified their fight against the South and paved the way for the 

reassertion of national control after the war. Indeed, a very different spatial imaginary 

justified the South’s actions, one that bore the tension of what Coleman Hutchison has 

called a “nested nationalism.” Hutchison asserts that Confederate poems “effectively 

localize the broader conflict and its nationalistic context… By grounding the new 

Confederacy in a set of older, local affinities and allegiances, these poems work to 

naturalize and concretize a constructed and abstract nationalism” (124). The tension 

between local and national belonging that Hutchison finds in Confederate literature is 

also present in pro-Union literature, as I will argue throughout this project (135). Yet 

after the war, this tension was relieved in pro-Confederate literature by the failure of 

the Confederacy. As an imagined nationalism without a sovereign nation behind it, the 

Lost Cause flourished. Literature favoring the preservation of the Union had to 

contend, ironically enough, with the presence of that Union after the nation was 

reunited. At that time, naturalizing geographical invocations like Hale’s and 

Emerson’s served to obliterate the local, a phenomenon that some recognized and 

attempted to counter by exploring places that defied national control. 

With Emerson’s American map in hand and territory settled, America went 

forward from its moment of crisis into the twentieth century and its imperial heyday—

or so tidy narratives of American history might have us believe. It is easy to regard the 

Civil War as an end (of the messy but inevitable seeds sown in the early American 

republic) and a beginning (of the global modern nation), and consequently not to give 

full consideration to the conflict’s own unruly temporality, which is always exceeding 
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the bounds we might place on it. Although the country would continue to expand 

through annexation, its size would not be reduced, and its existence would not be 

threatened, at least not by rebellions from within. Anne Baker says, summarizing this 

popular idea of the war’s effect of consolidating the U.S., that the war “established the 

Union on a new, firmer footing” such that “national boundaries came to seem more 

solid and more real” (9). While post-war nationalist rhetoric may have trumpeted this 

sense of settled space, within these seemingly solid borders, there remained what I call 

contested places: sites where questions of allegiance and national affiliation acquired 

heightened importance and were under constant contestation during the war. Places 

associated with the war—including those localities explicitly related to the war like 

battlefields, cemeteries, and former prison sites, as well as regions that appeared less 

directly related, like the new state of West Virginia—retained a residue of contingency 

from the war that threatened to reshape, or at the very least rethink, the hegemony of 

national borders and national identity. This residual contingency allowed these war 

places to serve as sites where the typical nation/region ruling relationship could be 

contested. The structures that existed within contested places reoriented national 

territory according to other, often more local, scales of relation, including those 

between correspondents, families, and neighborhoods. Contested places therefore 

constitute a critique of national territory, a way of rethinking the space of the nation 

that also rethinks national structures of power, since (following the work of Henri 

Lefebvre and others) space is always political. Moreover, contested places possess a 

temporality outside historical/progressive nation-time; Henry James’s sense of “battle 

time,” for example, is but one of several alternate temporalities offered by contested 
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places that oppose or reinterpret nation time.  

My texts are about the lives and afterlives of these places, how they came into 

being during the war and continued to challenge what the nation means long after the 

war was done. Because these places do not fit into the standard categories of national 

places, they allow us to rethink the national interior. As Americanist scholars employ 

ever vaster scales, including hemispheres, oceans, and planets, to critique a field that 

previously reified the nation, these texts assert that the nation was in fact never a 

stable concept, even at the moment when the nation’s future seemed secured. An 

Exchange of Territory constellates these contested places to create an alternative map 

of the post-war nation, one which insists on its own contingency and as such offers a 

critical model for studying post-war nationalism. While these texts refigure national 

space in the post-war era, they also tell an alternative genealogy of literary 

nationalism, one in which the Civil War figures not as a defined moment that can be 

contained in a single masterwork of literature or a certain canon of texts but as an 

expansive and ongoing conflict that continually shifts meaning. The war is not 

unwritten but in a constant process of being rewritten. In emphasizing how American 

writers continue to rewrite the war, I hope to add to recent studies that preserve, in the 

words of Robert S. Levine, “a sense of the provisional and contested nature of 

American literary nationalism” (Dislocating Race and Nation, 1). The spatial 

imaginary of my archive forces us outside what we know about history into a 

conditional time and place where the fate of the Civil War is unknown. Similarly, the 

places that these texts chart unsettle accounts of what works and authors comprise a 

canon of war literature or, synecdochally, a national literature (since the Civil War is 
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often regarded as the preeminent historical event of the nation).  

An Exchange of Territory begins by describing how writers came to terms with 

their distance (both literal and figurative) from the war and their questions about how 

the war dead could be properly mourned from afar. Thus, my first chapter, “‘For 

Braveries, Remote as This’: Emily Dickinson and the Spatiotemporal Dislocations of 

War,” reads the writer’s wartime letters and poems together to show how Dickinson 

works to resolve the representational crisis presented by war. Dickinson, who spent 

most of the war at home, uses the temporal and formal structures of the letter to 

apprehend how nationalism requires citizens to feel distantly. I argue that Dickinson’s 

war writing archives the ways that war’s distances disrupt natural time. While 

Dickinson’s war poems such as “When I was small, a Woman died – ” collapse the 

affective distances between soldier and homefront in an attempt to restore a 

naturalized sense of mourning to deaths in war, her obsession with the time of news 

interrupts a restorative reading of war.  

Building on the questions about memorialization raised by Dickinson, my 

second chapter “Melville’s Epitaphs” argues that Herman Melville’s first collection of 

poetry, Battle-Pieces and Aspects of the War (1866), adopts and adapts the epitaphic 

genre to demonstrate how the war interrupted traditional human relations with place 

and time. Melville uses the epitaph’s trope of vocalizing the dead to conceptualize 

how the war unmoored American lives from their rootedness in place, stranding their 

bodies in unfamiliar locations. I argue that these epitaphic poems, set aside in a 

separate section of Battle-Pieces, offer a counter-temporality to the chronological and 

historically contingent war poems that precede them in the volume, one which offers 
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an account of recursive time that is naturalizing but not recuperative, revealing a 

severed relation to place. Further, I establish how, in appropriating the epitaph to 

memorialize a war he called “an upheaval affecting the basis of things,” Melville 

evinces the genre’s unsuitability to a literary culture that increasingly valued the de-

placed genre of the lyric. I connect Melville’s Civil War epitaphs with a then-new 

memorial genre: the national cemetery. These homogeneous national spaces attempt to 

answer Melville’s questions about how memory works when removed from traditional 

places of mourning, while representing the state’s attempt to control the war’s 

meaning. 

Looking forward to the end of the nineteenth century, the second half of my 

project charts the war’s continued importance for contending with the effects of 

emancipation. Chapter three, “Near Andersonville: Race and Place in Early American 

Regionalism,” constructs an alternative genealogy of regionalism and its interrogation 

of gender and race through readings of Winslow Homer’s painting Near Andersonville 

and seldom-studied magazine sketches by Rebecca Harding Davis and Constance 

Fenimore Woolson. I suggest that the genre of regionalism (commonly considered 

nostalgic stories by women about local communities) is rooted in notions of 

regionalized subjectivity that developed in direct relation to the war. Homer, Davis, 

and Woolson, working during and in the decade after the war, survey contested spaces 

generated by war to show how they make visible the ways in which national space is 

racialized. I add to studies seeking to re-center American literary studies on previously 

marginalized voices by focusing on those margins—cemetery walls, state borders, and 

the eaves in a slave’s cabin—and asking how they generate new forms of national 
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critique.  

My examination of the racialization of space extends to a reading of geophagy, 

or dirt eating, in my final chapter “‘Predial Rather than Proprietary’: Consuming Place 

in Charles Chesnutt’s Short Fiction.” Alternatively pathologized and celebrated as a 

local custom, geophagy enacts an immediate sensory relationship that reimagines the 

possibilities of how people relate to place. In the 1890s, as Jim Crow legislation 

sought to reimpose the conditions of slavery on Southern blacks, Charles Chesnutt’s 

“stories of the color-line” employ the practice of geophagy to valorize the 

consumption of local places, rescaling the nation along the lines of the slave 

neighborhood. Set within an imaginative geography that invokes the Civil War as both 

a historical break in the nation’s development and an event that changed nothing for 

African Americans, Chesnutt’s stories reveal the place-based logic underpinning racial 

segregation and seek to overturn it. The dissertation ends by showing how, as the 

“American Century” dawned, writers looked back to the Civil War to critique the lack 

of fulfillment of the war’s promises of freedom and equality for black Americans.  

Finally, in a coda, I look to the current memorialization practices in place in 

Elmira, New York, to bring together questions about place, memory, and race asked 

elsewhere in the project. I juxtapose two of Elmira’s leading citizens—the black 

sexton and gravekeeper John W. Jones and the white author Mark Twain—to ask how 

we can interpret their works and lives in the context of the forgotten prison camp at 

Elmira. While certain contested places, like battlefield cemeteries, were subsumed into 

national space after the war, others retained their fractious relation to the U.S. In this 

final section, I explore how even today contested places of the Civil War continue to 
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challenge conceptions of national territory. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

“FOR BRAVERIES, REMOTE AS THIS”: EMILY DICKINSON AND THE 

SPATIOTEMPORAL DISLOCATIONS OF WAR 

 
“As it is, the dead of the battle-field come up to us very rarely, even in dreams.”  

–From an anonymous review of Mathew Brady’s photographs of the war dead, New 
York Times, October 20, 1862 

 
We know that, despite keeping the circumference of her world largely to the 

fence around her father’s home in Amherst, Emily Dickinson’s geographical 

imagination was vast. Dickinson’s geographical knowledge was acquired, like that of 

many nineteenth-century Americans, in the schoolroom rather than through personal 

experience: “Volcanoes be in Sicily / And South America / I judge from my 

Geography” she famously wrote, juxtaposing these far-off wonders with the 

“Vesuvius at home” that Adrienne Rich identified with the inner life of the poet 

(Fr1691).30 Certainly, some authors gained their geographical knowledge through 

firsthand experiences of travel: our minds might turn immediately to Herman Melville, 

Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Frederick Douglass, whose jobs (as sailor, government 

bureaucrat, and activist) took them at least across the Atlantic, if not much farther. 

Given the barriers to occupation outside the home placed on women in the nineteenth 

century, particularly women of relative affluence like Dickinson, it’s not surprising 

that the bounds of her travel were so limited. Yet even in comparison with fellow 

                                                
30 See Rich, “Vesuvius at Home.” Hsuan L. Hsu notes that Dickinson would have 
learned geography at Mount Holyoke Seminary from S. Augustus Mitchell’s System of 
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Amherst native and writer Helen Hunt Jackson, Dickinson’s travels were 

circumscribed. She never left her own country and only traveled as far away as 

Virginia, where in 1855 she took a trip to Mount Vernon on a Potomac River outing 

while visiting her father when he served in Congress. Five short years later, the 

country was on the brink of war, with the places that Dickinson had visited—the 

capitol city, the river, the Virginia countryside—to serve as some of the most 

important strategic sites of the struggle.  

 While Dickinson’s own travels were limited, much recent scholarship has 

insisted on understanding the poet within a global context. The theme of the 2013 

Emily Dickinson International Conference was “Emily Dickinson, World Citizen,” 

and scholars have pursued the enriching work of returning the poet to her contextual 

world, reading her poems alongside and in conversation with nineteenth-century 

reading practices, scientific knowledge of the day, and discourses of geology.31 While 

additional scholarship has focused on the vastness of Dickinson’s mind’s atlas, a 

vastness all the more impressive given the circumscribed scope of her travels, this 

chapter will center on the understudied question of Dickinson’s relation to American 

geographies, focusing my inquiry around a moment of national geographical crisis, the 

                                                                                                                                       
Modern Geography or Samuel Griswold Goodrich’s “Peter Parley” geography texts 
(212). 
31 See Cristanne Miller, Reading in Time: Emily Dickinson in the Nineteenth Century 
(2012); Robin Peel, Emily Dickinson and the Hill of Science (2010); Paul Giles, “‘The 
Earth reversed her Hemispheres’: Emily Dickinson’s Global Antipodality” (2011), and 
the corresponding chapter in The Global Remapping of American Literature (2011). 
See also the recent edited collection Emily Dickinson in Context, Eliza Richards, ed. 
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American Civil War.32 I argue that Dickinson’s poems and letters work to resolve a 

representational crisis in time and space generated by the dislocations of war. For 

Dickinson, who experienced the war’s events from afar, its impact manifested around 

processes of grief and mourning. The poet juxtaposes epistolary time, which is 

structured by the fractured nature of news, with the natural time of grief as she asks 

how to represent in words a distant war. I read Dickinson’s war poems and letters 

together to return her often used trope of circumference to its geographic roots, 

aligning circumference with correspondence to explore Dickinson’s negotiation of the 

spatial and temporal dislocations of war. 

 

Epistolary Time in War 
 

In February 1863, Emily Dickinson wrote a now-famous letter to Thomas 

Wentworth Higginson while he served in South Carolina as colonel of the 1st South 

Carolina Volunteers. The letter begins: “I did not deem that Planetary forces annulled 

– but suffered an Exchange of Territory, or World – / I should have liked to see you, 

before you became improbable. War feels to me an oblique place – Should there be 

other Summers, would you perhaps come?” (L280). “War feels to me an oblique 

place,” writes Dickinson, in a sentence that summarizes what must have been a 

                                                
32 Dickinson’s relation to the war was considered for a long time to be nonexistent, or, 
perhaps, only metaphorical. In The Unwritten War, for instance, Daniel Aaron 
discusses her in a supplement to the main text, and insists that the poet internalized the 
war to describe her own misery (355-356). With the publishing of Shira Wolosky’s 
Emily Dickinson: A Voice of War in 1984, however, the question of Dickinson’s 
engagement with the war has become an active and ever-evolving branch of Dickinson 
scholarship. For an excellent summation of work done on Dickinson and the war, see 
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familiar feeling for those who read about the war from their homes. What is an oblique 

place? Certainly coastal South Carolina must have seemed an improbable place to 

Dickinson. We can witness her contemplation of a similarly tropical, almost foreign, 

location in this poem, dated to 1863: 

Conjecturing a Climate 

Of unsuspended Suns – 

Adds poignancy to Winter – 

The Shivering Fancy turns  

 

To a fictitious Country 

To palliate a Cold – 

Not obviated of Degree – 

Nor erased – of Latitude – (Fr551) 

Here, Dickinson makes reference to specific geographic concepts—the lesser degrees 

and latitudes belonging to countries as they near the equator—to describe the 

phenomenon of imagining warmth during the long months of a northern winter. The 

war correspondence with Higginson removes Dickinson from her familiar home life in 

Amherst and forces her to conjecture strange climates within her own country—or 

within the “fictitious Country” of the seceded states. Just as Dickinson refers to the 

“fictitious Country” in positional geographic terms, so, too, does she use a positional 

term to describe her feelings toward war: “oblique” is aslant, not vertical or horizontal, 

                                                                                                                                       
Faith Barrett, “Public Selves and Private Spheres: Studies of Emily Dickinson and the 
Civil War, 1984-2007.” 
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but divergent from a straight line. Slantness, of course, has its own associations with 

circumference in Dickinson’s poetic vocabulary: “Tell all the truth but tell it slant – 

Success in Circuit lies” she proclaimed (Fr1263). “Oblique” can also describe indirect 

language (“having an oblique point”) or, perhaps most poignantly, the relation of the 

stars to the horizon. This astronomical resonance would connect the adjective back to 

the “planetary forces” of the letter’s first line and the images of orbits, circuits, and 

circumferences that Dickinson will use to conceptualize distance and correspondence.  

Thus, Dickinson’s emotions about the war are tied to a directional sense of 

being askance but also of a desire to maintain the systems that order the world: 

“Should there be other summers, would you perhaps come?” she plaintively asks. 

Dickinson is the sun here around which Higginson orbits; he must return to her. The 

war has interrupted relations on the diurnal level, threatening the very existence of 

seasons and years. Time works against Dickinson here: as the letter continues, she 

finds Higginson is “gone, by accident, as [she] find[s] systems are, or seasons of the 

year.” Again, the diurnal and planetary temporalities that provide natural structure to 

human lives would seem to provide solace; yet here they represent how naturalized 

time can become invisible or taken for granted, just as people sometimes are. In the 

first few sentences of her letter to Higginson, then, Dickinson raises a number of the 

questions that will define her relation to the Civil War: how does one understand the 

war if she does not witness it personally? And how does one understand the effect of 

war on the experience of time, which Dickinson relates to natural rhythms like seasons 

and planetary circuits? For Dickinson, these questions of time and space are intimately 

linked as she explores her own spatiotemporal distance from the war. As Eliza 
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Richards has argued in her examination of media like the telegraph and Dickinson’s 

war poetry, “the conjunction of a new mass media network with the mass death that 

resulted from a full-scale war foregrounded the gap among vicarious and direct 

experiences of the conflict” (157). I will suggest that the temporality of letters, which I 

will call epistolary time and which is predicated on spatial distance, provides a model 

for war time that Dickinson juxtaposes with natural time to ask how processes of grief 

and mourning operate during war.  

To understand how Dickinson uses the time of letters to dramatize the 

experience of war, we must first acknowledge the role that the poet’s letters have 

played in Dickinson scholarship, as well as the part that letters were expected to play 

in the war more generally. When Emily Dickinson wrote to Thomas Wentworth 

Higginson on the fifteenth of April, 1862, to ask “are you too deeply occupied to say if 

my Verse is alive?” she made the daring choice to take the venerable man of letters at 

his word (L260). The essay to which Dickinson responded was called, after all, “Letter 

to a Young Contributor.” Although the essay did not keep to its declared genre for 

long, abandoning its epistolary form after the first paragraph, Dickinson responded as 

if the essay were a letter written just to her, transforming a public discursive act 

(Higginson’s front-page Atlantic essay) into a private correspondence that would last 

the rest of her life, a correspondence that would negotiate publicity, privacy, and 

national belonging in remarkable ways. Although Dickinson presented herself as a 

poet from the start, her relationship with Higginson was sustained through the genre of 

the letter, a genre that provided distinct avenues for negotiating distance and time. 

Indeed, after Dickinson’s death and the publication of the first edition of her poems in 
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1890, Higginson commemorated his friend and introduced her to the public in another 

Atlantic essay, this one called “Emily Dickinson’s Letters.” As Higginson’s essay of 

introduction states, Dickinson’s poetry was and remains difficult, dense, elusive, but 

her letters—in particular, and conveniently for the essayist, those written to 

Higginson—bring us “intimately near to the peculiar quality and aroma of her nature” 

(302). The now-old but still potent claim is this: to know Dickinson’s letters is to 

know Dickinson in a way that her poetry does not or cannot allow. 

Of course, those who have read the letters know that they can be every bit as 

difficult, dense, and elusive as the poems. They force their readers to confront 

questions of form and genre, since, as has often been noted, they not only frequently 

included poems but sometimes seemed to become poems themselves.33 What has 

seldom been addressed in discussions of the letters, however, is the way that they use 

the war as on occasion to think through affective distances of grief and mourning, an 

issue that we also find Dickinson taking up in her war poems. The maintenance of the 

vast national network of the post was a source of pride during the uprooting years of 

the American Civil War. In his December 1863 second message to Congress, with its 

famous closing invocation of America as “the last best hope of earth,” President 

Abraham Lincoln spoke lengthily of the financial success of the Post-Office 

                                                
33 Perhaps the most famous assertion of the interrelation of Dickinson’s letters and 
poems came in Thomas H. Johnson’s introduction to his edition of the letters: “Indeed, 
early in the 1860’s, when Emily Dickinson seems to have first gained assurance of her 
destiny as a poet, the letters both in style and rhythm begin to take on qualities that are 
so nearly the quality of her poems as on occasion to leave the reader in doubt where 
the letter leaves off and the poem begins” (xv).  
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Department even with the “cessation of revenue from the so-called seceded States.”34 

After mail service was suspended in the South in May 1861 and the Confederacy 

created its own postal system, sending mail was no longer a simple means of 

communication but an act of patriotic engagement that prompted negotiations of what 

could be considered “national” space, north and south.  

During the Civil War, letters were a way of fighting the war from afar, of being 

there without being there. In her essay “A Call to My Country-Women” published in 

the Atlantic in March 1863, Gail Hamilton (pseudonym of Mary Abigail Dodge) 

admitted that women could not fight the war, but they could “follow the soldier to the 

battle-field” in the form of correspondence: “the great army of letters that marches 

southward with every morning sun is a powerful engine of war,” she declares (255). 

Hamilton states unequivocally that these letters should express no fear or worries but 

instead contain details of “the little interests of home”: “Fill your letters with kittens 

and canaries, with baby’s shoes, and Johnny’s sled, and the old cloak which you have 

turned into a handsome gown” (255-256). The letter is the means of bringing home to 

the far-off battlefield, of uniting disparate locales. Thomas Wentworth Higginson saw 

                                                
34 Lincoln, the former postmaster, wrote in his Second Annual Message: “It gives me 
pleasure to report a decided improvement in the financial condition of the Post-Office 
Department as compared with several preceding years. The receipts for the fiscal year 
1861 amounted to $8,349,296.40, which embraced the revenue from all the States of 
the Union for three quarters of that year. Notwithstanding the cessation of revenue 
from the so-called seceded States during the last fiscal year, the increase of the 
correspondence of the loyal States has been sufficient to produce a revenue during the 
same year of $8,299,820.90, being only $50,000 less than was derived from all the 
States of the Union during the previous year… These favorable results are in part 
owing to the cessation of mail service in the insurrectionary States and in part to a 
careful review of all expenditures in that Department in the interest of economy. The 
efficiency of the postal service, it is believed, has also been much improved.” 
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Hamilton’s essay while in South Carolina and frequently mentioned it while decrying 

his own lack of correspondents: “I wish more people wrote to me,” he confessed to his 

mother, requesting later that if people at the North ask what they can do for him, “tell 

them to write letters, without expecting answers” (275, 281, emphasis in the original). 

Mrs. Higginson must have heeded her son’s request, for within a month he writes to 

his wife that “the Arago is in, with a lot of letters for me,” including one from Emily 

Dickinson (283). Although we do not have any of Higginson’s responses to Dickinson 

during the war years, we do have his letters to his mother and wife, which often end 

with an acknowledgement of the irregularity of the post as it arrives in camp such that 

the content of the letter is affected by these unknowable schedules. “The steamer is 

whistling which is to stop here for letters,” closes one epistle to his mother, while 

another finishes abruptly (without even the courtesy of final punctuation) with “Mail 

goes suddenly. This may go” (264, 315). Higginson laments not receiving letters from 

home, but is able to blame it on the ships; these vessels of delivery are referred to 

almost as if they were human mail carriers: “My darling I got yr. two letters by the 

Fulton & one fr. Bratt,” he tells his wife (305). The soldier’s attention to the 

exigencies of the mail in war times is, of course, a very material one: if he did not 

make the steamer, there was no guarantee of when the next would arrive. At the same 

time, these statements riddle the letters with temporal anxiety: one never knows when 

the time in which a letter can be written will run out, and there is a pervasive fear of 

what might happen in the interims between steamers as they makes their circuitous 

routes up and down the Atlantic coast. 

Like Higginson, Dickinson was obsessed with the time of letters. To better 
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understand the temporal qualities of letters that Dickinson explores in her war 

correspondence, we might briefly turn to a contemporaneous poem that embeds those 

epistolary qualities into its own structure and understanding of the war. Walt 

Whitman’s “Come Up From the Fields Father,” first published in Drum-Taps (1865), 

begins on an Ohio farm with the arrival of a letter believed to be written by a son off at 

war. The family quickly discovers, however, that the letter is written in “a strange 

hand,” indicating that their son has been injured. But this is not the only jarring news 

of the poem: a prophetic voice enters in the penultimate stanza to tell us that despite 

the letter’s assurances, “Alas poor boy, he will never be better, (nor may-be needs to 

be better, that brave and simple soul,) / While they stand at home at the door he is 

dead already, / The only son is dead.” 

This news, which cannot be known to the boy’s family, takes the ground out 

from beneath the poem. Whitman acknowledges that despite the technologies that 

were bringing news ever quicker to homes, lessening the span of time between the 

present of an event’s occurrence and the future when it is learned about and perceived, 

fissures remained. Thus, “Come Up From the Fields Father” builds on the polyvalent 

temporalities of correspondence and news to dramatize and allow the reader to feel the 

terrible shocks generated by war. The poem’s first eight stanzas occur at the time the 

letter is received, yet the letter subsumes that present moment in several past ones: the 

time of the soldier’s wounding; the time when the letter is written telling the family 

that the soldier is “at present low, but will soon be better”; and the time of the soldier’s 

death, which occurs after the letter is sent but before the family receives it. The reader 

of the poem is as submerged in these layers of past and present as the family the poem 
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describes. Then, once we are fully mired in these several pasts, Whitman thrusts the 

time of the poem forward in its final stanzas, assuring that we, too, feel the shock of 

learning of the son’s death. But, importantly, Whitman does not represent the moment 

the family learns of the death but the ironic moment when they believe he still lives 

and yet has died without their knowledge. 

Epistolary time during war, therefore, presented an epistemological crisis: what 

is the truth if the news represents multiple—possibly incompatible—presents, the one 

when the letter was sent and the one when the letter was received? Dickinson, like 

Whitman, was preoccupied with news and these incompatible temporalities. When we 

survey her poems which use the word “news,” we find that Dickinson often included 

alternate words, substituting “news” with descriptors including “report,” “words,” 

“fact,” and “truth” (Fr703, 967, 1334, 1456). This connection of the news with factual 

truth is crucial to understanding Dickinson’s perspective on the representational crisis 

of war: somewhere out there, a knowable occurrence took place, but her interest lies in 

the ways that knowledge is transmitted and transformed across time and over distance. 

A poem like the one that begins “I watched her face to see which way / She took the 

awful news” foregrounds this emphasis on the perception of news rather than the news 

itself (Fr1710). In this poem, the speaker watches to see “Whether she died before she 

heard” the “awful news,” a reaction that calls into question the way that time 

structures our perception. Of course, “she” could not die before hearing the news 

because she cannot know the news, and yet Dickinson suggests that the present of the 

newsworthy event may be accessible to the woman, however impossible it may seem.   

Dickinson provides another possibility for the subject of this poem after 
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learning the awful news, however. Rather than dying, she might have “remained a few 

slow years with us / Each heavier than the last,” a withering existence that Dickinson 

compares with “Flower at fall of Frost” (Fr 1710). This slow decaying, which is 

assigned the temporality of the seasons, restores some measure of the naturalized time 

of mourning to the woman at the center of the poem. Dickinson juxtaposes the abrupt 

and deathly time of news (which is often relayed via letter) with the time of grief, 

which is, in the words of the poem, “protracted,” “slow,” and connected with seasonal 

rhythms. In “Come Up From the Fields Father,” Whitman, too, contrasts epistolary 

time, which is always belated, multivalent, and at odds with the moment of the 

present, with the sacred time of mourning, represented by the mother dressed in black 

at the poem’s end who longs to “withdraw unnoticed, silent from life and withdraw, / 

To follow, to seek, to be with her dear dead son” (40). Despite its title, “Come Up 

From the Fields Father” is a thoroughly feminized poem centered on the effect of war 

on the women left at home. It is told in part through the perspective of a “just-grown 

daughter,” notes the many little sisters still at home, and focuses its emotional energy 

on the grieving mother: it is her “sickly white” face that haunts the poem rather than 

the face of the dead soldier. The letter bearing bad news is an interloper in the 

feminized, pastoralized space of the Ohio farm resulting in the endless isolation of the 

mother, who will “seek” her son but never again find him. In this way, Whitman’s 

poem might remind us of Franz Kafka’s assertion (made, of course, in a letter) that 

“the great feasibility of letter writing must have produced – from a purely theoretical 

point of view – a terrible dislocation of souls in the world” (229).35 Whitman suggests 

                                                
35 I have chosen to use J. Hillis Miller’s translation of the original Zerruttüng as 
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that war results in the same “terrible dislocation of souls” as does the advent of letter 

writing for Kafka. Letters, for Kafka, make people aware of distance in a way they 

never may have been before, and letters always carry with them the dual valences of 

closing distance at the same time they maintain and require it.  

“‘Frazer is killed’ – ‘Frazer is killed’”: The Times of Grief  
 

For Dickinson, this distance requires something we might call faith: of Nature, 

she says “Her message is committed / To Hands I cannot see –  ,” in perhaps her most 

famous meditation on letters (Fr519). As her correspondence with Higginson 

continued, this faith would continually be tested as the war became bloodier and 

Higginson himself entered the fray. In her second letter to Higginson, written before 

he went south, Dickinson thanks the famous man of letters “for the surgery,” referring 

to some advice he must have given about the four poems included with the first letter. 

The poet’s choice of medical metaphor takes on particular resonance in April 1862. In 

the same month that Higginson’s “Letter to a Young Contributor” was published and 

Dickinson penned her answer, the Civil War entered its second year with a series of 

bloody battles and campaigns, most notably the Battle of Shiloh on April 6. Just the 

month before, on March 14, Amherst, Massachusetts, was shaken by the death of 

Frazar (usually spelled “Frazer” by Dickinson) Stearns, son of the president of 

Amherst College, in the Battle of New Bern. Stearns was a close friend of Dickinson’s 

older brother Austin, who had paid $500 for a substitute to fight the war in his place. 

The death of Stearns, whom Dickinson praised as a “young crusader—too brave that 

                                                                                                                                       
“dislocation” (171). See Tropes, Parables, and Performatives: Essays on Twentieth-
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he could fear to die,” startled the small community of Amherst out of its complacency 

regarding the Civil War and caused Dickinson to rethink nature’s familiar patterns 

(L255).  

Dickinson’s descriptions of Stearns’s death and her brother Austin’s reaction 

to the news evince several of the themes found throughout her descriptions of the 

experience of war: the devastated reactions of those left behind, the depiction of the 

scene of mourning, the questioning of God and afterlife. But we might note 

particularly the ways in which these letters convey the fractured time of war as 

experienced from afar and relayed through media like newspapers and letters. “Dear 

children,” she wrote to her Norcross cousins in late March 1862, “You have done 

more for me—’tis least I can do, to tell you of brave Frazer—‘killed at Newbern,’ 

darlings. His big heart shot away by a ‘minie ball.’ I had read of those—I didn’t think 

Frazer would carry one to Eden with him” (L255). Dickinson, the bearer of bad news 

to her cousins, emphasizes, in the quotations around “killed at Newbern,” her own 

moment of receiving the news of his death. The quotation marks also serve to 

highlight the medium of the news—perhaps a telegram, perhaps a list of the war dead 

published in the newspaper or on bulletin boards—since she seems to be quoting the 

way in which the news was delivered.36 Indeed, the quotation marks seem to conflate 

being told bad news by words and reading it in the newspaper, suggesting the muddled 

                                                                                                                                       
Century Literature, Durham: Duke University Press, 1991. 
36 These lists of the dead make an appearance in other of Dickinson’s war poems: her 
description of fallen soldiers in “They dropped like Flakes -” ends “But God can 
summon every face / On his Repealless – List” (Fr545). And elsewhere she famously 
wrote that “The only news I know / Is Bulletins all Day / From Immortality” (Fr820). 
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ways in which news is spread during times of war. 

Dickinson’s fixation on the Minie ball, which she had “read of” but never 

imagined would be the instrument of Frazar’s death, reveals the poet’s knowledge of 

the vocabulary of the war, acquired through the many magazines and newspapers that 

she, like so many Americans, would have read to keep up with war news.37 

Mentioning the specific type of bullet that felled Frazar, in other words, demonstrates 

Dickinson’s fluency in news reports of the war. After acknowledging her own way of 

acquiring knowledge about the war—by reading about it from a distance or hearing 

past events relayed by words—the letter moves on to describe the moment of the 

boy’s death, closing the spatial gap between Massachusetts and North Carolina and the 

temporal span between past and present: “Just as he fell,” she writes, “in his soldier’s 

cap, with his sword at his side, Frazer rode through Amherst.” Dickinson gives Stearns 

the noble death at home he could not receive on the battlefield, envisioning him with 

“classmates to the right… and classmates to the left… to guard his narrow face!” Yet 

she does not shy away from the scene of death, telling how he “lived ten minutes in a 

soldier’s arms, asked twice for water—murmured just, ‘My God!’ and passed!” The 

quickness of Stearns’s death contrasts with the promise of eternal life that Dickinson 

alludes to in her vision of Stearns’s Amherst ride, yet ultimately questions. (“We will 

                                                
37 For an excellent examination of the Minie ball, with its spinning motion, and its 
relation to Dickinson’s war poetics, see Barrett, 116. During the war, Minie balls 
became a sort of buzzword in the popular press, occurring over and over again in 
descriptions of battles and deaths. For instance, an article in the August 3, 1861, 
edition of Harper’s Weekly called “Concerning Fire-Arms” went into great detail 
about “the instruments with which the question at issue is to be solved,” including 
revolving pistols, rifling gun-barrels, Enfield rifles, Sabre bayonets, and Minie balls 
(495).  
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play his tunes,” she tells her cousins later in the letter, “maybe he can hear them.”) 

Time and space expand and contract in this rendering of the moment of death, and in 

the description of its later effect on those at home, in a way that suggests how war 

dislodges temporal structure and spatial order from human lives. 

To combat this unmooring, Dickinson’s war letters and poems insist on 

restoring the time of mourning to its roots in processes and cycles—seasons, circuits, 

and so on—even while they question whether time can ever be returned to its natural 

state once brushed with “news,” with history. Dickinson’s exploration of the time of 

mourning aligns her Civil War-era work with the texts discussed in Dana Luciano’s 

study Arranging Grief. Luciano argues that in the nineteenth century, the time of grief 

was understood as nonlinear in a way that countered the progressive time that then 

increasingly structured American lives. As Luciano evinces, the time of grief was 

associated with domestic life and thus (recalling Julia Kristeva’s important essay 

“Women’s Time”) with women, and particularly mothers, through its cyclical nature.38 

The war’s time, expressed in the letters above as irreparably fractured through 

spatiotemporal distance, threatens these nonlinear (in Dickinson’s case, cyclical) 

natural rhythms, just as the circumstances of death in war threaten the traditional time 

and ritual of mourning.39 Dickinson acknowledges the threat of temporal disruption 

created by war and emblematized in epistolary time, and she attempts to counter it 

with the consolations of ritualized memory. Thus, in her letter bearing the news of 

                                                
38 Luciano, 56-68. 
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Frazar’s death to the Norcross cousins, after dramatizing the ruptures of epistolary 

temporality, Dickinson tries to comfort her correspondents with a return to naturalized 

time. “So our part in Frazer is done,” she writes, “but you must come next summer, 

and we will mind ourselves of this young crusader.” Remembering, enacted alongside 

the passing of seasons and regular visits, will restore a sense of repetitive naturalized 

temporality to the world in upheaval.  

Yet elsewhere in her letters, Dickinson maintains that the war has instigated an 

irreparable tear in the fabric of natural time. She wrote to Samuel Bowles’s wife Mary 

in late summer of the first year of the war, 

Summer went very fast – she got as far as the woman from the Hill – 

who brings the Blueberry – and that is a long way – I shall have no 

winter this year – on account of the soldiers – Since I cannot weave 

Blankets, or Boots – I thought it best to omit the season – Shall present 

a “Memorial” to God – when the Maples turn – (L235) 

Dickinson begins by relating natural time (“Summer went very fast”) to spatial 

distance (“she got as far as the woman from the Hill”), showing their co-implication in 

human processes of perception and experience. She then reinforces her initial 

observation by skipping fall to hasten forward into winter, as she provocatively insists 

“I shall have no winter this year – on account of the soldiers.” While one might first 

think that her decision to “omit the season” was a self-sacrificial one, the kind of 

homefront sacrifice that citizens are often impelled to make during war, Dickinson 

                                                                                                                                       
39 We might think again, here, of Cheryl A. Wells’s notion of “battle time,” which 
reoriented other forms of time in the antebellum U.S., including natural time 
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skips the season because she cannot play the part of dutiful woman at home by 

weaving blankets or boots. Dickinson connects traditional female domestic roles with 

naturalized cyclical temporality, then opts out of that temporality because she cannot 

or will not fulfill her assigned gender role during war. This irreverent and radicalized 

moment of refusal is ameliorated, however, when Dickinson vows to honor the 

soldiers in her own way, by “present[ing] a ‘Memorial’ to God – when the Maples 

turn – .” While we do not know the nature of this “Memorial,” the fact that Dickinson 

places the word in quotation marks suggests, perhaps, an awareness of the importance 

of formal memorials (in print, on tombstones) in times of war. Her memorial is not 

dedicated to a soldier, however, but to God, and her decision to “present it” “when the 

Maples turn” both reinstills a sense of natural temporality to a fractured moment in 

history and insists that that temporality must be personal and sacred, not national and 

secular.   

Having recognized that Dickinson sees war as interrupting a personal, natural 

connection with time, we can return to the moment when the war enters her own 

homestead to see how she depicts the wounding and progressive time of news. In a 

letter written to Samuel Bowles around the same time as the letter to her Norcross 

cousins, Dickinson again describes the scene of learning of Frazer’s death, this time 

focusing on her brother’s reaction: 

Austin is chilled – by Frazer’s murder – He says – his Brain keeps 

saying over “Frazer is killed” – “Frazer is killed,” just as Father told it 

– to Him. Two or three words of lead – that dropped so deep, they keep 

                                                                                                                                       
dominated by “the seasons, the weather, the sun, and the moon” (1).  
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weighing – 

  

Tell Austin – how to get over them! (L256) 

In the previous letter to the Norcrosses, Emily wrote that “Austin is stunned 

completely” by Frazar Stearns’s death, which fits with this description. It seems 

notable that, in Dickinson’s rendering, Austin is not haunted by the scene of the 

“murder” described in the earlier letter, but by the moment of learning the news of the 

death. The “two or three words of lead” are turned by Emily into a wounding 

projectile resembling the Minie ball that felled Frazar. This description makes clear 

that the weapons of war can wound those far from the front, even those, like Austin, 

who evaded the conflict. Austin could have served; he was drafted in 1864 and either 

paid a substitute $500 personally, or the town of Amherst paid the fee for him.40 For 

Austin, the “two of three words of lead” illuminate his own decision not to join the 

fray. He may have felt all the more wounded by staying home, by not exhibiting the 

bravery that Emily (and so many other) attributed to young Stearns. We can also 

sense, in Dickinson’s relation of news to a bullet, that the war represents historical, 

linear time aligned with the trajectory of the bullet. They both speed inexorably 

forward, or, in this metaphor, down.  

Intriguingly, in a note on this letter, Thomas Johnson says that it “uses 

Austin’s name throughout as a cover,” suggesting that Austin, here, is actually Emily 

(399). If we are meant to read Emily’s name in place of Austin’s, how does the letter’s 

force change? In this reading, the emphasis on the news of the death, represented in 
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the words of her father, seems even more poignantly to suggest the connection 

between being wounded in battle and being wounded at home. If it is Emily who is 

“chilled – by Frazer’s murder,” we might note how the “two or three words of lead” 

that “keep weighing” on her serve to make her a combatant, and a victim, in the war. 

As Faith Barrett has noted, this phrase is representative of how Dickinson “represents 

language as a wounding and penetrating force” (110-111). Indeed, the word “murder” 

serves to shock the reader just like the Minie ball that killed the young soldier. 

Elsewhere, as Barrett argues, Dickinson has represented Stearns’s death as a socially-

sanctioned consequence of war, reporting on his funeral and restoring a sense of 

naturalized mourning to his death. Yet there is nothing natural about murder, and the 

repetition of the phrase “Frazer is killed” does not soothe Emily or Austin but bores 

the pain more deeply into them. Thus, language becomes implicated in the way that 

the war wounds at home as Dickinson seeks to draw connections between distant 

death and personal grief. Eliza Richards has argued that “though Dickinson’s poems 

express skepticism that reading the news can bring battle experiences ‘home’ to 

readers, they nevertheless experiment in ways of depicting the difference between the 

unknowable experience of trauma and the vicarious imaginings of that experience 

inspired by reading about it” (165). In this second letter, the private woundings of 

Emily and Austin and the public wounding of Frazar Stearns are metaphorically 

aligned, yet there is no suggestion of consolation through natural time or through the 

homecoming of Frazar’s body. The repetition of words does not heal like the 

repetitions of naturalized time.  

                                                                                                                                       
40 See Wagner-Martin, 52-53. 
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To close this section on epistolary time (which, as we have seen, is equivalent 

to the time of news), we might return to the two different versions of the “two or three 

words of lead” that weigh on Dickinson and those around her to note the difference 

between them. The first, “Killed at Newbern,” echoes the telegram or the list of the 

dead in the newspaper. These words encapsulate the temporality of news in wartime. 

They focus on the place of death rather than the impact of it. The second form taken 

by the news, “Frazer is dead,” seems more personal. Delivered by Dickinson’s father, 

this news is focused on the person killed rather than the place of death. These words, 

as they echo and repeat through the brains of Emily and Austin, may weigh heavily, 

but they also allow for proper mourning through a grief structured by natural time. The 

tension between these two forms of time—the stops and starts of epistolary time as it 

attempts to relay historical events, the recursiveness of natural time—constitutes a 

representational crisis that extended beyond time to national space. In this crisis, as I 

will explore in the next section, the distant places brought into national and personal 

consciousness by war like “Newbern” become a shorthand for contemplating the 

dislocations of war.  

 

“Yonder Maryland”: The Places of Grief 
 

If Dickinson’s war letters and poems juxtapose natural time and war-scarred 

epistolary/news time, asking how they can coexist and how the person distant from 

battle is affected by its temporal disruptions, we can also locate in her works 

intimately related questions about the representation of national space. In his 
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groundbreaking study Traces of War, Timothy Sweet has argued that the war 

generated a crisis felt at the level of language—a crisis apparent in Dickinson’s 

mention of the “two or three words of lead.” For Sweet, the Civil War (and, indeed, all 

wars) required physical wounds of the body to be transformed into ideological 

language in order to justify violence: “representations of the war aided political 

discourse in the project of legitimating the violent conservation of the Union,” he 

asserts, “by reflecting on and participating in the transformation of wounds into 

ideology during and after the Civil War” (2). Dickinson’s letters and poems reveal that 

the problem of healing the national body is troubled by the great dislocations of war 

that separated where soldiers fell and where their homes were located, and by the 

inability of language to make up for such distances.  

Before Frazar Stearns died, another Amherst boy named Sylvester Adams died 

of a wound in Annapolis, Maryland. Dickinson, in ways that might remind us of 

Whitman’s “Come Up From the Fields Father,” feels the loss most deeply for the 

boy’s mother. In a letter describing the boy’s death, she quotes Elizabeth Barrett 

Browning’s poem “Mother and Poet” in a letter to Louise Norcross: “‘Dead! Both her 

boys! One of them shot by the sea in the East, and one of them shot in the West by the 

sea’” (L245). Barrett Browning’s poem, written in 1861, describes a mother’s 

mourning for her two sons who’ve been killed during the Italian wars of independence 

(183). Dickinson clearly saw the similarities between the mother’s endless grief 

described in Barrett Browning’s poem and the grief she saw in Mrs. Adams at home in 

Amherst. Importantly, though, the mourning mother of Barrett Browning’s poem is 

also a poetess, and the verse attempts to reconcile the creation of poetry and the 
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creation of life through motherhood. Perhaps Dickinson saw a bit of herself in the 

poetess of “Mother and Poet,” who can no longer write through her pain because “The 

east sea and west sea rhyme on in her head / For ever instead.”41   

As deployed by Dickinson, Barrett Browning’s remarkable turn of phrase “One 

of them shot by the sea in the East, and one of them shot in the West by the sea,” 

which has the sing-song repetition of a nursery rhyme refrain, seems to restore a sense 

of natural time to the unknowable distances of war. Although the deaths are shocking, 

the geographical balance of the one boy in the East and the one boy in the West, which 

might remind us of Sarah Josepha Hale’s patriotic evocations of American geography 

in her quest for a national holiday, seem to naturalize the tragedy and depoliticize it. 

This geographic naturalization is supported formally in the line’s cascading dactyls—

the foot of the Greek elegiac couplet—which bear the epigrammatic quality and meter 

of an epitaph.42 Yet Browning’s reversal of the second two prepositional phrases (“by 

the sea in the East” versus “in the West by the sea”) interrupts the tidy sense of 

epitaphic memorialization generated by the sentence’s even rhythm, introducing 

questions about language and representation during war. The reordering of the 

prepositional phrases in the second half of the sentence calls into question who is 

doing the shooting: is “by the sea” merely a place descriptor or an indication that the 

                                                
41 Barrett Browning’s “Mother and Poet” has other important resonances with 
Dickinson’s Civil War poems and letters. In addition to questioning patriotic rhetoric 
and exploring a mother’s grief, the poem also incorporates letters from the soldiers, 
juxtaposing the optimism of the young soldier’s words from the front with an 
immediate telegram that “Swept smoothly the next news from Gaeta:—Shot. / Tell his 
mother.” Like Dickinson, Barrett Browning ponders the cruel interruptions and 
dissonances of epistolary time in war.    
42 For more on the formal qualities of epitaphs, see Chapter 2. 
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sea is responsible for the death(s)? Who, exactly, is responsible for the shooting of 

these two young boys? Barrett Browning and Dickinson, in quoting her, give no 

answer. In this reading, the line’s dactyls resemble staccato gunshots as much as the 

steady waves of the sea. The poet’s creativity is forever stymied by the deaths of her 

sons, by the patriotic neatness of their sacrifices, emblematized by “the east sea and 

the west sea” which forever rhyme in her head.  

Thus, in this simple reference, we see Dickinson co-opting Barrett Browning to 

rehearse the patriotic ideology that Sweet shows is necessary to effect national 

healing, and then undercutting it with questions about the patness of typical responses 

to deaths in wartime and the desire for geographic wholeness in a nation torn asunder. 

In this letter, however, as in the Stearns letter, Dickinson adopts a rhetorical 

consolation for death in war by returning Adams and Stearns, slain in distant 

Maryland and North Carolina, to their homes in Amherst: “Poor little widow’s boy, 

riding to-night in the mad wind, back to the village burying-ground where he never 

dreamed of sleeping!” (L255) By the power of imagination, Dickinson is able to solve 

a problem in memorialization that would haunt many Americans, north and south: 

how to endure the traditional processes of grief and mourning when bodies fell far 

from homes.  

While in letters intended for comfort Dickinson returns Adams and Stearns to 

the village burying-ground, in poems from the same period, the poet expresses doubt 

that these far-flung bodies will be acknowledged or mourned properly. To witness 

Dickinson’s attempt to imagine national distances and challenge patriotic rhetoric, we 

might turn to a poem that takes up the experience of war felt locally and distantly. 
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“When I was small, a Woman died – ” (Fr518) is one of the few Dickinson poems that 

directly and indisputably treats the Civil War. The poem achieves its visceral 

invocation of the conflict through two proper place names, one in the first stanza and 

the other in the last, that instantly conjure the events of that war: “Potomac” and 

“Maryland.” Those critics who have paid attention to the role of geographic 

knowledge in Dickinson’s work, including Rebecca Patterson, Claire Malroux, and 

Robin Peel, have noted the rich metaphors and symbols offered by the discipline as 

well as the role geography plays in allowing Dickinson to explore the unfamiliar. As 

Peel writes, “If the alien can become known through these [geographic] descriptions, 

this is an argument and a template for confronting aspects of other apparently 

unknowable and inaccessible experience” (189). While I agree that geographic 

knowledge gives Dickinson a way of articulating “unknowable and inaccessible 

experience,” the war letters and poems like “When I was small, a Woman died – ” 

reframe geographical questions about foreign locales to far closer sites, within 

Dickinson’s own country (however precarious its existence). Thus, although Malroux 

has argued that “of what was close at hand, of her own country, she makes little 

mention beyond Amherst,” poems like “When I was small, a Woman died – ” contend 

otherwise as Dickinson contemplates the remoteness of national places (10).  

The poem begins by focalizing on the speaker, who is our entrée into the 

familial experience of war that the poem explores: 

When I was small, a Woman died –  

Today – her Only Boy  

Went up from the Potomac –  
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His face all Victory  

As Faith Barrett and Alice Fahs have noted, the mother-son relationship at the center 

of this poem represents a common theme in Civil War song and verse, including, as 

we have already seen, the Whitman poem “Come Up From the Fields Father.”43 The 

poem’s place names, as well as its specific timeframe, have led some critics to suggest 

that the poem elegizes a specific Amherst war casualty, either Frazar Stearns or 

Francis Dickinson. As Barrett states, the exact details given in the poem do not match 

up entirely with either soldier’s life, and the poem therefore seems to be a pastiche of 

common war themes—mourning mothers, the quick brutality of death, questions about 

the afterlife—that stand in stark opposition to the particular temporality and 

placedness of the poem (115). The poem is propelled by a series of parallel events and 

reoccurrences, beginning with the two deaths in the first stanza—the woman and “her 

Only Boy”—, that are repeatedly undercut by an insistence on locality and the 

speaker’s individual subjectivity. The poem is therefore not about the mother’s grief 

so much as the speaker’s perception of it.  

“When I was small, a Woman died – ” also begins with a sense of geographical 

confusion. We learn that the boy “went up from the Potomac,” a statement that could 

be about troop movements or could represent a metaphorical death, as the boy “goes 

up” to heaven. The directional phrase contrasts the description that Dickinson wrote in 

a letter to Mrs. Josiah Holland about her own trip to Mount Vernon in 1855—“how on 

one soft spring day we glided down the Potomac in a painted boat, and jumped upon 

                                                
43 See Barrett, “‘Drums off the Phantom Battlements’: Dickinson’s War Poems in 
Discursive Context,” 115 and 130. Citations hereafter noted in the text. 
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the shore” (L179). In this letter, Dickinson lingers on questions of national mourning 

and memory, associating them with the visitation of a grave: 

…I will tell you how… hand in hand we stole along up a tangled 

pathway till we reached the tomb of General George Washington, how 

we paused beside it, and no one spoke a word, then hand in hand, 

walked on again, not less wise or sad for that marble story; how we 

went within the door—raised the latch he lifted when he last went 

home—thank the Ones in Light that he’s since passed in through a 

brighter wicket! (L179, emphasis in the original) 

Like many nineteenth-century tourists, Dickinson’s experience at Mount Vernon 

placed her in the role of national mourner. The “marble story” that she and the other 

visitors learned at Washington’s grave is consumed within a greater story of Christian 

homecoming, as she relates Washington’s return to Mount Vernon with his entrance 

into the gates of heaven. Dickinson not only perpetuates a common trope connecting 

American exceptionalist claims and the nation’s Christian destiny (the most famous 

example being John Winthrop’s “City upon a Hill” sermon); she also proves her own 

knowledge of American history by alluding to Washington’s famous return home to 

Mount Vernon: after leading the Continental Army and serving as the first president, 

Washington was lauded for returning to his life as a country farmer, leading many to 

compare him with the Roman general Cincinnatus. Dickinson’s trip down the Potomac 

to pay a visit to Mount Vernon, then, served as an act of remembrance fitting the 

model of the ideal American citizen.  

The Potomac had personal importance to Dickinson, importance that was 
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directly tied to questions of nationalism, grief, and remembrance. Yet beyond her own 

intimate knowledge of the river, Dickinson would surely have been aware of the 

importance that the Potomac played as the “seat of war” (as it was labeled in Frank 

Leslie’s War Maps) that provided access to the capital city; as the name of the primary 

Union army in the East; and consequently as a reference point in popular poems and 

songs including the ubiquitous one commonly called “All Quiet Along the Potomac 

Tonight,” which was published in November 1861. When Dickinson mentions the 

Potomac in the first stanza of this poem, therefore, we must read behind the simple 

placename a network of interrelated histories, personal and national, that inform the 

poem’s ongoing negotiation of national space. 

Leaving the Potomac behind, the poem’s second stanza continues to emphasize 

the perception of the speaker while incorporating the questions of natural temporality 

and war found in Dickinson’s letters:  

To look at her – How slowly  

The Seasons must have turned  

Till Bullets clipt an Angle  

And He passed quickly round –  

The poem portrays the witnessing of witnessing, the filtering of the moment of death 

through several lenses—first the mother, then the speaker. In this way, it echoes the 

questions about the relaying of news in the Frazar Stearns letters, and again, Dickinson 

seems just as, if not more, concerned with the intermediary who tells the bad news (the 

newspaper or list, her father) than with the news itself. The speaker is focused on the 

mother’s perception of her son’s death, as naturalized time, while still cyclical, is 
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nonetheless retarded by the shock of death (“how slowly / The Seasons must have 

turned”). The effect of this image is almost filmic: we can imagine the camera shot 

portraying the speaker’s perspective, the slow motion capture of the bullet. 

 From the shock of the intimate moment of death, the poem moves (zooming 

back, to continue the film metaphor) to juxtapose the grand promise of eternal life 

with the personal experience of death and the doubts that Dickinson expressed in the 

afterlife throughout her works (“If pride shall be in Paradise - / Ourself cannot decide 

– ”). The concept of pride appears in the following stanza, too, as mother and son 

“pass back and forth, before [the speaker’s] Brain.” Although the poem endorses the 

idea that the mother should be proud of her boy, and the boy should be proud of his 

service (just as elsewhere, including in the last stanza of this poem, Dickinson lauds 

the bravery of soldiers), the poem leaves a question of whether a sense of pride 

matters in death. For, although the speaker witnesses the sacrifice of the mother and 

boy, “Of their imperial Conduct - / No person testified - .” The word “imperial” 

connects personal sacrifice with the affairs of the state; perhaps no one is willing to 

testify to the conduct of the mother and son because their sacrifice, while large in the 

eyes of the speaker, is minimized by the grand number of similar sacrifices taking 

place across the country as the war proceeds. We see a similar recognition of the 

individual instances of courage overlooked in times of all-consuming war in the poem 

“To fight aloud, is very brave” (Fr138), which says that “gallanter” than those who 

“fight aloud” are those “Who win, and nations do not see – / Who fall, and none 

observe – / Whose dying eyes, no Country / Regards with patriot love – .” This poem 

is emblematic of Dickinson’s constant toggling in her war writings between the 
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individual and the nation, as well as her pessimism toward nationalistic rhetoric that, 

as Sweet and others have pointed out, justified the violence of war. In “When I was 

small, a Woman died – ,” the soldier’s sacrifice may not have been witnessed due to 

the grand sweep of battle, yet he and his mother “proud in Apparition… pass back and 

forth, before [the speaker’s] Brain / As even in the sky – .” This celestial viewing 

ensures that mother and son will both be remembered by the poem’s speaker, if not by 

the nation writ large.  

 The poem’s final stanza attempts to put to rest the questions that Dickinson 

raises about the recognition of individual sacrifice in the midst of all-consuming war 

earlier in the text. Yet, as in the first stanza, a proper place name grounds the poem in 

a national geography that may ultimately be unknowable: 

I’m confident that Bravoes –  

Perpetual break abroad  

For Braveries, remote as this  

In Yonder Maryland  

Barrett has read this final stanza as a sign of “the strength of Dickinson’s own 

emotional investment in narratives that envisioned happy reunions for families 

ravaged by war” (117). While this optimistic interpretation accords with Dickinson’s 

letters about the deaths of Stearns and Adams and her capacity to return their bodies 

home imaginatively, if not literally, I would suggest that the poem’s final line, with its 

reference to “Yonder Maryland,” complicates the imagined reunion. Like the 

“Potomac,” “Maryland” was, of course, a location with potent connotations in war 

time. In addition to being the place where Francis Dickinson, Amherst’s first war 
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death, was killed, Maryland was a border state with a citizenry whose loyalties were 

deeply divided between support for slavery and support for the Union. It was also 

famously the site of the single bloodiest day of combat in American history—

September 17, 1862—during the battle known to the North as Antietam. Eliza 

Richards has connected this poem directly to Antietam by pointing out that Dickinson 

suggests “Scarlet” as an alternative to “Yonder” to describe Maryland, a descriptor 

that seems directly linked to this scene of bloodshed (167). In addition to possibly 

referencing the individual death of Francis Dickinson at Annapolis or the mass deaths 

at Antietam, the poem’s mention of “Maryland” may, like “Potomac” in the first 

stanza, be meant to conjure a wildly popular poem and song. “Maryland, My 

Maryland” was written by James Ryder Randall in 1861 to convince the people of his 

home state to secede from the Union. Though the song supported the Confederacy, a 

Unionist version was created the next year, and the Southern and Northern versions 

would have been known throughout the country.   

 The proper placenames of Potomac and Maryland in the first and last stanzas 

of “When I was small, a Woman died – ” not only ground the text in a certain 

geography and historical moment; they also juxtapose the indefinite place of Paradise 

in the poem’s third stanza, calling into question whether Paradise exists. Dickinson 

sets up similar questions in the poem “What is – ‘Paradise’” (Fr241), which contrasts 

the hypothetical places called “Paradise” and “Eden” with the actual places “Amherst” 

and New England (the last of which, curiously, is not placed in quotation marks). If 

“What is – ‘Paradise’” concerns the unknowability of the afterlife, at least until it is 

mapped onto the familiar locale of Amherst, then “When I was small, a Woman died – 
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” yokes heaven with the unknowable places within one’s own nation.44 Dickinson’s 

speaker is “confident” that “Bravoes - / Perpetual break abroad / For Braveries, remote 

as this.” These bravoes that “break abroad” could be coming from several locations—

perhaps from outside the nation, perhaps from the North; or as Eliza Richards notes, 

the “yonder” describing Maryland could mean that the poem’s speaker is just across 

the river from the scene of death. Despite this ambiguity, the speaker’s confidence 

mirrors the attitude she expresses in another war poem, “They dropped like Flakes – ” 

(Fr545), where soldiers “perished in the seamless Grass – / No eye could find the 

place – / But God can summon every face / On his Repealless – List.” In this poem, 

although the location of the soldier’s death is unseen, God, in his omnipresence, is 

able to recognize the individual sacrifice despite the multitudes of dead. Yet concerns 

about whether this positive understanding that sacrifices that go unnoticed on earth 

will be rewarded in heaven remain embedded in the final stanza of “When I was small, 

a Woman died – .” If the bravoes mentioned there are coming from heaven, then the 

speaker’s confidence is undercut by her inability in stanza three to “decide” “if pride 

shall be in Paradise.” And the insistence on the “remote” quality of Maryland, which 

is reiterated in the colloquial descriptor “Yonder,” conveys an ongoing doubt about 

how war deaths are witnessed and counted, by those on Earth and by God. 

This poem returns us, then, to questions present throughout Dickinson’s poems 

and letters about faith and doubt and knowledge. In “When I was small, a Woman died 

                                                
44 In another poem, “We pray – to Heaven – ” (Fr467), Dickinson contradicts the way 
that she makes Paradise a knowable place by comparing it with her hometown in 
Fr241. Here, place is an earthly perceptual category, not a heavenly one: “Is Heaven a 
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– ,” Dickinson uses potent place names to contrast with but also ultimately to suggest 

a similarity to the unknowable place of Paradise. American places learned through her 

geography lessons and, in the case of the Potomac, through personal experience, ought 

to seem more real than heaven,  yet Dickinson evinces doubt in the existence of both. 

In other words, Dickinson’s poems and letters use the Civil War and the farflung 

deaths that resulted from it to apply broad questions about faith and experience to the 

human relationship with place and time. Dickinson’s skepticism about the existence of 

places distant to her yet within her own nation evinces both a lack of faith in the 

United States at the moment of its potential collapse and a more general puncturing of 

the rhetoric of nationalism which, per Anderson, requires faith that your fellow 

citizens are the same as you—even if you have no evidence that they exist. 

Yet Dickinson did not wallow in this skepticism, and she understood regional 

allegiances as much as anyone: in one poem, she famously asserts that she prefers the 

song of the robin and the bloom of the buttercup because “[she] see[s] – New 

Englandly,” yet she is perfectly willing to admit that “were [she] Britain born,” she 

would certainly prefer otherwise (Fr256). Though in this poem, Britain provides the 

“other” to New England, the Civil War provided Dickinson with the chance to 

“discern[]… / Provincially” within her own nation (Fr256). In the well-known letter in 

which Dickinson tells Higginson that “war feel to [her] an oblique place,” the poet 

attempts to solve the problem generated by unknowable national places by comparing 

her own environs when the Southern sea islands where Higginson was stationed 

                                                                                                                                       
Place – a Sky – a Tree? / Location’s narrow way is for Ourselves – / Unto the Dead / 
There’s no Geography – .” 
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(L280).  “I, too, have an ‘Island,’” she wrote in her first letter to the front, “whose 

‘Rose and Magnolia’ are in the Egg, and it’s ‘Black Berry’ but a spicy prospective, yet 

as you say, ‘fascination’ is absolute of Clime” (L280).45 Dickinson seeks to find 

commonality in locale between Higginson’s Sea Islands and her home in Amherst. 

Her island is one of imaginative promise, however, rather than geographic actuality: 

the “‘Rose and Magnolia’ are in the Egg,” still in embryo, a potentiality rather than an 

actuality. Likewise, in Dickinson’s vocabulary of geographic exchange, the southern 

berry provides a “spicy prospective,” a synesthetic description combining taste and 

vision to encapsulate her feelings toward a distant and exoticized locale. Dickinson’s 

attempt to bring herself closer to the environment where Higginson is located while at 

the same time using exotic descriptors to distance herself from it marks the limit of the 

poet’s geographic imagination, as enabled by the form of the letter: she is able to 

conjure the island through the distance-spanning medium of correspondence, but she 

cannot escape the scope of her own existence, the solipsism of every letter writer. She 

quotes Higginson’s words back to him and condenses them, drawing the 

correspondents together, while at the same time she theorizes the limits of geographic 

empathy in the phrase “‘fascination’ is absolute of Clime.” “Absolute” can be read in 

two ways, resulting in two opposing ideas of location: “fascination is not dependent on 

Clime,” or “fascination is intrinsic to Clime.” This doubled meaning summarizes, in 

effect, Dickinson’s relation to wartime geographies: she vacillates between 

imaginatively uniting disparate locales and insisting that that distance can never truly 

                                                
45 Reading the “Black Berry” as a personified racial marker and connecting it with 
other Black Berry poems, Eliza Richards has argued that Dickinson “shockingly 
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be surmounted, between acting the part of the patriot and inhabiting the role of the 

skeptic. 

 

Conclusion: “My Business is Circumference” 

 
The missive to Higginson returns us to Dickinson’s letters. I’ve argued to this 

point that Dickinson’s war letters contemplate the time and medium of news, and that 

the poet aligns the time of letters with the time of news to explore how knowledge is 

received and processed. Letters become implicated in the time of news by bearing 

news that might divide the writer and recipient or might bring them closer. We might 

turn to Dickinson’s frequently employed trope of “circumference” to better understand 

how the poet explored this dual valence of the letter and how she theorized the 

distances incurred and routes taken by correspondence, particularly in war times. “My 

Business is Circumference” she famously proclaimed in one of her early letters to 

Higginson, expressing utmost confidence in her poetic project even in the midst of 

supplication: 

Perhaps you smile at me. I could not stop for that – My Business is 

Circumference – An ignorance, not of Customs, but if caught with the 

Dawn, – or the sunset see me – myself the only Kangaroo among the 

Beauty, Sir, if you please, it afflicts me, and I thought that instruction 

would take it away. (L268)  

Critics have long attempted to pin down what Dickinson meant by “circumference,” a 

                                                                                                                                       
dehumanizes the black men” that Higginson leads in South Carolina (171). 
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word used in some seventeen poems, arguing that it represents either the boundless 

Romantic sublime or, conversely, the limits of poetic language.46 The latter reading 

seems more aligned with Dickinson’s resistance to notions of eternity (seen in the 

indictment of the placedness of Paradise in “When I saw small, a Woman died – ”) as 

well as her own qualms about language’s ability to represent the ineffable: “Time feels 

so vast that were it not / For an Eternity – / I fear me this Circumference / Engross my 

Finity – ” she writes in a poem that questions whether Eternity is, in Laura Gribbin’s 

words, “subordinate to or ultimately master of Circumference” (Fr858; 8). Yet 

circumference may not merely be a metaphysical trope for naming the sublime and its 

limits but also, importantly, an evocation of an actual geometric and geographic 

measure of distance, one that is both temporal and spatial in dimension. When 

Dickinson tells Higginson in an 1869 letter “I do not cross my Father’s ground to any 

House or town” she delineates the circumference of her world (L330). In her poems, 

circumference is not simply a hypothetical concept but an actual border that can be 

stood upon (Fr633) and dissolved (Fr930); it is minute like a brain (Fr833) and the 

place where a female bird is “at home” (Fr 853).  

Gribbin argues that, for Dickinson, circumference is not just a measure of 

distance but also of time: “Dickinson challenges the autonomy of time by naming 

Circumference, which marks the limits of perception, as its arbiter” (9). In this way, 

we can also see circumference as an analog for the route of the letter, which is defined 

by both the distance it must travel between correspondents and the time it takes to 

                                                
46 For the former reading of “circumference,” see Gelpi. For the latter reading, see 
Gribbin. 
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travel that distance. A later poem theorizes this way of defining circumference:  

 At Half past Three 

 A Single Bird 

 Unto a silent sky 

 Propounded but a single term 

 Of cautious Melody. 

 

 At Half past Four 

 Experiment had subjugated test 

 And lo, her silver principle 

 Supplanted all the rest. 

 

 At Half past Seven 

 Element nor implement be seen 

 And Place was where the Presence was 

 Circumference between (Fr1099) 

Brenda Wineapple argues that this poem rewrites a section of Higginson’s essay 

“Water-Lilies” in which he describes a solitary bird’s song before dawn (155-156). In 

Dickinson’s retelling, she meditates on absence in a vein that may remind us of 

Whitman’s absent she-bird in “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking” and that reflects 

Higginson’s own musings at the close of the “Water-Lilies” essay:   

Absence is the very air of passion, and all the best description is in 

memoriam. As with our human beloved, when the graceful presence is 
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with us, we cannot analyze or describe, but merely possess, and only 

after its departure can it be portrayed by our yearning desires; so it is 

with Nature: only in losing her do we gain the power to describe her, 

and we are introduced to Art, as we are to Eternity, by the dropping 

away of companions. (290-291) 

For Higginson, absence allows the separation required to describe; for Dickinson, in 

her rewriting of this passage, absence is represented in place, with circumference 

describing the space of memory. This space is marked in “At Half past Three” by 

physical distance (the bird was here and now it is gone; the correspondent was here 

and now he is gone) and temporal distance (the time that lapses between what was and 

what now is). Thus, to return to the first letter sent to the front, we can see Dickinson 

toying with the space between presence and absence, a space that is cyclical like 

“systems” and “seasons of the year” yet necessitated on distance. Inflected as it is by 

time and place, absence and presence, correspondence becomes an analog of 

circumference: both are systems that map the individual’s coordinates in relation to a 

missing other.  

 Importantly, Dickinson’s letter repeats the word “exchange”: first, she uses it 

to describe the “Exchange of Territory, or World” that accompanies her learning that 

Higginson has been sent south. Expressing the knowledge that Higginson has been 

sent to war through the terms of a treaty, Dickinson returns the war to its source as a 

contest over borders. But a different, de-nationalized notion of “exchange” occurs at 

the letter’s close to describe Higginson’s possible death in the war: “Should you, 

before this reaches you, experience immortality, who will inform me of the 
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Exchange?” In this question, Dickinson articulates the contingency of correspondence, 

in which the identity of the letter writer is always dependent on and constituted in 

relation to the letter receiver. What would happen to her identity if death were to 

occur, as it does in Whitman’s poem, in the time after a letter is sent?  

We see Dickinson confronting this question in her second letter to Higginson 

on the front, in which the promise of exchange is replaced with the notion of failure: 

Cambridge, early June 1864 

 

Dear friend, 

Are you in danger – 

I did not know that you were hurt. Will you tell me more? Mr 

Hawthorne died. 

I was ill since September, and since April, in Boston, for a Physician’s 

care – He does not let me go, yet I work in my Prison, and make Guests 

for myself – 

Carlo did not come, because that he would die, in Jail, and the 

Mountains, I could not hold now, so I brought but the Gods – 

I wish to see you more than before I failed – Will you tell me your 

health? 

I am surprised and anxious, since receiving your note – 

The only News I know 

Is Bulletins all day 

From Immortality. 
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Can you render my Pencil? 

The Physician has taken away my Pen. 

I enclose the address from a letter, lest my figures fail – Knowledge of 

your recovery – would excel my own – 

 

E– Dickinson (L290) 

Failure is twofold here: it is physical, as both correspondents ail, as well as a failure to 

connect. The complex negotiation of spatiotemporal distance seen in the first letter is 

replaced here with more immediate questions of bodily injury and danger, expressed 

in the context of the “news.” She again expresses temporal anxiety, this time over not 

knowing his condition: “I am surprised and anxious, since receiving your note.” She 

wants news of his health, asking several times for it, and following one such personal 

question with the news “Mr Hawthorne died.” Is this one of the “Bulletins all day / 

From Immortality” that Dickinson references later in the letter? This snippet of a poem 

returns us to the exploration of epistolary time previously discussed in relation to the 

death of Frazar Stearns. Traveling over the telegraph wire, news bulletins allowed for 

a “constant stream of ever-changing reports” that fed a growing public desire for near-

real time updates, and yet, in Dickinson’s rendering, still left gaps in knowledge (158). 

Higginson must have surely known already that “Mr Hawthorne died,” but 

Dickinson’s terse, telegram-like statement shows a desire for news over the sometimes 

meaningful gaps in epistolary correspondence. There is a limit to the value of the letter 

in a time of war, when Higginson can be injured and his pupil not know it for months, 

and in a time when Dickinson’s poor eyesight sends her to the hospital and even takes 
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away her pen.47 

The immediacy provided by news bulletins heightened the sense of long breaks 

and interrupted temporalities generated by the letter; we can sense Dickinson’s 

frustration at the slowness of letters as she repeatedly asks Higginson after his welfare. 

Ultimately, though, these media allow for an affective experience of the war, as 

Dickinson suggests in this poem dated to 1864: 

  Pain – expands the Time – 

Ages coil within 

The minute Circumference 

Of a single Brain – 

 

Pain contracts – the Time – 

Occupied with Shot 

Gamuts of Eternities 

Are as they were not – (Fr833) 

The pain that both Dickinson and Higginson endure generates a similar relation to 

time as do letters and news: pain expands time like the letter and contracts it like the 

                                                
47 In “Emily Dickinson’s Letters,” Higginson states that Dickinson wrote another letter 
urgently inquiring after his health shortly after L290. This letter reads, in part, “I think 
of you so wholly that I cannot resist to write again, to ask if you are safe? Danger is 
not at first, for then we are unconscious, but in the after, slower days.” In actuality, 
this letter was sent in September 1877 after Mary Channing Higginson died. 
According to Johnson, Higginson himself annotated the letter “(Newport) Sept 1877 
Written to me after a bereavement” (L522). Higginson’s choice to connect the letter 
with L290 and the war, though misleading, demonstrates the continuities in 
Dickinson’s reactions to the pain of war and the pain of grief: both alter the 
foundations of temporality. 
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news. Pain also connects the non-combatant with the battle-scarred veteran: 

“Knowledge of your recovery – would excel my own,” she writes, placing her own 

health directly in relation to the wounded Higginson’s. In her second letter, Dickinson 

foregrounds the potential of the letter to transmit knowledge that can heal while 

insisting that the turmoil of war is experienced through the temporal fluctuations 

emblematized by letters and news as they travel great distances in ever varying 

amounts of time.   

The letter provided Emily Dickinson with a genre of networked exchange 

formatted for exploring gaps, breaks, pasts, and futures, as well as the imaginative and 

actual boundaries of her own nation. These breaks and boundaries were never more 

apparent than during the Civil War. In Dickinson’s war letters and poems, we see the 

poet confronting through a specific historical event that held real implications for her 

and her family epistemological questions about language’s capacity to describe 

ineffable times and unknowable places. Dickinson’s entire Civil War output can 

therefore be considered an expression of her abiding investment in the quality she 

sometimes called circumference: in uncovering the depths and limits of space and 

temporality—the gaps between knowing and not knowing, between being there and 

being nowhere at all.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

MELVILLE’S EPITAPHS 

 
“Wonderfullest things are ever the unmentionable; deep memories yield no epitaphs; 
this six-inch chapter is the stoneless grave of Bulkington.” –Moby-Dick, Chapter 23 

 
When Herman Melville’s first book of poetry, Battle-Pieces and Aspects of the 

War, was published one year after the Civil War ended, critics were not kind: review 

after review denigrated the eccentricity of Melville’s verses (which some critics 

euphemistically called “originality”), the irregularity of his meters. The decidedly 

strange book was one of many inspired by the late war, though nearly all of which, 

according to critics then and now, failed to capture the war’s reality. William Dean 

Howells summarized this common perspective of critical disappointment in a well-

known review of Battle-Pieces published in the Atlantic Monthly in February 1867: 

“Is it possible—you ask yourself, after running over all these celebrative, inscriptive, 

and memorial verses—that there has really been a great war, with battles fought by 

men and bewailed by women?” Howells followed this question with a critique of the 

author’s privatization of a decidedly public event: “Or is it only that Mr. Melville’s 

inner consciousness has been perturbed, and filled with the phantasms of enlistments, 

marches, fights in the air, parenthetic bulletin-boards, and tortured humanity shedding, 

not words and blood, but words alone?”48 

“Words and blood” were precisely what critics expected to be produced by the 

war. And while it is certain that plenty of words were spent meditating on and 
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memorializing the Civil War, it is also clear that there was an expectation about what 

those words should be and from where they should derive. Herman Melville did not 

fight in the Civil War and did not witness battle.49 In his famous review, Howells 

seems to equate Melville’s lack of participation in the war with his lack of feeling 

about his subjects, as the poet projects what Howells calls “an heroic quality of 

remoteness” that “separate[es] our weak human feelings from [the men Melville 

describes] by trackless distances.” When writing about war, critical distance is not an 

asset but a demerit, while real feeling is the thing required to treat it properly. This 

authentic emotion, for Howells, is a located one; he criticizes how Melville “chooses a 

simple and touching theme,” like a young husband killed while hunting the 

Confederate raider Mosby, then ruins it through thirty-eight stanzas of incessant 

repetition that “deepens the spell, until you are lost to every sense of time and place.” 

To write authentically of these war “pictures,” as Howells calls them, is to ground 

them in time and place—in effect, to historicize them.  

 The same vices that marked Battle-Pieces as a critical failure for Howells and 

most readers in 1866 have led to the book’s recovery as one of the two “enduring 

volumes of Civil War poetry” (along with Whitman’s Drum-Taps) for literary scholars 

today.50 That endurance is due in large part to an identification of what we might call 

today an original lyric voice in Melville’s weird Civil War poems—the same sort of 

voice that makes Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman the two nineteenth-century 

                                                                                                                                       
48 “Reviews and Literary Notices.” Atlantic Monthly, February 1867.  
49 For an exhaustively researched account of Melville’s experience of the war, see 
Garner. 
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poets one is likely to encounter in anthologies and classrooms. That voice, which is 

the hallmark of the type of poetry we value today, is dependent on interior subjectivity 

and timelessness/placelessness. These values are precisely the opposite of what I argue 

critics believe war poetry, and war writing more generally, should be, which is public 

and grounded in specificities most often termed “realities.” This chapter traces these 

parallel critical strains through a focus on a little-analyzed section of Battle-Pieces, the 

“Verses Inscriptive and Memorial.” I argue that Melville employs the epitaphic genre 

of poetry, which is bound to a specific place while intended to function recursively 

across time, to question the ability of verse to commemorate the Civil War, 

anticipating the very objections that critics would make of his battle pieces. Melville’s 

poems trace a discomfort with the new forms of memorialization generated in 

response to the unbelievable numbers of deaths caused by the Civil War while, at 

precisely the same time that Melville composed his book, the nation created 

bureaucratically developed sites for the perpetuation of memory called national 

cemeteries. The chapter closes with a discussion of these sites, identifying them as a 

memorial genre in contrast to the placeless war graves imagined by Melville’s 

epitaphs. 

 

Verses Inscriptive and Memorial 
 

When Herman Melville died in 1891, no epitaph was inscribed on his grave. 

His stone marker in The Bronx’s Woodlawn Cemetery is inscribed with a blank scroll 

of paper bearing no inscription. We do not know why Melville’s scroll has no epitaph: 

                                                                                                                                       
50 Scholnick, p. 430. 
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perhaps an inscription was planned but the expense was too great; perhaps the blank 

scroll was meant to represent the blank page as a writer begins his work.51 We do not 

know whether Melville chose the blank scroll as his memorial, or whether his wife 

Lizzie or daughters chose the enigmatic marker. We do know that Melville was a 

proficient and prolific writer of epitaphs, as were many of his nineteenth-century 

poetic contemporaries, though the genre dwindled in popularity as the century 

progressed and taste turned to other poetic forms, in particular, the Romantic lyric.  

 Despite its decline in literary popularity during Melville’s lifetime, the 

epitaph can be found at the source of America’s poetic origins. One of the earliest 

American poems was a seventeenth-century epitaph commemorating Nathaniel Bacon, 

the leader of a 1676 armed rebellion in colonial Virginia. Anne Bradstreet penned 

several elegies for noted historical figures including Philip Sidney, Guillaume de 

Salluste Du Bartas, and Queen Elizabeth, embedding epitaphs for their subjects at 

their endings; Phillis Wheatley paid the same poetic tribute to notable Boston citizens 

a century later.52 Cotton Mather included elegies and epitaphs of good Puritans in his 

Corderius Americanus (1708), while Benjamin Franklin wrote a humorous self-

epitaph as a young printer that identifies the complex relationship between body, text, 

and materiality (on the page, and on the gravestone) brought to the fore in the 

epitaphic genre. The epitaph written by the 23-year-old Franklin reads: 

                                                
51 Logan, 7-11. 
 
52 See Cavitch, American Elegy. In his discussion of Benjamin Franklin, Cavitch notes 
that concluding funeral elegies with formal epitaphs was a classical tradition 
“vigorously sustained in Puritan elegy and still practiced widely in the eighteenth 
century” (44).  
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THE BODY 

OF 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 

PRINTER 

(Like the cover of an old book 

Its contents torn out 

And stript of its lettering and gilding) 

Lies here, food for worms. 

But the work shall not be lost 

For it will (as he believed) appear once more 

In a new and more elegant edition 

Revised and corrected 

by 

The Author.53 

In Franklin’s hands, the memorializing epitaph becomes a site for punning on his 

profession as a printer, turning his deceased body into a text for revision by the 

“Author” of all creation. He employs his knowledge of the genre’s tropes—its need to 

at the same time commemorate the dead and remind the living of the brevity of life 

and the need to repent sins—to demonstrate writerly mastery while also reflecting on 

the ephemerality of the material text, which erodes in the same way that dead bodies 

do. Franklin’s and other early American epitaphs demonstrate how death poems are 

interested as much in world-making and regeneration than world-decaying and 
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finality. The epitaphic genre works under a structure that offers its readers possibilities 

for beginnings (that they, too, can be “revised and corrected”) as they commemorate 

and interpret lives ending, and it is one of the primary sites for establishing poetic 

authority and expressing imaginative creation in pre-twentieth century Western poetry.   

 The epitaph, which in Greek translates to “upon a tomb,” is a short poem 

commemorating a deceased person. Form and function meet in the genre: it is short 

because it is intended to be inscribed on a tombstone, though it also exists outside the 

graveyard on the written page. As a poetic form, the epitaph dates back to the Greeks, 

though the idea of writing something to remember someone by seems as old as writing 

itself. Generally, epitaphs catalog the family and accomplishments of their dead 

subject, while also reminding living readers of their own mortality. They also, perhaps 

paradoxically, have a voice: epitaphs frequently allow the dead person being 

memorialized to speak from beyond the grave, particularly to invoke a living reader. 

At other times, the speaker of an epitaph is someone who is knowledgeable about the 

person being memorialized, an outside presence that nonetheless confides 

remembrances in the epitaph’s reader. Melville, as we shall see, used both types of 

epitaphic speaker in his exploration of the form. This dialogue between speaker and 

reader lends epitaphs their conflicting force: epitaphs produce the fiction that the dead 

can speak (or, at least, tell their secrets to an outside presence who will speak for 

them) while emphasizing their own silence as a written artifact.54 The genre 

experienced a blossoming in England during the early modern period, when poets 

                                                                                                                                       
53 Franklin, 238. 
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ranging from John Dryden to John Gay to Sir Walter Ralegh penned epitaphs 

humorous and dolorous alike.55 A second flowering occurred among the English 

Romantic poets, with William Wordsworth as their primary advocate, as I will soon 

describe. 

In his first collection of poetry, Battle-Pieces and Aspects of the War (1866), 

Melville adopts and adapts the epitaphic genre to describe the events and aftermath of 

the Civil War, employing the epitaph’s trope of vocalizing the dead to theorize how 

the war unmoored American lives from their rootedness in place, stranding bodies in 

unfamiliar places. The epitaphic poems of Battle-Pieces offer a counter-temporality to 

the chronological and historically contingent war poems that precede them in the 

volume, one which offers an account of recursive time that is naturalizing but not, in 

the end, recuperative. These poems generate their memorializing temporality by 

disrupting the typical epitaphic relationship among the dead person being 

remembered, the poem itself, and the reader who encounters the epitaph and is often 

addressed by it. Through this disruption, Melville acknowledges that modern warfare 

destroyed bodies in such large numbers that the epitaph could no longer function in its 

traditional form. Melville called the Civil War “an upheaval affecting the basis of 

things”: in his exploration of the epitaph, Melville demonstrates how the war affected 

the basis of this once-indispensible poetic genre, which was also unsuitable to a 

                                                                                                                                       
54 For more on this paradox and on the ability of epitaphs to vocalize the dead, see 
Fried. 
55 For more on the Greek origins of the epitaph and its flourishing in the early modern 
and Romantic periods, see Scodel. 
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literary culture that increasingly valued the lyric.56 In the nineteenth century, the 

epitaph would have been considered a genre within the larger category of the lyric, yet 

this is not the same as the genre that we now call lyric, which is derived from a 

Romantic tradition and is, in the words of Virginia Jackson, a “short, nonnarrative 

poem depicting the subjective experience of a speaker.”57 The epitaph, bound to a 

particular body at a particular gravesite, resists being unmoored from its location in 

place and time, and thus, to the expression of lyric thought. Reading Melville’s 

epitaphs reveals a poet struggling with the question of how to historicize a cataclysmic 

national war while, at nearly the same time, the historical process of lyricization, of 

valuing poetry as a single genre of individual expression, renders the epitaph a dead 

form.58  

 In the introduction to Battle-Pieces Melville claims that its poems were 

“composed without reference to collective arrangement,” but the ordering of works 

that follows does not bear this out. The poems in the collection’s first section follow a 

roughly chronological sequencing that mirrors the historical trajectory of the war, 

starting with John Brown’s hanging in 1859 and ending with Lee’s surrender in 1865 

(v). It is over these poems that critics of Melville’s poetry have focused their debates 

on genre, ignoring the relatively brief section that follows, called “Verses Inscriptive 

and Memorial,” in which the question of genre seems, from first appearances, 

                                                
56 Melville, Battle-Pieces and Aspects of the War, 259. Citations will be given 
parenthetically hereafter. 
57 Jackson, “Who Reads Poetry?” 183.  
 
58 This historical process of lyricization is most fully theorized in Jackson’s 
Dickinson’s Misery. 
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settled.59 “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” contains 16 poems that deal with the 

aftermath of war: the graves, marked and unmarked; the requiem songs; the returns 

home. Separate from the chronological and historically contingent poems that begin 

Battle-Pieces and the longer, still historically contingent meditations that close the 

volume, the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” take on an aura of timelessness or 

unboundedness to the rending national event to which Melville’s book was a response. 

This epitaphic timelessness, however, which borders on the ahistorical, is the result of 

our reading this section directly after the chronological poems of the book’s first 

section; when we take the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” as Melville’s 

engagement with an established genre outside the Romantic lyric tradition, we can 

begin to understand how the poet used these memorial verses to question the structure 

of temporality established in the historically ordered battle pieces that precede it.60  

                                                                                                                                       
 
59 Virginia Jackson, “Who Reads Poetry?”; Helen Vendler, “Melville and the Lyric of 
History”; Michael Warner, “What Like a Bullet Can Undeceive?”. For Vendler, 
Melville’s battle poetry is its own genre of what she calls the “epic lyric,” “a hybrid of 
the paean, the narrative, and the elegy,” while others, including Warner and Jackson, 
assert that not all the poems in Battle-Pieces are lyrics—but some undoubtedly are. 
Warner writes, echoing Vendler while disagreeing fundamentally with her assertion 
that all the poems in Battle-Pieces are lyric, that Melville’s poetry comprises “a 
strange collection of hybrid genres, never adequately appreciated partly because its 
technique is so anomalous” (588, 47). Each of these assessments of lyric and genre in 
Battle-Pieces overlooks the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” section, where voice 
and temporality become further complicated through Melville’s adaptation of the 
epitaph.   
 
60 Marrs, 95. Marrs argues that “in the wake of disunion, Melville takes up the lyric in 
order to account for and reimagine time’s coercive reiterations.” While I agree that the 
temporal disruptions of the Civil War encouraged Melville to posit alternative poetic 
temporalities in Battle-Pieces, I disagree that this was solely a lyric project: the 
epitaph, a genre bound to its material function that seems to operate separate from a 
historically centered temporal order, provides Melville with a site through which 
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Indeed, reading Battle-Pieces without the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” 

enforces a teleological narrative to the war, one that, according to Michael Warner, 

“traces out the history of the war, event by event, in chronological order, with every 

hero and every crisis in its allotted place.”61 When Melville’s memorial poems have 

been analyzed in relation to the rest of Battle-Pieces, readers have emphasized the role 

they may play in a Christianized (or, perhaps, Miltonic) story of the downfall and 

redemption of the country. Stanton Garner, for instance, suggests that the epitaphic 

poems that close Battle-Pieces are part of an overarching structural story that depicts 

“a fortunate fall through which the corrupted nation might be renewed” (423).62 In this 

reading of the narrative trajectory of the book, the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” 

are “in effect a poetic graveyard made up largely of simple, quiet epitaphs that honor 

the soldiers whose deaths brought the nation its greatest pain” (425). Yet this brief 

interlude of memorial verse forces the inevitable historical chronology of the book’s 

first section—the sense that the Civil War was leading always to Northern victory, to 

Appomattox and national reunion and reconciliation—into doubt by taking up the 

alternative temporality of the epitaph, in which war memory is destabilized by 

prioritizing voices that speak from the grave. In ignoring these poems, critics of 

Melville’s poetry, like some historians of the Civil War itself, have neglected the 

                                                                                                                                       
memory can be questioned outside the subjectivity of the lyric speaker.  
61 Warner, “Civil War Religion and Whitman’s Drum Taps,” 81. 
 
62 Garner, 423. Garner asserts that this was the intended narrative structure of Battle-
Pieces before Melville added the “Supplement” and the Reconstruction poems “Lee in 
the Capitol” and “A Meditation.”  
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process of memorialization that comes after the battles are done.63  

This lack of critical attention says much about the priorities of literary scholars 

and deserves further explication. Critics may overlook and tacitly dismiss the “Verses 

Inscriptive and Memorial” because of the popularity of inscriptive verse in nineteenth-

century books of poetry. 64 A favorite device of the English Romantic poets, 

particularly Wordsworth, inscriptions and epitaphs were frequently composed by 

antebellum American poets, most of whom did not possess the literary credentials of a 

Melville, Whitman, or Dickinson. It is possible, too, that critics ignore these poems 

because of the expectedness of the genre in a book of poems written about war; of 

course it would include epitaphs and memorial inscriptions. If we are reading Battle-

Pieces for evidence of an original lyric voice that uses the Civil War as an occasion to 

ponder the individual subject’s relation to the nation, then we might necessarily 

choose to focus on poems like “The Portent” or “Shiloh: A Requiem” that show 

evidence of lyric development and ignore those that seem traditional in form or 

content.65 As Martin Griffin, one of the few critics who has attended to Melville’s 

                                                
63 An important exception to this conclusion is Drew Gilpin Faust’s This Republic of 
Suffering: Death and the American Civil War, a history of the multitude of ways that 
the massive number of Civil War deaths affected the American nation-state. 
64 Arbour, 47-48. In describing the ordering of sections in Battle-Pieces, Arbour 
confirms this supposition, writing, “The collection comprises five sections: one 
containing poems that often carry dates and are usually arranged in chronological 
order; the next containing the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial,” the sort that 
traditionally close nineteenth-century books of poetry; three poems thought to have 
been composed later than the others (“The Scout toward Aldie,” “Lee in the Capitol,” 
and “A Meditation”); Melville’s notes and commentary on some of the poems; and, 
finally, the curious prose ‘Supplement…’” (emphasis mine).  
 
65 For readings of how the subjective lyric voice is evident in these poems, see Jackson 
(“Who Reads Poetry?”) and Warner (“What Like a Bullet Can Undeceive?”). 
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memorial verse, asserts, these poems “are designed not to draw attention to 

themselves”—yet they do so when we realize that they are not traditional epitaphic 

poems; they subvert the expectations of the genre in much the same way that the 

unprecedented lethality of the Civil War battlefield subverted many of the methods 

and means of wars that came before.66 Melville’s epitaphic poetry suggests that the old 

ways of memorializing and remembering will no longer work. Burying and mourning 

the dead is, as Garner suggests, of utmost import to Melville’s understanding of war, 

which means that his epitaphic poems are anything but “quiet” and “simple”: they 

force into relief questions about poetic genre, place, and voice, questions that echo 

national concerns about burying and mourning the hundreds of thousands of dead of 

the war. Melville’s vexed poetic rendering of the historical rending caused by the Civil 

War becomes apparent by considering the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” as the 

poet’s engagement with a problem of intense contemporary import: the national 

cemetery movement. Melville’s epitaphic verse replicates the concerns the spurned a 

historical movement that occupied American interest after the battles concluded: the 

counting, cataloguing, and memorializing of more than 600,000 Americans, which is 

equal to the total number of American deaths in the Revolutionary War, the War of 

1812, the Mexican War, the Spanish-American War, World War I, World War II, and 

the Korean War combined (Faust xi).67 Before the Civil War, there was no national 

system for burying those who fell in service of the country because, quite simply, the 

catastrophic number of deaths in the Civil War was unimaginable. Questions of how 

                                                
66 Griffin, 72. 
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to properly bury and remember the war dead that consumed the nation immediately 

after the conflict brought the epitaph new importance but also illuminated the ways in 

which the traditional genre of the epitaph could not function in the theater of 

America’s first modern war.  

“Deep memories yield no epitaphs” 

 
There are several reasons why the epitaph was the genre at once most and least 

suited for memorializing the dead of the Civil War. Its obvious connection with 

making meaning out of death for the living makes it the poetic genre most ideal for 

commemorating the war’s dead, save, perhaps, the elegy.68 In addition, the genre has a 

rich and varied history that reveals something about poetic value. The epitaph has 

rarely been considered a high or lofty form of poetry: it is slight in length, workaday in 

content. Because the epitaph is a familiar genre, it is a form of poetry through which 

writers can display their knowledge of convention, as Franklin’s self-epitaph 

demonstrates; it is also a form that lends itself to questions not only about the ability 

of poetry to memorialize one person but the ability of poetry to memorialize anything, 

to create meaning and futurity out of a void. The epitaph is tied to its materiality—its 

potential for being carved in a grave in a particular spot of ground—in ways that many 

other verse forms are not, and thus lends itself to pondering about place and space. 

Even the literary epitaph, which is found on the page rather than the tombstone, holds, 

                                                
68 Elegy has been given a full and rich historical treatment in Max Cavitch’s American 
Elegy, though it seems notable that Cavitch’s history of the genre ends with 
Whitman’s elegies for Lincoln and therefore does not consider postbellum examples 
that might reflect on the war’s dead. The epitaph would benefit from a similar 
approach. 
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in the words of Paul H. Fry, “traces of nostalgia for the surface on which writings of 

this sort no longer appear inscribed.”69 

To understand how Melville transforms the epitaphic genre in Battle-Pieces, it 

is instructive to turn to his fiction, where Melville contemplated the role that epitaph 

plays in the preservation of memory through text before the crisis of the Civil War 

forced the relation of bodies and memorialization into public and private 

consciousness. “The Lee Shore,” the much-dissected twenty-third chapter of Moby-

Dick (1851), serves as an “apotheosis” to the sailor Bulkington who meets his end, 

either by accident or by suicide, going overboard during a storm.70 Bulkington is 

marked as a bit-player from the start; he has no presence in the narrative aside from a 

brief description in the third chapter until he meets his end in the churning sea. In this 

early description, Ishmael calls Bulkington a “sleeping-partner,” a moniker that takes 

on grim humor upon Bulkington’s death later in the novel. Yet it is precisely because 

he knows nothing about Bulkington that Ishmael is able to translate the moment of his 

demise into an opportunity to contemplate the advantages of shoreless “deep 

thinking.” As the person left behind to catalogue the death of Bulkington, Ishmael is 

able to turn his “sympathetic awe and fearfulness” into a tribute to the deceased. While 

describing the death of Bulkington in an almost religious frantic state, Ishmael brings 

to the fore his internal contemplation of how words can and cannot do justice to the 

mysteries of death: “Wonderfullest things are ever the unmentionable; deep memories 

yield no epitaphs; this six-inch chapter is the stoneless grave of Bulkington” (97). 

                                                                                                                                       
 
69 Fry, 414. 
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Ishmael uses Bulkington’s death to thematize how dying at sea results in a “stoneless 

grave,” though the sailor’s death is not uncatalogued: he leaves behind “this six-inch 

chapter” (the exact length of the chapter’s appearance in the first printing) in which 

Ishmael apostrophizes him and explains how dying at sea, in the midst of deep 

memory, is preferable to running ashore. The explicit reference to the “six-inch 

chapter” brings into sharp relief the question of how materiality affects text, and vice 

versa. Ishmael draws attention to his role of creator, as epitaph-writer in chief: the 

chapter is six inches because he makes it so. If Bulkington did have a stone grave, the 

chapter/epitaph would necessarily have to fit the material dimensions of it; but 

because Bulkington meets his end at sea, where no grave can exist, the epitaph writer 

is able to make the poetic text as long or short as need be.  

In Moby-Dick’s Bulkington episode, Melville surveys the generic structure of 

the epitaph—its temporality, its assumptions about who is left to speak for the dead, 

its physical and material essence—and how that structure is challenged when bodies 

are lost to the sea, or when the epitaph writer does not personally know the dead 

person being memorialized. In the decade that would follow the composition of Moby-

Dick, the cataclysmic effects of a war in which mass conscription and advanced 

weapons technology outpaced medical knowledge would force the question of 

objectless memorialization onto the national political stage. Ishmael’s ode to 

Bulkington may remind readers of the final sketch of “The Encantadas; or, Enchanted 

Isles” (1854), in which the narrator describes the graves of seamen buried on the 

islands. The sketch concludes with an example of a “doggerel epitaph” left by a sailor 

                                                                                                                                       
70 Melville, Moby-Dick, 98.  
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in honor of his fallen comrade:  

Oh, Brother Jack, as you pass by,  

As you are now, so once was I.   

Just so game, and just so gay 

But now, alack, they’ve stopped my pay.  

No more I peep out of my blinkers,  

Here I be – tucked in with clinkers! (399) 

In both works, Melville surveys the generic structure of the epitaph—its temporality, 

its assumptions about who is left to speak for the dead, its physical and material 

essence—and how that structure is challenged when bodies are lost to the sea or 

buried in places far away from home simply because the hapless man died there.   

Another of Melville’s antebellum novels addresses the question of epitaphic 

control that is foregrounded in the Bulkington episode while also demonstrating the 

writer’s contemplation of the strange temporality of the epitaph. The story of China 

Aster in The Confidence-Man (1859), which is related by the disciple Egbert to Frank 

the cosmopolitan, is a distillation of the themes of money-lending and friendship that 

run throughout this final part of the novel. The story is also, as Robert Sattelmeyer and 

James Barbour have argued, a thinly veiled satire of popular religious tracts of the 

time, in which China Aster, the anti-hero of Egbert’s tale, learns a lesson about the 

dangers of borrowing money from a friend and ultimately dies for his sin.71 

Sattelmeyer and Barbour point out that these homiletic tracts often end with 

                                                
71 Sattelmeyer and Barbour, 577-583.  
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hackneyed morals, but critics have failed to ask why Melville decides to construct this 

moral in the form of the epitaph.72 When China Aster dies, deeply in debt to his friend 

Orchis, there is found in his “otherwise empty wallet, an epitaph, written, probably, in 

one of those disconsolate hours, attended with more or less aberration… A 

memorandum on the back expressed the wish that it might be placed over his grave.”73 

Though China Aster has lost his money and his life due to bad investments, the self-

penned epitaph will allow him to have the last word, not just on his life but in the story 

of which his life serves as moral (anti-)exemplar. The epitaph reads: 

HERE LIE 

THE REMAINS OF 

CHINA ASTER THE CANDLE-MAKER, 

WHOSE CAREER 

WAS AN EXAMPLE OF THE TRUTH OF SCRIPTURE, AS FOUND 

IN THE 

SOBER PHILOSOPHY 

OF 

 SOLOMON THE WISE;  

FOR HE WAS RUINED BY ALLOWING HIMSELF TO BE PERSUADED, 

AGAINST HIS BETTER SENSE, 

INTO THE FREE INDULGENCE OF CONFIDENCE, 

                                                
72 The editors of the Norton Critical Edition of The Confidence-Man suggest that 
China Aster may represent qualities of Benjamin Franklin (Franklin’s father was a 
candle-maker, like China Aster), in which case his epitaph may refer to Franklin’s 
self-epitaph mentioned earlier in this essay.  
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AND 

AN ARDENTLY BRIGHT VIEW OF LIFE, 

TO THE EXCLUSION 

OF 

THAT COUNSEL WHICH COMES BY HEEDING 

THE 

OPPOSITE VIEW. 

China Aster’s epitaph, in its attempt to moralize his life, is, on the one hand, a send-up 

of the sorts of hackneyed morals that typically end homiletic tales and, on the other, an 

extended meditation on who actually gets to speak for the dead. For we learn in the 

course of Egbert’s telling of the story that the dead man’s friends have paid to erect a 

stone over his grave; that Aster’s friend Plain Talk plans to pen his own “pithy word 

or two to place upon it” before the epitaph is found in the empty wallet; that Plain Talk 

agrees with the sentiment of the epitaph but not the wordiness, and thus resolves to 

pare it down, resulting in the still-lengthy epitaph reproduced above. The epitaph 

angers some but pleases Plain Talk and Prudence, who decide that it nonetheless 

requires one sentence more, a “post-script… chiseled at the left-hand corner of the 

stone, and pretty low down”: “The root of all was a friendly loan” (221). 

 Unlike Bulkington, China Aster is able to craft his own memorial, though that 

memorial is edited to fit the material realities of the gravestone. Yet even as author of 

his own epitaph, China Aster must relinquish control over his memory to those who 

remain after he is gone. Epitaphic temporality is not, therefore, removed from or 

                                                                                                                                       
73 Melville, The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade, 217-218.  
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unbounded by history: it is always contingent on the living who read and interpret it in 

different, later times. The epitaph does serve a naturalizing function as it restores 

meaning to the otherwise sad and painful life of China Aster; yet this naturalizing 

effort removes agency from the dead man who penned the memorial and gives it to 

those who are left to interpret his memory, suggesting that the temporality of the 

epitaph is recursive but not ultimately healing or recuperative. Memory, here, is a 

battlefield, a site at which time itself is written and rewritten, revised and corrected.  

These episodes from Melville’s fiction demonstrate that the writer was 

thinking about the generic properties of the epitaph long before the Civil War forced 

Americans to re-theorize the relationship between memory and memorial in the wake 

of unthinkable death and destruction. The epitaphic genre rendered the unthinkable 

thinkable, the unmentionable horrors of war capable of being interpreted through the 

written word, the inscribed or solely literary epitaph. Epitaphic temporality works 

differently than a teleological Christian temporality of victory, in which the nation is 

restored through bloodshed that was historically fated. Rather than depending on a 

progression of events, as in the first chronologically ordered section of Battle-Pieces, 

epitaphic temporality gestures backward to the dead to create lessons for the living. 

Further, the epitaphs of Melville’s fiction pose a question of whether the epitaphic 

poem can be torn from its material function as a physical marker of the place where a 

specific body is buried. The Civil War forces Melville the prose writer’s concern that 

epitaphic materiality—represented through its tie to a particular place—is required for 

the poem’s temporality to be sustained into the political framework of national crisis 

as Melville the poet struggles with how to memorialize unnamed, unburied, and 
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uncountable bodies.   

 

The Epitaph at War 

The popular epitaphic impulse—the desire to mark a site of death with words 

that honor the dead and remind the viewer of her own mortality—was strong in 1865, 

as the Civil War came to an end and the process of memorialization began in earnest. 

The earliest visitors to Andersonville cemetery, located beside where the infamous 

Confederate prison once stood in Georgia, reported scrupulously on the inscriptions 

they found there. On November 4, 1865, during the feverish fall when Melville 

composed most of the poems in Battle-Pieces, an unnamed correspondent for the New 

York Times described the efforts to transform this site of torture and tragedy into a 

fitting memorial for those who died there: 

 
The cemetery is undergoing a thorough cleansing, substantial fences 

are in process of completion, inclosing [sic] the whole grounds. A 

modicum of ornament is being added in the shape of architectural 

gates, etc. On a little white-painted board at the left of the main south 

entrance appears the following inscription: 

On fame’s eternal camping ground, 

Their silent tents are spread; 

And glory guards with solemn round 

The bivouac of the dead. 

Further along the wide carriage-way, toward the centre, on the right, we 
read: 

 
Whether in the prison drear, 
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Or in the battle’s van, 

The fittest place for man to die. 

Is where he dies for man. 

And on the left: 
 

The hopes, the fears, the blood, the tears, 

That marked the battle’s strife, 

Are now all crowned by victory, 

That saved the nation’s life.74 

The first inscription is a stanza from a popular poem of the Mexican War called “The 

Bivouac of the Dead” by Theodore O’Hara.75 The second is from another admired 

poem of the time by Michael Joseph Barry, and the third is unattributed. It seems that 

the inscriptions were put in place at the same time that Clara Barton and others visited 

the former prison site to lay out the cemetery and give the dead their proper due. It is 

clear, both from the fact of the inscriptions’ existence and the frequency of their 

inclusion in reports on Andersonville cemetery, that the memorial words in the form 

of poems were of utmost importance to the effort to catalog the dead of Andersonville 

and remember them properly.  

 Herman Melville read the reports from Georgia. In a note on one of his 

inscriptive and memorial verses, “On a natural Monument in a field of Georgia,” 

Melville states that the poem was “written prior to the founding of the National 

                                                
74 New York Times, November 4, 1865.  
 
75 “The Bivouac of the Dead” can still be seen inscribed on iron tablets in national 
cemeteries across America, as discussed later in this chapter. 
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Cemetery at Andersonville, where 15,000 of the reinterred captives now sleep, each 

beneath his personal head-board, inscribed from records found in the prison hospital” 

(253). Elsewhere, a note appended to the poem “Gettysburg: A Check” relates the 

fighting that took place among the tombstones on Cemetery Ridge to the presence of 

Gettysburg National Cemetery, which is “on the same height with the original burial 

ground” (249). The note seems to want to connect the pre-war town cemetery with the 

post-war national cemetery as a way of returning to naturalized antebellum burial 

practices; in the epitaphs of Battle-Pieces, however, it is clear that such a return is not 

possible. The footnotes of the volume reveal that Melville was one of the scores of 

Americans North and South who paid close attention to the progress of the national 

cemetery movement in the wake of the Civil War. Before the war, the United States 

had no systematic way of cataloging and burying its dead. The need for a burial policy 

became evident only after the war began, as it became increasingly clear that this war 

would not permit the old ways of interment. In July 1862 President Lincoln signed 

into law an act that allowed him to “purchase cemetery grounds and cause them to be 

securely enclosed, to be used as a national cemetery for the soldiers who shall die in 

the service of the country.”76 Despite this legislation, there remained at the end of the 

war the huge task of coping with the dead; as Drew Gilpin Faust writes, “many 

soldiers lay unburied, their bones littering battlefields across the South; still more had 

been hastily interred where they fell, far from family and home; hundreds of thousands 

remained unidentified, their losses unaccounted for” (212). A vast national policy 

would have to be developed quickly to take care of the Union dead, one that would 

                                                
76 See “History and Development of the National Cemetery System,” 1. 
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become the “most elaborate federal program undertaken in nearly a century of 

American nationhood” (219). But in the fall of 1865, when Melville composed his 

battle and burial pieces, the development of this national policy was only in its 

preliminary stages; questions of how the multitudes of war dead could best be buried 

and commemorated remained prominent in the public consciousness.  

 The American Civil War, with its massive geographical breadth and 

unfathomable volume of casualties, created a monumental disruption in traditional 

methods of burial and grief, including the epitaph that all good men and women 

deserved on their graves. To understand how literary epitaphs were intended to 

function before modern war proved capable of removing hundreds of thousands of 

men in broad strokes, it is instructive to look to William Wordsworth’s “Essay Upon 

Epitaphs,” published as a supplement to his poems in 1810.77 Wordsworth establishes 

the purpose of the epitaph accordingly: 

…Recurring to the twofold desire of guarding the Remains of the 

deceased and preserving their memory, it may be said that a sepulchral 

Monument is a tribute to a Man as a human Being; and that an Epitaph 

(in ordinary meaning attached to the word) includes this general feeling 

and something more; and is a record to preserve the memory of the 

dead, as a tribute due to his individual worth, for a satisfaction to the 

                                                
77 According to Heffernan, Melville took an edition of the complete works of William 
Wordsworth with him on a voyage from Boston to San Francisco in 1860, just before 
the war started. In Monumental Melville, Dryden writes extensively on Melville’s 
relationship with the Wordsworthian model of the epitaph and calls Battle-Pieces an 
“epitaphic collection” (69). Dryden identifies Melville’s monumental poetics as 
representative of the arc of his literary career.  
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sorrowing hearts of the Survivors, and for the common benefit of the 

living: which record is to be accomplished, not in a general manner, 

but, where it can, in close connection with the bodily remains of the 

deceased: and these, it may be added, among the modern nations of 

Europe, are deposited within, or contiguous to, their places of worship. 

(702, emphasis in the original) 

For Wordsworth, the epitaph serves a tripart purpose: it is a tribute to the individual 

who is a dead, a way for his living friends to take comfort that he is remembered, and 

a reminder to living people that all will go this way. The first function of the epitaph, 

to preserve what was unique about the deceased, was an obvious difficulty in a war 

that sometimes obliterated facial features and often left a soldier without his most 

particular feature, his name.78 Melville’s citation of the “personal head-board, 

inscribed from records found in the prison hospital” given to each dead soldier as a 

benefit of the new national cemeteries reveals his concern over the preservation of the 

individual.79  

Wordsworth’s second function of the epitaph, to preserve the memory of the 

deceased for his living friends and family, was clearly hard to fulfill at a time when 

men were generally buried where they fell, which was often far from their homes. In 

                                                
78 During the last two years of the war in the East, soldiers began pinning scraps of 
paper with their names and ranks on them inside their uniforms to avoid dying without 
identification. See Trudeau, 280.  
 
79 Melville, 253. Particularly good records existed for the names of the deceased at 
Andersonville thanks to the efforts of Dorence Atwater, a captured Union soldier who 
kept a highly detailed list of the dead while working in a hospital at the prison. Barton 
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the English countryside in 1810, Wordsworth could bemoan the fact that burials were 

increasingly moving away from village churchyards (where monuments remind 

readers of “the surrounding images of nature”) into towns and cities, where crowded 

populations interrupted the reflective relationship between the cemetery and its natural 

surroundings (702). Wordsworth would have no doubt been horrified, then, at the 

exigencies of burial in America in 1865, where men were lain not only nowhere near 

churchyards but also on the very spots of ground where they bled and fell, or, even 

more likely, beside the hospitals and prisons where, ravaged and diseased, they died. 

One of the great ironies of visiting Civil War battlefields today is that they are some of 

the most beautiful and unmolested landscapes in America; this could not be said in 

1865, when bones and “iron cones and spheres of death”—as Melville describes in 

one of his most striking epitaphic poems—still littered the soil (173). 

One of the primary purposes of the national cemetery movement was to 

transform these sites of carnage into spaces that, like churchyards, would allow a 

mourning nation to channel its grief. In a sense, the demands of the Civil War forced 

Wordsworth’s third purpose of the epitaph—to take the specific memorialization of 

one person and allow it to speak for the mortality of all men—to be the primary 

function of the national cemetery for the war dead. Quite simply, there were too many 

dead people to remember each individually, so poems strategically placed throughout 

graveyards (as the first reports from Andersonville, where inscriptions were erected at 

the same time that official government memorialization effort began, demonstrate) 

                                                                                                                                       
used Atwater’s “Death List” when erecting graves in Andersonville’s national 
cemetery.   
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came to serve as epitaphs for the multitudes buried there.80  

 

Image 1. “The Soldier’s Grave.” Currier and Ives lithograph, 1865. Image courtesy 

American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass.  

Thus as the Civil War ended epitaphs were, at the same time, more needed 

than ever and more difficult in actuality to erect. A popular lithograph of the time 

exemplifies both the desire for individual memorialization and the response to mass 

casualties resulting from the Civil War. This Currier and Ives image offers a 

                                                
80 An article in the New York Times from May 28, 1866 describes how family 
members could procure headstones for the dead of Andersonville: “At Nashville, 
Tenn., neat head-stones of Italian marble two inches thick, thirty inches high, and 
fourteen inches wide, (being as large as the space between the graves will allow) with 
a suitable inscription and a lime-stone base, can be procured for $25… The lime-stone 
base should not be any wider than the head-stone itself, on account of the nearness of 
the graves to each other.” The article concludes, in a manner that would certainly 
please Wordsworth, “The cemetery is kept in good order, and the entire surrounding 
country is covered with a great variety of beautiful wild flowers.” 
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comfortingly conventional vision with the expected iconology of mourning and 

grief—weeping woman, willow tree, patriotic eagle—into which the buyer could 

insert the name, rank, and date of death of his or her particular soldier. Compared with 

the vast and de-individualized cemeteries that the nation would soon build, this mock 

gravesite provides the left-behind loved ones with a sense that their soldier was 

receiving the type of mourning he deserved—though, of course, this feeling is 

achieved through the fill-in-the-blank depersonalization of the lithograph. Notably, the 

Currier and Ives image includes a poetic epitaph, what Mark Saunders Schantz calls “a 

little death poem that ensures the eternal rest of the man, presumably in heaven” (177). 

Every soldier deserves an epitaph, the image seems to say, even if every soldier’s 

epitaph must, in the end, be the same.  

These opposing forces—the desire for individual commemoration and the 

impossibility of doing so in the wake of mass casualty—are felt throughout the 

epitaphs of Battle-Pieces, a work which both invigorates the epitaphic genre and 

challenges its viability through formal tensions. Joshua Scodel, in his book on the 

English poetic epitaph, has argued that “poets after Wordsworth generally consider the 

poetic epitaph anachronistic” (11). While this claim may be true of English poets, in 

America, the epitaph acquired new importance in the wake of the Civil War. At stake 

was the nation’s ability to commemorate the sacrifices of the Union dead in such a 

way that would ameliorate the carnage of war and prepare the country for, as Lincoln 

famously put it, a new birth of freedom. Melville’s epitaphs, which seem traditional 

and quiet upon first reading, not terribly different in tone and form than the Currier 

and Ives epitaph for the fill-in-the-blank soldier, are in fact brimming with these 
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existential questions of nation and memory.   

 

“His happier fortune in this mound you see” 

 
 Just as the old forms of grief and burial did not fit the new horrors of war, so 

too did the old forms of poetry come up lacking. The epitaphic verses of Battle-Pieces 

challenge and reformulate their genre by interrupting its naturalized temporality, in 

which readers cycle past the grave and its message, ensuring a cyclical futurity, to 

suggest how this recurrence is natural but not restorative. As his earlier fiction attests, 

Melville recognized and explored the tensions between materiality and text presented 

by the epitaph; even the most traditional of the epitaphic poems in Battle-Pieces 

reflect these tensions, magnified by the realities of fratricidal war in which the fabric 

of national cohesiveness, and even time itself, seemed torn. The poem “An Epitaph,” 

for instance, tells of a soldier’s widow whose contended heart cheers the “priest and 

people” of her town (169). How this poem operates as an epitaph is unclear, since it 

makes no reference to the widow’s death, unless the speaker’s description of the 

soldier’s widow who summers “sweetly here, / In shade by waving beeches lent” 

means that she is as dead as her soldier, and her cheer is felt in the grave. “An 

Epitaph” appears to naturalize the temporality of mourning, connecting it with 

seasonal cycles that would eventually ameliorate the pain of grief, in much the same 

way that Emily Dickinson’s poems and letters enact a naturalized temporality to 

mourn the war dead of Amherst. Yet the insinuation of Melville’s poem that the 

soldier’s widow herself is now deceased forces the reader ask how the priest and 
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people will deal with “Sunday tiding from the front” when she is gone. 

“An Epitaph” recognizes the worth of an individual, in accordance with 

Wordsworth’s declaration that the epitaph’s perfection “lie in due proportion of the 

common or universal feeling of humanity to sensations excited by a distinct and clear 

conception, conveyed to the Reader’s mind, of the Individual, whose death is deplored 

and whose memory is to be preserved” (704). It also appeals to the “common of 

universal feeling of humanity” that might greet the poem’s description of the cheerful 

and faithful war widow. Yet the disconnect between the poem’s assigned genre as an 

epitaph and its lack of clarity about who is being memorialized points us toward other 

strange and discomfiting moments in the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” when 

epitaphic tropes are transformed. Take, for instance, the seemingly straightforward 

epitaphic poem “On the Grave of a young Cavalry Officer killed in the Valley of 

Virginia”: 

  Beauty and youth, with manners sweet, and friends— 

   Gold, yet a mind not unenriched had he 

  Whom here low violets veil from eyes. 

   But all these gifts transcended be: 

  His happier fortune in this mound you see. (175) 

Fulfilling all three of Wordsworth’s prescribed functions of the epitaph, this poem also 

brings to light the typical object-inscription-reader relationship represented in 

epitaphs: the reader (who is often beckoned to stop with the “Pause, Traveler!” 

invitation that frequently appears on monuments) encounters the inscription (the 

speaker of which may be the dead person, or may be an outside commenter) written 
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upon the object itself—the stone tablet or monument that the epitaph, Wordsworth 

states, presupposes (700). We might compare this poem with one from Walt 

Whitman’s Drum-Taps, “As Toilsome I Wander’d Virginia’s Woods,” in which the 

speaker encounters the hastily written epitaph “Bold, cautious, true, and my loving 

comrade” on a tree by a grave.81 Both poems raise the problem of how to 

commemorate the individual during a war where men were killed in battle, in the 

middle of vast troop movements, when little time could be spared to bury bodies, let 

alone compose epitaphs for them. Whitman’s physical epitaph emphasizes the 

relationship between the dead man and the “loving comrade” who composes his 

epitaph; Melville’s literary epitaph, while mentioning the friends of the dead, removes 

any identification of a speaker and any idea of the speaker’s relation to the dead 

cavalry officer. In five brief lines, three of which ending in the monosyllabic and 

simple rhymes “he,” “be,” and “see,” the speaker of the inscription valorizes the 

individual attributes of the officer while at the same time marking his “transcendence” 

of these “gifts.” Both poems gesture toward those who will read the epitaphs at later 

moments, suggesting how epitaphic temporality acquires a naturalized, recursive 

dimension as readers continue to encounter the words through different times, yet 

Melville’s epitaph imposes a Christian temporal dimension of bodily transcendence 

that we might read as the fulfillment of the historical teleology presented in the 

chronological poems of Battle-Pieces. For Whitman, however, there is no promise of 

heaven; rather, the epitaph lives on in the heart of the reader who encounters it, 

returning “through changeful season and scene, abrupt, alone, or in the crowded 

                                                
81 Whitman, 441-442. 
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street.” 

Professing a stock sentiment that matches that of the poem printed on “The 

Soldier’s Grave,” this poem is the only of Melville’s epitaphs that could be an epitaph. 

For the simplicity of the relationship posited between reader, inscription, and object in 

the poem for the young cavalry officer is an anomaly in Battle-Pieces. The task of 

burying the Civil War dead presents specific problems for the conventional function of 

the epitaph that Melville incorporates into the form of his verses inscriptive and 

memorial. For instance, sometimes the dead person that the epitaph must celebrate 

cannot be identified. In the note previously quoted for the poem “On a natural 

Monument on a field in Georgia,” Melville describes the desire for individual 

inscription and how it is thwarted:  

Written prior to the founding of the National Cemetery at 

Andersonville, where 15,000 of the reinterred captives now sleep, each 

beneath his personal head-board, inscribed from records found in the 

prison hospital. Some hundreds rest apart and without name. A glance 

at the published pamphlet containing the list of the buried at 

Andersonville conveys a feeling mournfully impressive. Seventy-four 

large double-columned pages in fine print. Looking through them is 

like getting lost among the old turbaned head-stones and cypresses in 

the interminable Black Forest of Scutari, over against Constantinople 

(253-254).  

This note—aside from including the chilling sentence “some hundreds rest apart and 

without name,” which succinctly states one of the primary challenges for epitaphic 
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poetry in the wake of the war—deserves explication for its fantastic leaps of 

relationality through simile. The seemingly endless list of names of those buried in 

Andersonville cemetery is akin to the actual experience of being lost in a cemetery, of 

wandering among epitaphs in a natural setting similar to the one prescribed by 

Wordsworth in his essay. The list of names is forced to stand in for the traditional 

experience of visiting with the dead, just as an epitaph is intended to be a synecdoche 

for the dead person it reflects. In lingering over the “seventy-four large double-

columned pages in fine print” that constitute the Andersonville necrology, Melville 

echoes the material concerns present in Ishmael’s mention of the “six-inch chapter” 

that serves as Bulkington’s epitaph. In both instances, the writer asks how mere text—

words on a page, or words on a gravestone—can possibly serve to memorialize a war 

as destructive as the one fought internally in America. What does it mean, he asks, to 

substitute words for bodies? What is lost, and what, possibly, can be found in this 

cemetery of names? 

 We may begin to find an answer to these questions in the verse that perhaps 

appears most conventionally epitaphic in Battle-Pieces: “A Grave Near Petersburg, 

Virginia.” The only of Melville’s epitaphs to name its subject (“Daniel Drouth”), this 

poem includes a sing-song, symmetrical refrain (“Long may his grave be green!” / 

“Green may his grave long be!”) to memorialize the dead “rebel of iron mould,” 

lauding his quickness and his fullness of fire. It is not until the poem’s last line that the 

true occupant of the grave is revealed—“The—Buried Gun” (153). With this final 

twist and an explanatory note on how Confederates were believed to have buried 

cannons in their graveyards to be unearthed at a later date, the macabre drama staged 
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in this mock-epitaph becomes clear. The gun, “Daniel Drouth,” is “named for his 

metallic barrenness.”82 The “iron mould” and quickness with “a flash and a blow” of 

the grave’s occupant are comic puns, and the genre of the epitaph is a vehicle through 

which Melville can demonstrate his dark humor. Notably, this poem appears in the 

main section of Battle-Pieces rather than “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial,” as if the 

poet believes that some solemnity was required in the latter section; yet the epitaph for 

the buried gun shows both Melville’s fealty to the epitaphic genre and a willingness to 

puncture its conventions that appears even in the later, more somber and overtly 

epitaphic, section. 

 This tension between dedication to and subversion of generic convention is 

elevated to a formal problem in what we might call the mass epitaph of Battle-Pieces, 

“Inscription for Graves at Pea Ridge, Arkansas.” This poem challenges the 

Wordsworthian model of the epitaph in its plurality of dead speakers, who address a 

reader apt to “misgive” their reasons for fighting and dying: they died “amiss” because 

they were forced to fight by “the traitor’s choice” (166). If one of the primary 

purposes of the epitaph is, as Wordsworth asserts, to preserve the memory of an 

individual, how, this poem asks, can an epitaph commemorate the joint works of the 

joint dead? The use of the second-person plural pronoun to embody the speaker(s) of 

the poem in some ways solves this problem, yet a tension remains between the “we” 

who died amiss and the impossibility of the poem’s title (“Inscription for Graves at 

Pea Ridge, Arkansas”—does each grave of each speaker bear this inscription?). This 

unresolvable problem pushes the genre of the epitaph, a genre that is more than nearly 

                                                
82 Garner, 399. 
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all others bound to the physical realities of its appearance and the materials of its 

making, nearly to its breaking point—the point at which an epitaph can no longer 

serve its function to, in the words of Scodel, “identify the enduring social significance 

of the dead” (404).  

The discomfiting plurality of speakers in “Inscription for Graves at Pea Ridge, 

Arkansas” presages the monumental inscriptions of Battle-Pieces, in which Melville 

offers his most complicated challenge to the generic unity of the epitaph. “An 

uninscribed Monument on one of the Battlefields of the Wilderness” attempts to 

resolve the issue of multiple speakers seen in the Arkansas poem, but in doing so 

introduces further problems to the object-inscription-reader paradigm. Here is the 

poem reproduced in full: 

  Silence and Solitude may hint 

   (Whose home is in yon piny wood) 

  What I, though tableted, could never tell— 

  The din which here befell, 

   And striving of the multitude. 

  The iron cones and spheres of death 

   Set round me in their rust, 

    These, too, if just, 

  Shall speak with more than animated breath. 

   Thou who beholdest, if thy thought, 

  Not narrowed down to personal cheer, 

  Take in the import of the quiet here— 
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   The after-quiet—the calm full fraught; 

  Thou too wilt silent stand— 

  Silent as I, and lonesome as the land. (173) 

The first shock of this poem is that, rather than perpetuate the myth that the dead 

person is speaking, Melville allows the monument, the actual stone on which the 

inscription appears, to speak for itself. The second shock is that this speaking 

monument is at once “uninscribed” (according to the poem’s titled) and “tableted” 

(line 3)—written upon and unwritten upon. The incongruity of Melville’s descriptors 

parallels another of the poem’s juxtapositions: the stone and the artillery around it 

speak—through their silence. Their silence is the negative image of the din of battle. 

This focus on speaking silence is made all the more emphatic when we note that the 

poem takes the form of the sonnet, even concluding with a couplet, when we exclude 

its first line (“Silence and Solitude may hint”), which has no matched rhyme in the 

poem. That excluded line with which the poem begins features the speaking silence 

theme that is reified in the remaining lines, though the strange modification of the 

sonnet form suggests that this speaking silence may represent a structural breakdown, 

a rending of familiar forms. The structural and thematic difficulties presented by “An 

uninscribed Monument,” the constant juxtaposition of opposites—tableted and 

uninscribed, silent and speaking, inanimate objects holding animate breath—show 

both a genre at its crisis point and a possible way out.  

For in the second half of the Wilderness poem there is a passerby, 

Wordsworth’s Traveller, in essence, who sees the monument and is moved to replicate 

its silence. The stone speaks directly to the traveler, who, “if [his] thought / Not 
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narrowed down to personal cheer,” can “take in the import of the quiet here” and 

respond by standing silently. The poem asserts that the passerby who has correctly 

“read” these uninscribed-yet-tableted monuments will himself stand silently—thus 

rendering the passerby another uninscribed monument to the battle. The poem 

perpetuates its didactic purpose—demonstrating the “import of the quiet here”—while 

denying the epitaphic act of inscribing, allowing the stone’s silence to speak more than 

words ever could. By turning the reader of the epitaph into another object through 

which the epitaph can be read, Melville removes the inscription from the traditional 

epitaphic relationship between reader, inscription, and object, while promoting a 

communion between reader and object, between passerby and the detritus of war.  

There are important stakes for the temporality of war memory here, as well. If 

the junk of war is able to tell as much about war’s reality as words are, then it 

naturally follows that that detritus should be preserved—yet the processes of nature 

will not allow it. In this poem we see that epitaphic temporality possesses no means 

for healing but only for perpetuating lonesome reflection. This form of memory allows 

the war to linger in minds after its conclusion but does promote national 

reconciliation, calling into question the reconciliatory stances that Melville takes in 

other sections of Battle-Pieces, most notably the controversial prose supplement that 

concludes the volume. There, Melville writes that “noble was the gesture into which 

patriotic passion surprised the people in a utilitarian time and country; yet the glory of 

the war falls short of its pathos—a pathos which now at last ought to disarm all 

animosity. How many and earnest thoughts still rise, and how hard to repress them. 

We feel that past years have been, and years, unretarded years, shall come” (256). The 
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progressive, “unretarded” temporal framework set out in the supplement is entirely 

separate from the epitaphic temporality of the “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial,” in 

which repetitions of encounters between readers and texts do not offer a means of 

generative repair for the fractured country. Part of the “aspects of the war” that 

Melville presents to us in Battle-Pieces, then, is the differing modes of reconciliation 

available in the immediate postbellum context in which he wrote. One offered memory 

without reunion; the other offered reunion as memory dwindled and faded.  

To conclude this section, I will turn to two poems written about the same Civil 

War battle at different periods in Melville’s thinking about the war. The first, from the 

“Verses Inscriptive and Memorial,” is the “Inscription for Marye’s Heights, 

Fredericksburg,” which reads: 

  To them who crossed the flood 

  And climbed the hill, with eyes 

   Upon the heavenly flag intent, 

   And through the deathful tumult went 

  Even unto death: to them this Stone— 

  Erect, where they were overthrown— 

   Of more than victory the monument.83 

“Inscription for Marye’s Heights, Fredericksburg” challenges the Wordsworthian 

model of the reader-object relationship. In this poem, there is no passing reader, nor is 

there a speaker of the inscription (which is often the object on which the inscription is 

placed). Instead there is a dedication to the victims of the battle taking the form of one 
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long prepositional phrase without a subject or verb to modify it. The poem hangs in 

suspense as we read on, hoping to find an agent and action to explain the source of the 

inscription, but we are left to dangle. Without a reader or a speaker, the poem exists 

solely for those it seeks to commemorate, the object of that dedicatory preposition 

“to.” Again, Melville seems to deny the epitaphic act of inscription, this time by 

eliminating action from the poem, divorcing the inscription from its creation and its 

transference to a reader. 

It is revealing to compare the detachedness of this poem to an earlier 

inscription that Melville wrote for the dead at Fredericksburg that appeared in an 1864 

charity volume called Autograph Leaves of our Country’s Authors. This brief poem, 

which Stanton Garner argues is one of Melville’s only war poems that was definitively 

written during the war, reads as follows: 

  A glory lights an earnest end; 

In jubilee the patriot ghosts ascend. 

Transfigured at the rapturous height 

Of their passionate feat of arms, 

Death to the brave’s a starry night,— 

Strown their vale of death with palms.84 

This brief poem strikes an incredibly different chord than the later Fredericksburg 

verse. Commenting on the conventionality of Melville’s description of “patriot ghosts” 

ascending to heaven, a conventionality he associates with “newspaper verse,” Garner 

                                                                                                                                       
83 Melville, 170. 
84 Quoted in Garner, 215. 
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writes, “In Battle-Pieces, the gates of Heaven do not open for the Union dead; 

nevertheless, it would be unwise to ignore the possibility that at this point in the war 

[Melville] genuinely meant what he wrote, that the ideas of glory and a caring God 

here suggesting had not yet been expunged by sad experience” (216). I would add the 

biggest difference between the 1864 verse and the 1866 one is the monumental turn, 

the shift in scope from glorious, rapturous transformation to truthful, epitaphic 

commemoration: the stone he describes is “of more than victory the monument,” but 

what that more is Melville leaves to the reader to surmise. And, as in the poem about 

the Wilderness, in the later Fredericksburg poem Melville prioritizes the object—the 

stone itself—over the inscription, allowing the power of the object to speak for the 

sacrifice of the dead. 

 

Image 2. Fredericksburg National Cemetery, May 2010. Photo taken by the author. 

Visitors to the battlefield at Marye’s Heights today will find neither of 

Melville’s inscriptions for the site. Instead the cemetery is populated with iron tablets 

featuring stanzas from a familiar verse: O’Hara’s “The Bivouac of the Dead,” which 
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appeared in the initial reports from Andersonville cemetery in 1865 (see image 2).85 

Echoing the conventionality of Melville’s 1864 inscription rather than the challenge of 

his 1866 verse, the nation’s cemeteries still bear the mark of inscriptive poetry through 

the presence of O’Hara’s patriotic paean to the national dead. Interestingly, the 

plaques bear no attribution to Theodore O’Hara. He, like the soldiers memorialized by 

Melville, is unnamed, anonymous—perhaps because he fought on the side of the 

Confederacy. The persistence of inscriptive verse in our national cemeteries makes 

sense given the history of the national cemetery movement briefly documented in this 

paper, yet there seem to be ebbs and flows in the popular desire for commemorative 

poetry. A report by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs tantalizingly offers this 

nugget of information on a recent drive to increase the presence of poetry in military 

graveyards: “In fall 2001, the National Cemetery Administration commenced an 

initiative to install a new cast-aluminum tablet featuring the first stanza of ‘Bivouac of 

the Dead’ in all the existing national cemeteries where they are missing, as well as 

national cemeteries under development.” It is tempting to link this increase in 

memorial poetry to the catalyzing national event of fall 2001, the September 11th 

attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, though the report does not 

specify why this initiative took place when it did. In any event, the persistence of 

O’Hara’s verse at the sesquicentennial of the Civil War marks an ongoing use of 

poetry as mass epitaph, an impulse that we see personified in and questioned by 

Melville’s verse. It also demonstrates that despite the modern conflation of all poetry 

                                                
85 A report by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs describes the history of 
O’Hara’s poem as the preeminent memorial verse in American national cemeteries. 
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with the genre of the lyric, which renders many nineteenth-century genres including 

the epitaph rote and unworthy of critical attention, the epitaph persists as a popular 

genre of commemoration: society still needs little death poems, even if literary critics 

do not.  

In the end, then, the epitaphs of Battle-Pieces do promote a form of quietness, 

much as Melville’s inscriptionless tombstone provides a blank space on which the 

passerby or reader can assert her own interpretation of the memorial’s meaning. At a 

time when the newly reunited country was consumed with questions of how best to 

memorialize and honor its dead, Melville’s “Verses Inscriptive and Memorial” offer 

an uneasy consolation: that the only fitting way to speak of the war dead is to not 

speak at all, to write epitaphs that can never really be epitaphs. They also instantiate a 

form of memorializing temporality that does not offer the promise of national 

reconciliation, but rather a recursive form of time that honors memory even as it 

makes no promises that memory can heal. The inscriptive and memorial verses of 

Battle-Pieces reveal a poet not retreating from history, or insisting on history’s 

teleological ends, but confronting it through the dismantling of a genre that was highly 

relevant and entirely out of place and time.  

 

Conclusion: The Nationalization of Memorial Space 

 
While Melville composed his strange book of war poetry, asking what 

aesthetic or form could possibly properly mourn the dead, the U.S. government was 

                                                                                                                                       
See: <http://www.cem.va.gov/hist/bivouac.asp> 
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involved in a similar mission on a massive bureaucratic scale as it sought the proper 

way to bury and commemorate the slain. The result of this search was the American 

national cemetery. As I’ve already discussed, there were no national cemeteries at the 

start of the Civil War and no national policies pertaining to the burial of America’s 

dead. As more and more men lost their lives to illness and battle, cemeteries sprung up 

in the places you would naturally expect to find them: near battlefields and hospitals. 

When in 1862 Congress granted President Lincoln the authority “to purchase cemetery 

grounds and cause them to be securely enclosed,” it was the first of a series of 

bureaucratic acts that led to what we likely envision when we think of national 

cemeteries today: rows and rows of evenly spaced, evenly sized white tombstones in 

peaceful, green settings. Yet the system of burial and recognition that we now 

recognize came into being chaotically; as Susan-Mary Grant has pointed out, many 

burial efforts were initially taken up by local communities near sites of battle like 

Gettysburg and Antietem or state governments, and it took years and even decades 

before a federal policy was developed to bury the nation’s war dead.86 Yet eventually 

an aesthetic emerged that attempted to address some of the questions raised by 

Melville’s epitaphs regarding the possibility of fitting commemoration in the wake of 

the Civil War, and one that not only honored the dead but also perpetuated nationalist 

ideology in accordance with Benedict Anderson’s observation that nationalist 

imaginings makes possible “a secular transformation of fatality into continuity, 

contingency into meaning” (11).  

The memorial genre of the national cemetery seems so familiar in our time, so 

                                                
86 Grant, 86-93. 
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self-evident in its meaning, that we may not think about the choices that were made to 

give it the look and form and features we know. That sense of a lack of authorship, 

that the cemeteries came into being naturally through the democratic ideals of the 

American nation, is, of course, embedded in the features of the space. This 

democratization of space takes place on several levels, starting with the individual: 

each grave is intended to look like every other grave, a thoroughly different approach 

to tombstones and commemoration than that of the individualized epitaphs and 

particularized grave markers that populated cemeteries before the war. Although at 

first hastily erected wooden tombstones were used, beginning in the 1870s, the 

government paid for marble stones to replace them.87 And while in the immediate 

aftermath of war, families of the dead could pay to have extensive monuments for 

their deceased loved ones, eventually standards were put in place in the twentieth 

century that ensured a single aesthetic standard.88 Although, on the one hand, this 

standardization makes sense given the massive number of burials handled by the 

government (particularly in the wake of the twentieth century’s World Wars), it also 

serves to trumpet an essentially American ideology about the equal magnitude of all 

sacrifices for the nation.  

Just as (nearly) every grave in the national cemetery is intended to resemble 

every other grave, so, too, the collected mass of graves comprising the national 

cemetery is intended to resemble every other national cemetery, suggesting on a 

                                                
87 For more on the history of national cemetery tombstones in the U.S., see 
<http://www.cem.va.gov/history/hmhist.asp> 
 
88 Poole, 75. 
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national scale the common sacrifice made for the country. Visitors to national 

cemeteries across the nation are greeted with the same visual artifacts: in addition to 

the long, standardized rows of standardized tombstones, there are placards bearing 

“The Bivouac of the Dead,” the Gettysburg Address, and the act that created the 

cemeteries; there is a flagpole; there is a keeper’s house intended to resemble other 

keepers’ houses. The general effect of the national cemetery is to create a 

homogeneous space throughout the geographically heterogeneous nation that both 

represents the democratic ideals of sacrifice and perpetuates the time of mourning in a 

way that initially resembles Melville’s conception of memorial temporality in “An 

Uninscribed Monument.” 

American national cemeteries, therefore, are one of the Civil War’s primary 

legacies in terms of its effect on the national spatial imaginary. I have argued to this 

point that the Civil War illuminated many Americans’ sense of a lack of connection 

with certain national geographies invoked by the events of war and the rhetoric that 

justified the fighting. The war also instigated a feeling that time itself was fractured. 

As a new genre of memorial, national cemeteries were intended to address both of 

these crises. Stretching across the nation, from Atlantic to Pacific, national cemeteries 

essentially re-territorialized heterogeneous national space, connecting disparate locales 

with a shared aesthetic that emphasized the equality of all soldiers. This visual 

sameness also worked to heal fissures in the continuities of national time by 

suggesting that one could share in the same acts of remembrance and mourning at 

different cemeteries across the nation. These cemeteries perform the ritualistic and 

recursive act of grieving and mourning in much the same way that Emily Dickinson 
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does when she imaginatively returns Frazar Stearns’s body to Amherst. To visit a 

national cemetery is to enter a space of sacred timelessness. Each visitor is invited to 

read, to reflect, to remember. In this way, national cemeteries promote Anderson’s 

concept of simultaneity; they engender ritualized acts in the service of nationalism, 

much like Hale’s Thanksgiving holiday did and does. 

 And yet, despite the success of this memorial genre in promoting nationalist 

ideology and providing a sense of comfort in the wake of spatiotemporal crisis, many 

citizens of the reunited United States acknowledged that national cemeteries were not 

truly national. As one might expect after years of bitter sectional strife and horror, 

soldiers who fought for the Confederacy were not permitted to be buried in the 

government’s cemeteries. National cemeteries not only initially excluded Confederates 

but also segregated black soldiers of the U.S. Colored Troops who had fought to 

preserve the Union and win their own freedom from white soldiers who had perished 

for the same cause.89 By staking out and fencing in spaces demarcated explicitly as 

national, the U.S. government not only yoked geographically disparate sites in a single 

vision of the nation—it also, as the texts in my next chapter explore, exacerbated the 

racial tensions between white and black Americans and sociopolitical tensions 

between northern and southern Americans simmering beneath the rhetorical goodwill 

of reconciliation.  

                                                
89 Poole, 59. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

“NEAR ANDERSONVILLE”: RACE AND PLACE IN EARLY AMERICAN 

REGIONALISM  

 
In 1866, the year after the Civil War ended, the illustrator and artist Winslow 

Homer completed a painting of an African-American woman in a doorway, looking 

into the distance. When the painting was donated to the Newark Museum in 1966, it 

had no name. Mark Twain mused upon the importance of a title to a painting’s 

interpretation in relation to a work of Civil War art, Everett B.D. Fabrino Julio’s The 

Last Meeting of Lee and Jackson (1869). Of viewing the history painting in New 

Orleans, Twain wrote, “The picture is very valuable, on account of the portraits, which 

are authentic. But, like many another historical picture, it means nothing without its 

label.” After suggesting a few alternative titles, including Jackson Asking Lee for a 

Match, Twain concludes, “A good legible label is usually worth, for information, a ton 

of significant attitude and expression in a historical picture. In Rome, people with fine 

sympathetic natures stand up and weep in front of the celebrated ‘Beatrice Cenci the 

Day before her Execution.’ It shows what a label can do. If they did not know the 

picture, they would inspect it unmoved, and say, ‘Young girl with hay fever; young 

girl with her head in a bag’” (Life on the Mississippi 314). In his characteristically 

behumored fashion, Twain addresses an essential truth about the immediate post-war 

period: the newly united nation required labels for the events of the Civil War in order 

to know how to affectively respond to them. This affective response was often 

marshaled through depictions of African Americans, as the title of the painting when it 
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was eventually discovered demonstrates. Homer had called it Near Andersonville (see 

Image 1). 

 

Figure 1. Winslow Homer, Near Andersonville, 1865–66. Oil on canvas. Courtesy of 

the Newark Museum. 

What does it mean to be an African American woman near Andersonville, the 

most notorious Southern death camp, during the American Civil War? The preposition 

near and the proper place-name locate the viewer and the woman the painting depicts 

not in some abstract place of the war, but proximate to a location heavy with meaning. 

The soldiers in the upper lefthand corner of the painting are not just any Union 
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soldiers; they are soldiers that are being led, perhaps to their death, to the infamous 

Confederate prison camp at Andersonville, Georgia. While atrocities occurred in 

prisons both North and South, no other prison became as charged with anger and 

political significance as Andersonville. As early as the spring of 1864, reports of the 

prison’s horrible conditions seeped into the Northern press, and as the war came to an 

end, photographs of survivors—photographs that today cannot help but remind us of 

the hollowed victims of other atrocities, particularly the Nazi prison camps of World 

War II—shocked and disgusted the North. If the nation was to reunite and heal the 

gaping wounds of civil war, Andersonville would have to be forgotten or, at least, the 

memory of it scrubbed and altered. But the painting does not depict the horrors of 

Andersonville that polarized the country but the experience of being near it, and it 

does so through an enslaved or formerly enslaved woman. We might wonder if the 

woman sees these soldiers, or if she looks past them. (Her face and its unreadability 

give no answers.) What does it mean, the painting asks, to be black and proximate to a 

contested place of war?90 

The centrality of the woman in Homer’s painting contrasts with the marginal 

role that African Americans are supposed to have played in art and literature about the 

Civil War. Daniel Aaron summarizes this belief in his foundational work The 

Unwritten War: 

Without the Negro, there would have been no Civil War, yet he figured 

only peripherally in the War literature. Often presented sympathetically 

                                                
90 For a thorough study of the painting’s history and meanings that has influenced my 
own interpretation, see Wood. 
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(which ordinarily meant sentimentally and patronizingly), he remained 

even in the midst of his literary well-wishers an object of contempt or 

dread… (xxii). 

For Aaron, race is the reason the war remains unwritten, a source of “emotional 

resistance” that  

“blur[s] literary insight.”91 In a recent essay that appeared during the sesquicentennial 

of the war, the African American writer Ta-Nehisi Coates echoed Aaron, describing 

the black experience of the Civil War in this way: “For my community, the message 

has long been clear: the Civil War is a story for white people—acted out by white 

people, on white people’s terms—in which blacks feature strictly as stock characters 

and props.”92 While it is undoubtedly true that in post-war literature by white writers, 

African American characters often serve placating and racialized roles, this essay will 

survey works like Near Andersonville in which the creative impasse that Aaron finds 

when African Americans appear “peripherally” in Civil War literature becomes a site 

where the war’s meaning is productively analyzed. Aaron points us toward this 

productive space when he describes African Americans as appearing “peripherally” in 

war literature, since the descriptor links the experience of war with place and distance. 

I will argue that certain places touched by war lend writers during and after the war’s 

duration specific settings for exploring race and structures of power that are 

imaginatively untethered from the political and ideological dictates of the nation.  

Aaron’s adverb “peripherally” also may remind us of Toni Morrison’s 

                                                
 
92 See Coates, “Why Do So Few Black Study the Civil War?”  
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formative claim in Playing in the Dark that an Africanist presence, however often 

silenced, constitutes American literature: “The contemplation of this black presence is 

central to any understanding of our national literature,” she writes, “and should not be 

permitted to hover at the margins of the literary imagination” (5). This discourse of 

marginalization mirrors, in ways both illuminating and obfuscating, discussions of the 

place of the region in the nation pre-recovery literary studies of regionalism. 

“Grounded in a specific geography and a local history,” write Thomas Constantinesco 

and Cécile Roudeau, “the region has indeed been commodified as the nation’s 

picturesque other, a gendered entity that stands in consistent counterpoint to the 

universal as pleasantly quaint or dangerously peculiar” (285). With these words in 

mind, we might return to Homer’s woman in the doorway, who serves as the 

“picturesque other” to the Union soldiers representing the nation. In this essay, I will 

consider the relationship between marginalization (of black subjects like the woman in 

Near Andersonville) and regionalization (of local perspectives and places) suggested 

by this shared critical language. While I do not wish to suggest that these two 

processes are commensurate in effect, they are far more intimately bound in post-war 

regionalist literature than has been previously explored, as black experience is co-

opted by white artists to understand othered places within the nation. 

In recent years, scholars of the post-war genre of regionalism have gone 

beyond the initial feminist recovery efforts that reappraised regionalism, once 

considered minor, feminized, and nostalgic, showing how the genre is fully implicated 

in the construction of the nation, even as it questions the nation’s governing structures. 

In the words of Stephanie Foote, regionalism “must be approached as a genre that 
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participates in and responds to the late nineteenth-century social discourses from 

which it initially seems to be turning its delicate face in order to concentrate on the 

fading outlines of local villages and communities” (37). Several studies, most 

importantly Judith Fetterley and Marjorie Pryse’s Writing Out of Place (2003), have 

done so by focusing on the genre’s participation in regionalization—which we might 

define, following from Fetterley and Pryse, as the process by which nations control 

smaller regions politically, economically, and ideologically—in order to focus less on 

the region as a geographical place and more on the region as a discursive site where 

regionalization can be charted and, at times, contested. With this new critical focus, 

Fetterley and Pryse can go so far as to say that regionalism “is not a feature of 

geography” and that the genre “is therefore a discourse… rather than a place” (7). 

Taking geography to be a concretization of the nation’s space that obscures, quoting 

Frank Davey, “the politically oppositional aspects of regionalism,” Fetterley and Pryse 

effectively do away with the region in regionalism as it invokes a specific 

geographical space (6). Considering the region as a discursive rather than a geographic 

site suggests new ways of assessing the political investments of canonized 

regionalists, like Sarah Orne Jewett and Kate Chopin. It also potentially opens the 

genre’s boundaries to include new texts and authors outside the established regionalist 

canon who depict the operations of regionalization, including the writers I will study 

here, Rebecca Harding Davis and Constance Fenimore Woolson.93 I will suggest that 

                                                
93 The dividing lines between the genres of realism, local color, and regionalism are 
notoriously difficult to draw. I have chosen to categorize Davis and Woolson as early 
regionalists because of their engagement with locations—West Virginia and rural 
Georgia—outside the nation’s cosmopolitan centers and with issues of regionalization 
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in order to understand the process of regionalization that occurs in regionalist texts, we 

must pay more attention to a crisis that fundamentally concerned questions about the 

relation of the region to the nation, the American Civil War.94 When we attend to the 

war’s presence in these works, we see that they negotiate regionalization through race 

in ways that rewrite the values of regionalism and how it participates in projects of 

national critique and consolidation at the same time. 

This essay considers three texts that take the Civil War and black experience as 

their subject—Homer’s Near Andersonville (c. 1866), Rebecca Harding Davis’s “John 

Lamar” (1862), and Constance Fenimore Woolson’s “Rodman the Keeper” (1877)—

asking how these works seek to understand regionalization through depictions of black 

subjects in particular places of war, like Andersonville. These places of war contain an 

inherent instability that allows them to challenge dominant social structures, like race. 

In these texts, place is not a benign setting upon which the processes of regionalization 

occur, as Fetterley and Pryse’s analysis might suggest, but rather an experiential mode 

that possesses inherent qualities for critiquing the nation. To perform this critique, 

these texts move African Americans from the margins of literary histories about both 

the Civil War and the post-war genre of regionalism into a central role by depicting 

                                                                                                                                       
in contested geographical spaces. Davis and Woolson have rarely been anthologized 
as regionalist writers, though The Portable American Realism Reader (New York: 
Penguin, 1997) includes “Rodman the Keeper” under the category “Regionalism and 
Local Color” (while leaving out Davis altogether). For more on anthologies and 
generic descriptors, see Fetterley and Pryse, 8-9.  
 
94 Although a great deal of important critical work has considered regionalism’s 
complicity with American colonialism and structural racism, not as much attention has 
been paid to the genre’s relation to the great national crisis of the Civil War. For one 
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black characters alongside the processes of regionalization. Paying attention to the 

way these texts portray black characters opens up new readings of the racial 

construction of the U.S. imagined by, and sometimes precluded by, regionalism, as 

well as new insight into the role the Civil War played in a genre thought to be 

unconcerned with it.95 To understand how the war influenced regionalism, we must 

first address how the war affected the American spatial imaginary, how it “restored a 

familiar map but also opened new territory for expansion,” as Amy Kaplan has 

written, and how it also generated places that could not be subsumed into that national 

map or shaped to fit traditional narratives of national reunion (242). I will then explore 

how “John Lamar” and “Rodman the Keeper” establish, in turn, the existence of 

contested places during the war and their perpetuation after conflict ended, showing 

how African American characters mark the site where these places contest and 

endorse national order. In the final section, I will suggest how returning race and place 

to regionalism reveals the processes of racial marginalization in critical histories of 

both regionalism and the Civil War.   

 
                                                                                                                                       
example of a reading of a key regionalist text in light of its rewriting of the Civil War, 
see Gillin.  
95 Several canonical regionalist writers, most notably Jewett, wrote stories that took 
the Civil War as their subject, but these stories have never appeared in major 
anthologies of regionalist works. This may be because they do not fit our prescribed 
idea of the subjects and plots of regionalist stories, or because these stories often 
feature racist depictions of black subjects. I read these stories, and their sometimes 
uncomfortable representations of African Americans, not as unsuccessful anomalies 
but as another way that regionalist writers sought to understand the relationship 
between the regionalized subject and the nation. 
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Contested Places, Heterotopia, and the Civil War 
 

In the previous chapters, I have shown how writers including Emily Dickinson 

and Herman Melville used the Civil War as an occasion to assess the tension between 

the individual and the nation, revealing cracks in the rhetoric of nationalism, which 

was so often dependent on obliterating local differences and invoking national 

geography. One of the ways in which Dickinson and Melville critique the war-era 

rhetoric of nationalism is to explore how the typical processes of grief and mourning 

break down during internecine conflict. But questions of mourning the hundreds of 

thousands of war dead were not the only source of strife in the post-war nation. This 

chapter and the next will investigate how, for writers black and white, the Civil War 

served as a historical event through which debates over the racial makeup of the U.S. 

could be waged. On the one hand, it seem obvious that those writers investigating the 

meaning of the Civil War would also be concerned with race, given that the war was 

caused by the issue of slavery in the South and led to emancipation. On the other hand, 

these final chapters will show how certain narratives of the war sought to obliterate its 

ties to racial equality and obfuscate the role of black Americans in that war. The texts 

that I survey here are specifically interested in the ways in which certain places 

illuminate or conceal racial subjugation and domination. 

In the introduction to this project, I discussed how certain places associated 

with the Civil War retained a residue of contingency that allowed them to serve as 

sites where the nation’s moment of precarity was preserved and the effects of 

regionalization could be countered. In this chapter, I will assess how these “contested 

places,” as I’ve called them, emerge in texts about the Civil War by women writers, 
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and how these places are particularly implicated in imagining the post-war racial 

hierarchy structuring American society. In their capacity to reflect on and reorient real 

places within the nation, offering alternate possibilities for structuring society, 

contested places resemble what Foucault termed heterotopias. Heterotopias, according 

to Foucault’s foundational formulation, are “real places—places that do exist and that 

are formed in the very founding of society—which are something like counter-sites, a 

kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that 

can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and 

inverted” (24). Heterotopias are a “simultaneously mythic and real contestation of the 

space in which we live” that expose the oftentimes invisible ways that place orders 

culture (24). John Funchion has shown how Foucault’s relatively brief explication of 

these counter-sites can be used to understand regionalization. For Funchion, the local 

is a “protean phenomenon” rather than a fixed place, one always subject to greater 

forces; heterotopias, therefore, offer “a compelling way of examining localities as 

being as perpetually iterative as the networks that connect them ” (63).  

Take, for instance, Andersonville. The prison was unlike others created on 

either side of the Civil War in several important ways that underwrite its heterotopic 

nature. The largest Confederate prisons prior to Andersonville were located in cities 

like Richmond, the very heart of the Confederacy, whereas Andersonville was, 

according to one prisoner, “merely a hole cut in the wilderness. It was as remote a 

point from our armies, as they then lay, as the Southern Confederacy could give.”96 

The “hole cut in the wilderness” was practically a literal description since 
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Andersonville was simply a massive, fenced pen in an empty part of Georgia with no 

shelter save what men could make themselves. As a prison, Andersonville was a 

particular war-time iteration of what Foucault called the heterotopia of deviation. 

After the war, Andersonville morphed into other sorts of heterotopias, specifically the 

national cemetery and the national park, each of which reflect on what the nation 

purportedly values and the image it conceives of itself. Although Andersonville’s 

meaning has been co-opted for American nationalist purposes—it even serves today as 

the site of the National Prisoner of War Museum—it retains vestiges of a past in which 

the future of the United States remained an open question. The tiny town for which the 

camp was unofficially named, for instance, boasts the Henry Wirz Monument, 

dedicated in 1909 to the controversial Confederate commander held responsible for 

and ultimately executed for causing much of the suffering at Andersonville. Defending 

Wirz as “discharging his duty with such humanity as the harsh circumstances of the 

time… permitted,” the monument in the exact center of the town reminds any who 

visit the site that however national Andersonville may now be, the vitriol of the Civil 

War lives on from a time when the nation’s survival was not guaranteed. This retained 

contingency makes Andersonville a contested place, a particular type of war 

heterotopia that retains an unsettled essence even after war ends.     

Not all contested places were distinct sites like Andersonville, however. For 

Rebecca Harding Davis, whose publishing career in the Atlantic began concurrently 

with the Civil War, the contested place of foremost concern was the one where she 

grew up, the mountains of what was then western Virginia. At the same time that 

                                                                                                                                       
96 McElroy, 127. 
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Davis was describing the paralyzing effect of industrialization on her home state in 

“Life in the Iron-Mills” (1861), a convention was held in Wheeling to prevent Virginia 

from seceding from the Union; later, in 1863, West Virginia voted to secede from 

Virginia, though support remained divided between Union and Confederacy within the 

new state.97 Nearly 50 years after the war had ended, Davis described the divisions of 

loyalty within West Virginia in this way: “We occupied the place of Hawthorne’s 

unfortunate man who saw both sides. In every village opinions clashed. The elders of 

the family, as a rule, sided with the government; the young folks with the South.”98 

Regional scales are diminished here while local differences matter most: not only do 

opinions differ from town to town, but even within individual families. It was not 

simply West Virginia’s vexed location between slave states and free states that led to 

its divided affiliations: the geographical terrain of the state, mountainous and densely 

forested, allowed small-scale guerilla warfare to flourish. Davis noted broadly that the 

side one supported during the war came down ultimately to a question of location: 

“[Women’s] loyalty, like their husbands,” she wrote, “depended almost wholly on 

their geographical point of view.”99 In both politics and topography, West Virginia 

was highly localized in a way that transformed and reversed the war’s vast national 

scope into a matter of differences between families from one valley to the next.   

                                                
97 In the introduction to their edition of Davis’s stories, Harris and Cadwallader note 
that western (West) Virginia sent nearly 35,000 soldiers to fight for the Union, but 
another 10,000 enlisted with the Confederacy (xxxiv).  
 
98 Bits of Gossip, 109. Davis refers to Hawthorne’s controversial 1862 Atlantic essay 
“Chiefly About War Matters.” 
 
99 Bits of Gossip, 111-112.  
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The texts to which I will now turn consider contested places like Andersonville 

and West Virginia as heterotopias in order to escape thinking about them through 

binaries like center/periphery and cosmopolitan/provincial that are sometimes reified 

in discussions of regionalization.100 Rather than serving as sites of pure subordination 

or pure resistance, these are “places where uneven hegemonic forces collided” 

(Funchion 65). The Civil War was a time, as these texts make clear, when the struggle 

for power between North and South, played out across scales ranging from the nation 

to the community to the individual, generated a multiplicity of possibilities for what 

the United States would become. Thus, in “John Lamar,” Rebecca Harding Davis 

explores wartime West Virginia as the location of a power struggle not just between 

Union and Confederate sympathizers and soldiers but between a slave and his master 

in which the structures of slavery governing the “country” of the South are enacted in 

miniature and reversed.  

 

“That vague country”: The Divided Loyalties of John Lamar 

 
“John Lamar,” published in the Atlantic Monthly in April 1862, details the 

experiences of a Confederate soldier, the titular Lamar, who is being held prisoner by 

Union forces camped out on a farm owned by his family in West Virginia. The farm’s 

owner, Captain Dorr, has enlisted with the Union and is now head of the regiment 

camped on his farm, but his cousin, Lamar, is a Georgia “Secesh” sympathizer being 

held prisoner there along with his slave, Ben. While the story begins as an explication 

                                                
100 See Funchion, 65. 
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of Lamar’s confused loyalties between his family in West Virginia and his family in 

Georgia, the narration eventually transitions to describe Ben’s struggle between 

protecting his master and striking out for freedom, a shift in perception that has been 

identified as a hallmark of regionalism.101 When Ben chooses not just to run away but 

to kill his master first, however, “John Lamar” closes off its empathic relation of black 

experience, marking the limits of regionalist sympathy. The story’s complicated 

questions concerning loyalty, family, and emancipation are staged in a setting that 

reproduces the system of slavery, using the contested place of West Virginia to show 

that regions are not apart from the nation but constitutive of it (and its evils) in 

miniature.   

The farm where “John Lamar” takes place has become a camp for Federal 

troops, providing “a sort of wedge in the Rebel Cheat counties of Western Virginia” 

(1). (The Cheat River runs through remote parts of eastern West Virginia.) A Union 

stronghold in a Rebel county, ancestral home to those who support both the Union and 

Confederate sides, the farm serves as synecdoche to the divided state of West Virginia. 

Reflecting the future state’s conflicted loyalties, the farm also replicates its topography 

in miniature: 

Around there were hills like uncouth monsters, swathed in ice, holding 

up the soggy sky; shivering pine-forests; unmeaning, dreary flats; and 

the Cheat, coiled about the frozen sinews of the hills, limp and cold, 

like a cord tying a dead man’s jaws. Whatever outlook of joy or 

                                                
101 See Fetterley and Pryse, “Introduction,” American Women Regionalists 1850-1910, 
xvii-xviii. 
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worship this region had borne on its face in time gone, it turned to 

[Lamar] to-day nothing but stagnation, a great death. He wondered idly, 

looking at it, (for the old Huguenot brain of the man was full of morbid 

fancies,) if it were winter alone that had deadened color and pulse out 

of these full-blooded hills, or if they could know the colder horror 

crossing their threshold, and forgot to praise God as it came. (3-4) 

This description of setting, which occurs early in the story, reveals Lamar’s 

worldview. Lamar ascribes a sentience to the land that allows it to reflect the dire 

circumstances of the nation at war: it has a face and pulse and, perhaps, a knowledge 

of “colder horror.” Importantly, Lamar is able to read the land and humanize it more 

so than his own slave Ben, who is “talked of… like a clod” by Lamar and Dorr even 

while Ben is in the room (13). Slavery is a system of subjugation, Davis insists 

through the character of Lamar, one that confuses land/property for people and people 

for land/property. The connection between Lamar’s spatial imaginary and slavery is 

further emphasized in this passage by the mention of the “full-blooded hills,” which 

calls to mind the deep rhetorical and legal connections between race and blood in 

America. The coiling river, which wraps around the hills “like a cord tying a dead 

man’s jaws,” could be a specter of the chains of the enslaved and the system that 

Lamar fights to protect. In this passage, then, West Virginia is portrayed as a 

heterotopia reflecting in miniature the South’s monstrous relationship to slavery, a 

system that permeates the sensory perceptions of the slaveholder Lamar. 

Existing on the border between North and South, the story’s setting not only 

depicts the evils of Southern slavery but the complicity of the rest of the nation in 
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perpetuating such a dehumanizing system for so long. Although Captain Dorr fights 

for the Union, for instance, he argues that the slave question should be kept out of the 

war, and he regards Ben with the same lack of humanity that Lamar does. Meanwhile, 

to bring into relief the corrupting effects of slavery, Davis’s story reverses the racial 

hierarchies perpetuated by the system of enslavement. The prison that occupies the 

space at the geographical and theoretical center of “John Lamar” reverses the logic of 

slavery, holding the white owner captive and leaving his slave free to roam and, 

ultimately, to decide his own and his master’s fate. Ironically, the jail is actually a 

shed built by Lamar and his cousin Dorr the year where Lamar is imprisoned after he 

is caught bringing dispatches to General Lee, a detail that illustrates how the system of 

slavery morally incarcerates those who participate in it.  

Lamar hatches a plan for his slave Ben to spring him from prison in the night; 

as this plan progresses, the story, which is initially focalized through the Southerner 

Lamar, shifts to catalog Ben’s dawning awareness of his subjugation and ability to 

resist. The contested place of West Virginia makes Ben’s self-emancipation possible 

because of its proximity to and ties with the North, a region that he has dreamed of 

since his father escaped there and his lover was freed and moved there. The narrator 

describes Ben’s longing for the North in this way: “So it came, that the slow tide of 

discontent ebbing in everybody’s heart towards some unreached sea set in his ignorant 

brooding towards that vague country which the only two who cared for him had 

found” (11). The “vagueness” of the country compels Ben to discover the imaginative 

power within himself that would bring about his emancipation. Likewise, it is only in 

the undetermined, mysterious topography of West Virginia, as opposed to the languid 
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and liquid space of the South, that Ben is able to find the daring to run away:  

The world had grown new, strange; was he Ben, picking cotton in the 

swamp-edge?—plunging his fingers with a shudder in the icy drifts. 

Down in the glowing torpor of the Santilla flats, where the Lamar 

plantations lay, Ben had slept off as maddening hunger for life and 

freedom as this of to-day; but here, with the winter air stinging every 

nerve to life, with the perpetual mystery of the mountains terrifying his 

bestial nature down, the strength of the man stood up... (16-17) 

While indulging in the folk belief that warmer climates slow the blood, the narrator 

draws on stereotypically racist notions of the bestiality of the black man in ways that 

foreshadow the story’s ultimately ambiguous feelings about emancipation.102 Yet even 

as the narrator uses racialized stereotypes to depict Ben’s coarseness, Davis employs a 

familiar regionalist trope typically reserved for white characters that associates a 

relationship to place with the “discovery of self.”103 Ben’s vision of the North and his 

growing awareness of his own agency enabled by the overturned hierarchies in place 

in West Virginia are central to his burgeoning desire for freedom. 

Davis marks this developing desire through her narration, which increasingly 

invokes a hypothetical reader to gain sympathy for the enslaved man’s dilemma. After 

                                                
102 This language echoes how Davis describes the enslaved musical genius Blind Tom 
in another Civil War-era story: “You cannot help Tom, either; all the war is between 
you. He was in Richmond in May. But (do you hate the story to a story?) in your own 
kitchen, in your own back-alley, there are spirits as beautiful, caged in forms as 
bestial, that you could set free, if you pleased.” (“Blind Tom,” Rebecca Harding 
Davis: Stories of the Civil War Era, 94). 
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hearing an abolitionist preacher speak, calling him “a man and a brother,” and learning 

from a sentry that the Northern soldiers “had come to set the slaves free,” Ben slowly 

comes to realize his own agency to free himself while his master is in prison. Davis 

signals this shift in awareness by engaging the reader in Ben’s plight through direct 

address. After relating how Ben’s father escaped to the North, for example, the 

narration seeks to describe the boy’s “comical” longing for his absent parent: “very 

different his, from the feeling with which you left your mother’s grave,—though as yet 

we have not invented names for the emotions of those people” (10). Davis initially sets 

the reader’s emotions against those of the slave, suggesting that the difference in 

depths of feeling are so disparate between the Southern slave and the presumed 

Atlantic reader that there no words to express the former. (Note, too, that it is the 

presumed Atlantic reader, as well as the narrator, who own and “invent” the language 

of the day, another assertion of white dominance.)  

Gradually, however, words are assigned to Ben’s consciousness. As he looks 

North, imagining his freedom, “there was a pain in his head, looking at it; his nerves 

grew cold and rigid, as yours do when something wrings your heart sharply: for there 

are nerves in these black carcasses, thicker, more quickly stung to madness than 

yours” (11). The narrator continues to relate the reader’s emotions with those of the 

slave, eventually implicating the reader in a system that objectifies black people (a 

point viciously made in the word “carcasses”) in order to rule it. As Dorr and Lamar 

discuss the philosophical underpinnings of the war, forgetting that a living example of 

                                                                                                                                       
103 In their introduction to American Women Regionalists, Fetterley and Pryse assert 
that this relationship between place and self-discovery is one of the defining themes of 
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what the war is being fought for crouches in the corner of the shed, the narrator lets 

them off the hook while at the same time damning them and her readers with the 

simple phrase, “we all do the same, you know” (13). The narrator’s ironic stance 

initially seems to valorize white superiority in intellect and emotion (aligning with the 

early parts of the story that are focalized through Lamar) but develops to demonstrate 

that it is not difference in intellect that separates whites from blacks but difference in 

experience: whites can never understand the black experience because they have never 

been enslaved. Thus, we learn that when he decides to kill Lamar, “[Ben’s] thick 

blood throbbed and surged with passions of which you and I know nothing: he had a 

lost life to avenge” (21). 

Davis’s narration moves Ben from the literal and figurative margins of the 

story into a figure through which the slave’s place in the post-slavery nation can be 

imagined: yet this vision is shut down when Ben is armed and chooses not to fight 

with the North but to kill his master. Even as Ben’s agency, however placated, 

awakens in the cold mountain air, he feels the placelessness of the contested place, 

which as a heterotopia is, in Foucault’s words, “outside of all places” (24). “It’s a big 

world,” Ben says, “but der’s no room in it fur poor Ben” (17). The violence that he 

enacts in killing his master rather than running away perpetuates the violence of the 

slave system, shutting off his vision of the North and rendering him a slave again, a 

person without a place or home. He returns to being, to echo the title of the famous 

Civil War story, a man without a country, “a man, wifeless, homeless, nationless, 

hawked, flung from trader to trader for a handful of dirty shinplasters” (18). In a 

                                                                                                                                       
regionalism. See American Women Regionalists, xvi. 
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setting that reproduces and reverses the ruling structures of slavery, Ben becomes as 

savage as the system in which he was trapped: “It was his turn to be master now!” 

insists the narrator as Ben escapes after killing Lamar (21). Ben turns away from the 

imagined land of the North that had previously fueled his desire for freedom, as 

instead he is “[drawn] back” by “his native air, torrid, heavy with latent impurity”: 

“He panted, thinking of the saffron hues of the Santilla flats, of the white, stately 

dwellings, the men that went in and out from them, quiet, dominant,—feeling the edge 

of his knife” (21). The violence that Ben enacts ties him with the Southern space he so 

desperately wishes to escape. The story gives Ben no resolution; we leave him feeling 

the terrible thrill of his newfound power (a power that might even result in sexual 

violence, Davis hints, as Ben’s last given thoughts turn to the kisses of Lamar’s 

younger sister) as the narrative returns to the dying Lamar. In his last moments, Lamar 

realizes Ben’s action, and “in that dying flash of comprehension, it may be, the wrongs 

of the white man and the black stood clearer to his eyes than ours: the two lives 

trampled down” (22). 

In the story’s closing scene, a sentry looks down at the dead body of Lamar 

and feels that “the war, which had become a daily business, stood suddenly before him 

in all its terrible meaning” (23). The war’s meaning as Davis wrote, just one year into 

the conflict, was of violence perpetuating violence in a border region that both offered 

possibilities for black emancipation and ultimately foreclosed those possibilities, 

abandoning Ben in the mountains. Ben’s inability to escape the terrible system in 

which he has always toiled is evidence that resistance is not rendered any easier in 

heterotopic contested regions. Reading “John Lamar” alongside recent attempts to 
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delineate the generic values of regionalism shows how particular sites could 

encapsulate, on a local scale, the ways that race inexorably structured both North and 

South. Getting outside this regionalizing structure is, in “John Lamar,” impossible. 

Nonetheless, these contested sites, Davis indicates, were the real places where the war, 

in all its scales of struggle, took place, and where questions about black emancipation 

would continue to be based. Although three years later the war would end, reuniting 

the warring sides and settling borders, these unsettled places of war remained, 

continuing to challenge the nation’s controlling authority.  

 

“His island marked out”: Crossing Internal Borders in “Rodman the Keeper” 

 
If “John Lamar” depicts how American places were shaped by and, in turn, 

reflected a multitude of forces struggling over the fate of the nation, Woolson’s 

“Rodman the Keeper” portrays the afterlives of those places as the reunited nation 

sought to control their meaning. John Lamar’s prison in Davis’s story from 1862, still 

quite early in the course of the war, is one that he, a slaveholder, built for himself 

alone. As the Civil War continued, prisons, like Andersonville, would become the size 

of cities where Lamar’s solitary death would be multiplied in the hundreds of 

thousands. “Rodman the Keeper,” first published like “John Lamar” in the Atlantic in 

March 1877, reverses the circumstances of the earlier story. Rather than cataloging the 

experiences of a Confederate sympathizer imprisoned by Union forces, it describes a 

former Union soldier, John Rodman, who is virtually imprisoned at the site of a 
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former prisoner camp and current national cemetery in the South.104 Rodman serves as 

keeper of the cemetery, which renders him the embodiment of the recent Northern 

enemy to the townsfolk who live nearby, “and upon him, therefore, the bitterness fell, 

not in words, but in averted looks, in sudden silences when he approached, in 

withdrawals and avoidance, until he lived and moved in a vacuum…” (126). The story 

tracks Rodman’s tentative friendship with a dying ex-Confederate soldier, Ward De 

Rosset, and the friction he encounters from De Rosset’s fiery Southern-sympathizing 

niece, Bettina. Rodman’s growing bond of sympathy with De Rosset and Bettina 

suggests that the story will act as a parable of Northern and Southern reconciliation, of 

forgetting grievances and wounds in order to build a better and stronger nation;105 yet, 

as I will explore, “Rodman the Keeper” maintains that contested places, even those 

that intend to heal the nation, instead perpetuate acrimony, despite the ability of some 

to traverse their borders. 

Woolson’s tale about a national cemetery built on the remains of a notorious 

prison is based on the real site of Andersonville, and we can place it alongside 

                                                
104 One of the types of boundaries generated by Civil War prisons remains extant in 
our language today. In the postwar trial of Henry Wirz, it was recorded that the wicked 
Wirz “did establish and cause to be designated within the prison enclosure containing 
said prisoners a ‘dead line,’ being a line around the inner face of the stockade or wall 
enclosing said prison and about twenty feet distant from and within said stockade; and 
so established said dead line, which was in many places an imaginary line, in many 
other places marked by insecure and shifting strips of [boards nailed] upon the tops of 
small and insecure stakes or posts, he, the said Wirz, instructed the prison guard 
stationed around the top of said stockade to fire upon and kill any of the prisoners 
aforesaid who might touch, fall upon, pass over or under [or] across the said ‘dead 
line’…” (“Trial of Henry Wirz,” Report of the Secretary of War, Oct. 31, 1865). It is 
thought that this conception of the “dead line” may have lead newspapers to use this 
term to mean our familiar understanding of it, a time limit. 
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Homer’s Near Andersonville as a work that seeks to understand the prison’s lasting 

impression in American memory. During the war, prisons created unnatural 

boundaries in which islands of opposing soldiers were surrounded by enemy territory; 

when the war ended, these unnatural places persisted when cemeteries were 

constructed to commemorate the thousands of dead, stranding Northern soldiers in 

Southern climes and vice versa. While Foucault described cemeteries as heterotopias, 

American national cemeteries, Woolson’s story makes clear, are another memorial 

genre altogether, one that seeks to create identical spaces of mourning throughout the 

nation, binding otherwise disparate locales. Only the cemeteries for Northern soldiers, 

however, were called “national.” The bodies of Confederate soldiers buried near the 

battlefields, hospitals, and prisons in both the North and South were uncared for by the 

nation, and different memorial practices grew up around Southern cemeteries and 

Northern ones. The acrimony generated by the creation of national cemeteries and 

their exclusion of Southern soldiers poisoned the promised reunion of the nation and 

fomented racial tension that would come into full force during the post-Reconstruction 

era of Jim Crow laws.106 

“Rodman the Keeper” focuses on the boundaries of the national cemetery and 

the question of who will or will not enter its grounds, reminding us of Foucault’s 

description of how heterotopias “presuppose a system of opening and closing that both 

isolates them and makes them penetrable” (26). At the story’s outset, Rodman 

functions solely within the cemetery’s boundaries; we are told that after being rejected 

                                                                                                                                       
105 For more on these stories of post-war reconciliation, see Silber.  
106 For more on the role of the national cemetery in Woolson’s story, see Buinicki. 
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by the townspeople, Rodman “withdrew himself, and came and went among them no 

more… and began the life of a solitary, his island marked out by the massive granite 

wall with which the United States Government has carefully surrounded those sad 

Southern cemeteries of hers” (126). Others, like Ward De Rossett and Bettina, resist 

entering the cemetery. The only characters who are willing to cross the boundaries of 

the cemetery, Woolson suggests in the story’s most powerful scene, are the local black 

townspeople. Thus, though “Rodman” largely sidesteps racial unrest in the postbellum 

South, it does consider the relationship between former slaves and memorialization. 

The story features a marginal character named Pomp, a former slave of the De 

Rossets who remains with them after emancipation and care for his former master. 

Pomp’s type is familiar in tales about the Reconstruction South: he resembles Aaron’s 

sympathetically yet patronizingly portrayed black presence whose speech is rendered 

in dialect and who is loyal to his “family” although he is no longer owned by them 

(132). Pomp, however, is not simply a stock character, a vehicle for Woolson to 

suggest the ways in which the postbellum South maintained the hierarchical 

relationships of a pre-war chattel society: he is also the only named character who is 

willing to pay reverence to the dead of the prison, to remember and commemorate, 

and to traverse boundaries between the “national” cemetery and the hostile territory 

that surrounds it. Pomp’s presence in “Rodman the Keeper” gestures toward the 

historical connection between Andersonville and the slavery question over which the 

war was fought. Massive prisons like Andersonville only came into existence midway 

through the war after the Confederacy vowed to return African American soldiers 

fighting for the Union to Southern states for punishment and the Union ended its 
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prisoner exchange cartel.107 It could be said, then, that prisons, and the cemeteries 

generated by them, emerged in direct relation to African American participation in the 

war. The Union’s refusal to continue prisoner exchanges with the Confederacy was 

bound up in a recognition of personhood and can be seen as a version of why the war 

itself was being fought: the North wanted the South to recognize that black soldiers 

and white soldiers were interchangeable, and the South refused.  

Unlike “John Lamar,” “Rodman the Keeper” never strays from the perspective 

of the displaced Northern cemetery caretaker John Rodman, suggesting that, at the end 

of Reconstruction, black perspectives were even less accessible than in the middle of 

the war. In the story, Rodman the Northerner takes in De Rosset, the Confederate, and 

Pomp when it is clear that they cannot care for each other. Pomp, though “bent and 

shriveled,” is told he must learn to read by Rodman, who feels that “after all these 

years of theory, he, as a New Englander, could not stand by and see precious 

knowledge shut from the black man” (132, 137). Rodman uses as primer a 

Government placard hanging on the wall of his caretakers’ house. It reads: 

“In this cemetery repose the remains of Fourteen Thousand Three Hundred and 

Twenty-One United States Soldiers,” 

and is followed by two stanzas from Longfellow’s much-anthologized poem “A Psalm 

of Life” (139). “The only known instance of the Government’s condescending to 

                                                
107 Cloyd, 9. There were of course other, less altruistic, reasons for the halt of the 
prisoner exchange. As Cloyd notes, exchanging prisoners “favored the shrinking 
Confederacy by prolonging its ability to wage war” (10). Yet Cloyd argues that after 
victories in 1863, the Union’s increasing justification for the war based on racial 
equality led the Lincoln administration to use the Confederacy’s refusal to exchange 
black prisoners as one of its primary justifications for ending the cartel.  
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poetry,” Rodman thinks as he teaches the ex-slave to read. Woolson’s narration then 

describes the placard as follows: “It was placed there for instruction and edification of 

visitors; but, no visitors coming, [Rodman] took the liberty of using it as a primer for 

Pomp. The large letters served the purpose admirably, and Pomp learned the entire 

quotation; what he thought of it has not transpired” (140). Since there are no actual 

visitors to the cemetery, Pomp must serve as interpreter—but, as a former slave, 

interpretation is closed off to Pomp by the text (“what he thought of it has not 

transpired”). Undoubtedly this is a moment in which the racialized other is depicted as 

unknowable because of his difference in a way that reminds us of the early segments 

of “John Lamar”; the narrator, after all, has access to other (white) characters’ 

thoughts. Yet we can also locate within this scene of monumental pedagogy a sense 

that this ex-slave will have a far better understanding of the words of the memorial 

placard than any other character in the story, all of whom have incomplete or biased 

access to memory of the war: Rodman is a former Union soldier who feels contempt 

for the Southerners with whom he is surrounded; De Rosset is a Confederate dying of 

war wounds in much the same way that Confederate sympathies must die if the 

country is to prosper; and Bettina is too full of vitriol on behalf of her Southern 

countrymen to desire reconciliation.  

Further, the scene in which Pomp learns to read from a government plaque 

suggests that with education combined with commemoration, African Americans will 

have a role to play in the future of the nation. This theme is continued later in the story 
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when black Americans are the only characters to remember Memorial Day.108 None of 

the white townsfolk come to the cemetery on that day, and even Rodman has forgotten 

the holiday until a stream of African Americans, old and young, bring flowers to the 

Union dead in a ceremony that unites them with citizens across the nation: 

Here, however, in this small, isolated, interior town… the whole 

population of white faces laid their roses and wept true tears on the 

graves of their lost ones in the village churchyard when the Southern 

Memorial Day came round, and just as naturally the whole population 

of black faces went out to the national cemetery with their flowers on 

the day when, throughout the North, spring blossoms were laid on the 

graves of the soldiers… (140) 

Although the narrator continues to view the black memorializers patronizingly, she 

notes that “they know dimly that the men who lay beneath those mounds had done 

something wonderful for them and for their children” (141). That evening, Rodman 

spies Pomp taking flowers to the cemetery mounds; “he had performed his part,” says 

the narrator (141). In this moment of memorialization, Pomp and the other unnamed 

ex-slaves of Woolson’s scarred town are able to cross boundaries—hostile town and 

“national” cemetery—that others in the story cannot or refuse to traverse.  

The story suggests that it is only those who possess this ability to move across 

boundaries who will prosper in the unified country and enjoy the benefits of 

citizenship and belonging. For example, the story ends with Rodman visiting the old 

                                                
108 For more on the origins of Memorial Day, see Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil 
War in American Memory, especially Chapter 3, “Decoration Days.” 
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De Rosset home and encountering the new owner, “one of those sandy-haired, 

energetic Maine men, who… were often found through the South, making new homes 

for themselves in the pleasant land” (145). For the energetic Maine man, the South is a 

land of capitalist revenue. While many of Woolson’s characters are defined in relation 

to the cemetery’s borders, he cannot see them at all, and “already knew everybody 

within a circle of five miles” (146). The story’s exploration of internal boundaries 

uncovers where the nation’s power does and does not extend. The national cemetery 

represents a physical space embodying U.S. control in an unruly region that would like 

as little to do with it as possible; as Bettina states, “the South is our country, and not 

your North” (145). Woolson analyzes the fissures still apparent in the reunited nation 

that were increasingly effaced as the U.S. government effectively colonized the 

Reconstructed South.109 Within the story, nostalgia is always for a pre-war version of 

the South, and it is clear through her portrayal of the desolated land and the dying De 

Rossetts that Woolson has some sympathy for these nostalgic Southerners. We might 

read “Rodman the Keeper” as a critique of American imperial aggression within its 

own borders, though by refusing to marry Bettina to Rodman and exiling her and her 

brand of Lost Cause memory to another part of the South at the story’s end, 

Woolson’s tale seems reluctant to blame either the restored Union or the embittered 

former Confederacy for the borders erected by both sides. 

For, although “Rodman the Keeper” portrays some characters who are able to 

cross boundaries, like Pomp and the Maine man at the story’s close, its ending 

                                                
109 For a summarization of studies that have argued for considering the post-war South 
as an occupied U.S. colony, and for more on Woolson’s ambivalent relation to the 
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reasserts the hegemony of those boundaries: Rodman will return to the cemetery; De 

Rossett is dead and Bettina and Pomp have retreated to Tennessee. When first 

published in the Atlantic, the story’s suggestion that education and commemoration 

together will allow blacks full participation in the country’s future, emblematized by 

the scene of Pomp learning to read from the memorial plaque, is further cemented by a 

conversation between Rodman and Bettina that was later excised from the version 

collected in Rodman the Keeper: Southern Sketches (1880). As Bettina pays her last 

and only visit to the cemetery and its keeper, their talk turns to what Bettina calls “the 

state of our servants.” Rodman says that they are in “transition,” and that education 

will be the savior of Southern blacks and whites alike (147-148).110 Woolson’s 

decision to remove these key lines from the later version of the story betrays the tale’s 

ultimate doubt in the ability of monumental pedagogy to dissolve the internal 

boundaries of the purportedly reconstructed nation and heal the scars of war made 

visible by national cemeteries. The white South will continue to reject national rule, 

the story insists, rendering the attempts of black Southerners to enter the nation’s 

citizenry futile. “Rodman the Keeper” portrays the post-war regionalization of the 

South as both an occupation (of the land that white Southerners claim as their own) 

and an opportunity (for black Southerners to realize the promises made to them by the 

nation) ending in stalemate and the persistence of borders that keep out and keep in. 

 

Conclusion: Reframing the Margins of Regionalism 
                                                                                                                                       
Reconstructed South, see Boyd. 
110 Woolson also takes up the question of black education in her story “King David.” 
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The contested places that emerged during and after the Civil War were settings 

in which multiple forces contended for power, particularly over the fate of African 

Americans. Davis’s vision of war-torn America shows how slavery destroys black and 

white men alike, while Woolson’s postbellum rendering of Southern and Northern war 

memory attempts to but ultimately cannot reconcile African Americans into a nation 

still divided by place and race. Both Davis and Woolson emphasize that the war’s real 

impact took place at the local level, in grievances between families and within 

relationships modeled on families, like those between masters and slaves, in specific 

places that bore traces of the war’s impact. These stories remind us that while the 

genre of regionalism indeed serves as a site where the evidence of regionalization can 

be catalogued and resisted, we cannot get rid of the place in regionalism. Indeed, 

certain characteristics of the places where these stories are set—the borderland of 

West Virginia and the internal island of the “national” cemetery—lend these tales a 

logic through which the nation can be critiqued from within. 

To close, I will turn to an 1874 letter by Woolson titled “In the South” and 

published in the Cleveland Daily Herald.111 At the end of a folksy epistle brimming 

with general observances about Southern accents and character, Woolson tells the 

story of her trip to a national cemetery built on the location of a Confederate prison 

pen at Salisbury, North Carolina. With a few spare hours to spend in the town between 

trains, Woolson visits the cemetery and meets its keeper, a man much like Rodman, 

                                                
111 My thanks to Anne Boyd Rioux for bringing this letter to the attention of the 
Woolson listserv. 
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who laments the few visitors to the hallowed ground, even on decoration day: “the 

colored people come in crowds, bringing their best flowers,” he tells Woolson, “but 

not a white face.”112 Woolson then relates how she returned to her traveling 

companions, when one of whom, a white Southern woman, asks how she spent her 

time in Salisbury:  

“Can you not imagine,” I said, “where I would naturally go?” 

No; she evidently had no idea. A colored maid stood in the corner of 

the room, Southern fashion, in case I should need something; I 

beckoned to her to come forward.  

“I am a Northerner, as you probably know,” I said; “now where 

do you think I went in the hour I had here before dark?” 

“To the soldiers’ cemetery, m’am,” she answered, instantly, 

dropping a little courtesy as she spoke.  

“You see she knows,” I said.113 

Woolson’s peripheral Southern maid, who seems to have directly inspired the story of 

Pomp’s remembrance in “Rodman the Keeper,” leads us back to the woman in 

Homer’s Near Andersonville. By placing an African American woman at the center of 

his Civil War painting, Homer prioritizes her experience of war in a way that these 

                                                
112 Cleveland Daily Herald, 7 October 1874, 2. Woolson’s reports of her travels 
published in the Daily Herald were not without controversy. In her letters, Woolson 
expresses regret for having written another newspaper article about traveling in the 
South because of a paragraph in which she gently mocked Southern womanhood. 
When the letter was picked up by other national newspapers, including the New York 
Times, Southern women began submitting letters to editors defending their kind 
(Complete Letters 58). 
113 “In the South,” 2. 
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stories initially license but eventually shut down. Depicted on a threshold—is she 

coming or going?—the woman’s fate remains uncertain, unlike the fates of Ben and 

Pomp: what will be her place in the nation that remained after the Civil War? Homer 

reframes the margins of the war to focus on the periphery as an end unto itself, shifting 

perspective in order to demonstrate that race is central to making meaning out of the 

war. Regionalism, in its desire to make sense of national space, to sort through the 

complex structures of power governing the region in relation to the nation and the 

individual citizen in relation to the land, performs a similar sort of reframing. We 

cannot fully explicate how regionalism intervenes in processes of national power and 

local subordination until we pay attention to the way it perpetuates certain societal 

hierarchies even as it disputes others.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

“PREDIAL RATHER THAN PROPRIETARY”: CONSUMING PLACE IN 

CHESNUTT’S SHORT FICTION 

 
Charles Chesnutt’s Julius and John stories demand to be mapped.114 They 

frequently begin with words that geographically situate the reader within the imagined 

terrain of the tales, as in the first lines of “Po’ Sandy”: “On the northeast corner of my 

vineyard in central North Carolina and fronting on the Lumberton plank-road, there 

stood a small frame house, of the simplest construction” (14). Likewise, so begins 

“The Dumb Witness”: “The old Murchison place was situated on the Lumberton plank 

road, about two miles from my vineyard on the North Carolina sand-hills” (59). The 

stories are laden with geographical markers—neighboring plantations, connecting 

roads, streams, churches, towns, counties—that are easily mapped onto the actual city 

that inspired the setting of Chesnutt’s tales, Fayetteville, North Carolina, and its 

environs. A recent new edition of Chesnutt’s tales issued by Norton Critical Editions 

has taken Chesnutt up on his invitation to map the stories, employing Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS) software to generate a “Map of the Terrain of Chesnutt’s 

Conjure Tales” and a “Detailed Map of Julius’s Neighborhood in Chesnutt’s Conjure 

Tales.” The maps, which place numbers beside sites where certain events in the stories 

take place or sites important to the stories’ plots (“Where Wiley is shot in ‘Dave’s 

                                                
114 While the set of tales featuring Julius and John are frequently referred to as 
Chesnutt’s conjure stories, not all of the stories commonly included in this group 
feature conjure, including the tale to which I devote the most attention here, 
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Neckliss,’” “Mentioned in ‘The Goophered Grapevine,’” for example), overlay these 

fictional locations onto maps of the actual geography of Cumberland County.  

As an essay accompanying the maps by Sarah Ingle makes clear, there is a 

particular sort of knowledge to be found in mapping the space of the tales: “By 

mapping the physical terrain of Chesnutt’s conjure tales,” Ingle writes, “we can gain 

insight into the ways in which geographical continuity, contested ownership, and 

disorientation shape the meanings of Chesnutt’s conjure tales, both individually and 

collectively” (150). The maps, after all, are the first things that appear in the volume 

after the texts themselves and the first images in the “Contexts” section that 

accompanies the stories. There is a sense in this ordering and in the volume’s 

presentation of its material that the maps provide a sort of key to unlocking the stories’ 

meanings; the edition’s backmatter states, for instance, that “‘Contexts’ provides a 

wealth of materials to enrich the reader’s understanding of these canonical stories, 

including a map of the landscape of the conjure tales…”. The Norton edition of 

Chesnutt’s tales seems premised on the idea that maps represent topographical facts 

and thus create order and meaning. Although Ingle’s essay complicates this positivist 

reading as she charts, in addition to Chesnutt’s direct and indirect references to actual 

places, the ways that he also purposely disorients his readers once they feel familiar 

with the terrain of his tales, the overall sense generated by the Norton volume is that 

there is a singular imaginative geography structuring the settings of Chesnutt’s tales 

and connecting their plots. Moreover, the volume suggests that this imaginative 

                                                                                                                                       
“Lonesome Ben.” Like Jennifer Fleissner, I follow Dean McWilliams in referring to 
the stories as the Julius and John tales. 
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geography can be meaningfully mapped onto the physical geography of the real 

location that inspired the tales.  

This impulse to map stories is, of course, nothing new: William Faulkner 

included a self-drawn map of Yoknapatawpha County, the imaginative setting of 

many of his stories and novels, at the end of Absalom, Absalom!, and an ongoing 

interest in the geography of the fictional county has led current scholars in the digital 

humanities to create a collaborative wiki to map every location in the author’s 

Yoknapatawpha fictions.115 Faulkner and Chesnutt both fictionalize real places 

(Lafayette County for Faulkner, Fayetteville for Chesnutt) in ways that raise questions 

about the relationship between fiction and reality, narrative and history, and space and 

property. The texts and authors I have explored thus far have grappled with the tension 

between national space and individual place, using the Civil War as a central historical 

event through which to portray this tension. Although they have portrayed this tension 

in diverse ways to differing ends, they have been single-minded in recognizing their 

right to inhabit places, real and imagined. Chesnutt’s stories describe a subset of post-

war Americans who were being told they had no rights to space, no form of 

attachment to place—even though, as I will discuss, at previous moments in U.S. 

history, African Americans were portrayed as inexorably tied to place, so much so that 

it might cause their own bodily destruction. I will suggest that the mappability (if you 

will) of Chesnutt’s stories is undermined by instances in which place is characterized 

                                                
115 The site of the Digital Yoknapatawpha Project can be found at: 
<https://faulkner.drupal.shanti.virginia.edu/>. For more on the creation of the project, 
see “The Digital Yoknapatawpha Project: Interview with Taylor Hagood.” Southern 
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not as a static realm, but as a fluid, ever changing series of material relations. 

Likewise, history in Chesnutt’s tales is revealed to be unstable as time works in loops 

rather than lines, a fact evident in Chesnutt’s treatment of the Civil War. Chesnutt 

employs a material sense of place to critique a spatial and temporal imaginary 

associated with whiteness that insists on an epistemology of mapping and uses it to 

impose racial boundaries. His Julius and John tales (in addition to other stories that 

occupy the same place) invent an imaginative geography based on real places that 

rewrites the African American claim to place by subverting racist discourses tying 

Southern blacks with the dirt of the land. In Chesnutt’s hands, this discourse is 

literalized as people become places and places become people in ways that threaten to 

undermine the logic of racial segregation at the turn of the twentieth century.  

 

Placing “Patesville” 
 

The entire set of Charles Chesnutt’s Julius and John stories (there are 14 

counted in the recent Norton Critical Edition), including those published in the 

Atlantic Monthly and other periodicals and the stories gathered into the book The 

Conjure Woman in 1899, concerns a richly terrained imaginative location based on the 

town where Chesnutt spent much of his youth and young adulthood, Fayetteville, 

North Carolina. Today and in Chesnutt’s day, Fayetteville has been intimately linked 

with the American military: it was the first town in America named after the Marquis 

de Lafayette, hero of the American Revolution, and is now the home of Fort Bragg, 

                                                                                                                                       
Spaces 22 January 2014. <http://southernspaces.org/2014/digital-yoknapatawpha-
project-interview-taylor-hagood> 
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the major U.S. Army instillation.116 In the nineteenth century, Fayetteville was (as 

Chesnutt writes) “one of the principal towns of North Carolina,” and one whose 

industry was built on the back of slaves (4). During the Civil War, Fayetteville’s most 

notable moment came when the town was surrendered to Sherman during his 1865 

“hard war” campaign to punish the Carolinas. Sherman’s troops destroyed cotton 

mills, the building of the town newspaper, and its arsenal as the general sought to 

annihilate the enemy’s goods and morale during the waning days of the war.117  

 In the Julius and John stories, Chesnutt employs a mix of real place names, 

including towns like Wilmington and Lumberton and topographical features like 

Sandy Run creek, and mythical ones, most notably Patesville, the pseudonym he 

assigns to Fayetteville.118 Given this jumble of real and made-up places, a reader 

encountering “The Goophered Grapevine” in the August 1887 issue of the Atlantic 

Monthly would have just cause in wondering whether the piece was fiction or non-

fiction. These questions would be perpetuated by the nature of the periodical. The 

same issue in which “The Goophered Grapevine” was published features an ongoing 

                                                
116 We might pause to note here that Fort Bragg, one of the nation’s largest Army 
installations, is named after a Confederate general. 
117 For more on the history of Fayetteville and Chesnutt’s relation to it, see Ingle. In 
the story “Cicely’s Dream,” Chesnutt’s narrator suggests that the 
Patesville/Fayetteville arsenal and town buildings were actually destroyed by the 
Confederates so that they would not be captured by Sherman and his troops (145-146). 
 
118 In The Marrow of Tradition, Wilmington—which is called by its actual name 
throughout the Julius and John stories—becomes Wellington. Since the novel’s plot is 
based on the race riots that consumed the city in 1898, it seems likely that Chesnutt 
changed the town’s name to allow for some fictionalization of those events. In The 
Marrow of Tradition, then, a fictional placename allows Chesnutt some room to 
massage historical accounts to fit fictional aims, while in the Julius and John stories, 
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travelogue by Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr. about travel in Europe with his daughter, a 

critical piece on Russian writers, a poem written from the perspective of an Egyptian 

mummy in the British Museum, and a translation of Euripides. In this context of 

global networks and generic heterogeneity, as well as temporal fluidity, “The 

Goophered Grapevine” could at first blush appear to be one of the many ethnographic 

and generally reconciliatory travel narratives written about the South following the 

Civil War. The story begins in the past, with a relocation: “Some years ago my wife 

was in poor health, and our family doctor, in whose skill and honesty I had implicit 

confidence, advised a change of climate” (3). As the story continues, the Northern 

narrator, John, seems almost aware of his presence as a voice in the Atlantic and the 

expectations for a global perspective therein. He also enacts the persona of an Atlantic 

reader versed in international geographies through the era’s vibrant periodical culture: 

“I was engaged at the time in grape-culture in northern Ohio, and, as I liked the 

business and had given it much study, I decided to look for some other locality 

suitable for carrying it on. I thought of sunny France, or sleepy Spain, of Southern 

California, but there were objections to them all. It occurred to me that I might find 

what I wanted in some one of our own Southern States” (3). Note the double 

possessive of “our own”: here, John establishes a logic of ownership that Chesnutt’s 

stories will continually associate with a white spatial imaginary. Notably, it is the 

Northern national center that “owns” the regionalized South, according with Jennifer 

Rae Greeson’s thesis that the South serves as “an internal other for the nation, an 

                                                                                                                                       
real placenames lend the air of historical veracity to stories rooted in myth and 
folklore. 
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intrinsic part of the national body that nonetheless is differentiated and held apart from 

the whole” (1). John’s proprietary relation to the South sets his apart from nearly 

everyone else in the stories except the plantation owners, and is particularly meant to 

contrast the attitude of the ex-slave Julius toward place. 

What ends the possibility that “The Goophered Grapevine” is a nonfiction 

travelogue and marks the piece’s genre as fiction is the moment when Fayetteville is 

given its pseudonym: “…we reached our destination, a quaint old town, which I shall 

call Patesville, because, for one reason, that is not its name” (3). In this moment, the 

division between John the character and Chesnutt the writer becomes blurry; neither 

John nor Chesnutt have much of a reason to obscure Fayetteville’s name given the 

multitudes of other actual placenames replicated in the text. This moment highlights 

the fictionality of the text alongside the ephemerality of place: Fayetteville was called 

Campbeltown before its citizens decided to rename it, and remake its meaning, after a 

hero of the American Revolution. Many critics have noted that the Julius and John 

stories are, at heart, about narrative ownership, and the struggle between Julius and 

John (and, at times, Annie) over whose voice matters.119 I would add that the 

Fayetteville/Patesville renaming tells us in the first paragraph of the earliest story that 

the ownership of actual space is at stake—not just in terms of buying and selling 

property (the subject of “The Goophered Grapevine”) but also in terms of who gets to 

make meaning out of space.  

Although the plot of “The Goophered Grapevine” is well known, a brief 
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summary will serve as a general outline of the Julius and John stories and the ways in 

which later stories diverge from or rewrite this template. John and Annie visit the 

former plantation of a man named McAdoo which was once an extensive vineyard. At 

the dilapidated home they encounter a former slave of McAdoo’s called Julius, who 

warns them not to buy the vineyard because it is “goophered”: conjured, or cursed. 

Julius describes how, in the pre-war days, a slave named Henry ate deadly grapes that 

had been conjured by a white owner seeking to keep slaves from consuming the 

source of his income. Since Henry did not know about the conjure, he was provided 

with an antidote by the conjure woman Aunt Peggy, one that has the consequence of 

tying his body to the land: Henry’s hair would grow in great knots and his joints 

would become young again like the grapes in the springtime. But in winter, Henry’s 

joints stiffen and his hair falls out, rendering him unable to work and, as a slave, 

financially useless. His master McAdoo monetizes Henry’s plight, determined that “he 

could make mo’ money out’n Henry dan by wukkin’ him in de cotton-fiel’” by selling 

him in the spring and buying him back for much less in the fall (10). But this tie to the 

land comes to destroy Henry when a Yankee businessman convinces McAdoo into 

tending his grapes in a way that kills them, and Henry, too. In this tale, Julius reveals 

the logic underpinning the white plantation owner’s experience of place: it is to be 

exploited for profits. At the same time, the antebellum slave’s relationship with place 

is vexed: Aunt Peggy’s harnessing of conjure (which mirrors Julius’s harnessing of 

storytelling) give her power in the neighborhood, even over the white slaveowners, 

                                                                                                                                       
119 See, for instance, Robert Stepto, “The Cycle of the First Four Stories.” The Conjure 
Stories. Eds., Robert Stepto and Jennifer Rae Greeson. New York: W.W. Norton & 
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through her understanding of the interrelated essences of people and place. Henry’s 

sad fate, however (“he des pined away, en pined away,” Julius says (12)), represents 

the extreme end result of this reordering of spatial relations: he becomes so aligned 

with the land and the things growing from it that, eventually, all that’s left of him is a 

spot of ground: his tomb in the plantation cemetery. Henry’s tie to the grapes 

represents one form of how whites portrayed slaves as “tied to the land” in order to 

subjugate them, claiming dual mastery of both slaves and the land; yet, as Jeffrey 

Myers has argued from an ecological perspective, Chesnutt suggests that “African 

Americans and the land they have worked, as well as surviving tracts of uncultivated 

and undeveloped land, have a symbiosis that the slave-owning plantation owners—and 

the Northern capitalists who replaced them as land-owners—lack” (6).120 

In the end, despite Julius’s story of the conjured grapes, John buys the vineyard 

and hires Julius to serve as a coachman, essentially guiding John and his wife through 

the unfamiliar terrain where they now reside. “The Goophered Grapevine,” then, 

illustrates a common theme that runs throughout the Julius and John stories, one which 

contrasts John’s capitalist desire to know and map space in order to monetize it with 

Julius’s local knowledge, which includes the intricate pasts of the neighborhood. 

Although it is John who assigns a pseudonym to Fayetteville, it is Julius who serves as 

the ultimate interpreter of space in the stories. In “Mars Jeems’s Nightmare” John 

                                                                                                                                       
Company, 2012.  
120 While I largely agree with Myers’s argument about Chesnutt’s juxtaposition of 
African American and white relationships with land, “Lonesome Ben” complicates 
this positive readings by suggesting that the “symbiosis,” to use Myers’s word, 
between African Americans and land when mixed with the politics of race can 
ultimately lead to a person’s destruction. 
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explains that Julius  

had a thorough knowledge of the neighborhood, was familiar with the 

roads and the watercourses, knew the qualities of the various soils and 

what they would produce, and where the best hunting and fishing were 

to be had. He was a marvelous hand in the management of horses and 

dogs, with whose mental processes he manifested a greater familiarity 

than mere use would seem to account for, though it was doubtless due 

to the simplicity of life that had kept him close to nature. Toward my 

tract of land and the things that were on it—the creeks, the swamps, the 

hills, the meadows, the stones, the trees—he maintained a peculiar 

personal attitude, that might be called predial rather than proprietary. 

(90) 

John goes on to state that after the Civil War put an end to slavery and Julius could no 

longer think of himself as property, he instead “attached himself to the old plantation, 

of which he seemed to consider himself an appurtenance” (90). This passage illustrates 

John’s binary division of the world into things that own and things that are owned 

(hence why Julius must be an appurtenance of the plantation—a slave to it—rather 

than having any other form of relation to it, such as devotion or love) and his inability 

to think environmentally about space. This inability to regard space as living and 

dynamic, or, in Myers’s words, to view the land as “ecologically and humanly 

sustainable,” is clearly not just a personal weakness of John’s; Chesnutt continually 

compares John with the misguided and sometimes sadistic slaveowners in Julius’s 

tales in order to establish that this worldview plagues all white capitalist men looking 
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to make money off the land (7). “I had noticed many resources of the country that the 

easy-going Southerners had not thought of developing; and I took advantage of them 

when I found it convenient and profitable to do so,” John says in an exemplary 

moment of his capitalist yearnings (59-60). To John and these men, there is simply the 

“tract of land” and “the things that were on it” rather than a dynamic, diverse, and 

mutually dependent ecology of plant and animal life and topography and geology that, 

taken altogether, contribute to what we call place. This environmental sense of place, 

along with a deep awareness of the history of the features (“the creeks, the swamps, 

the hills, the meadows, the stones, the trees”) that create that environment, comprise 

what John calls Julius’s “knowledge of the neighborhood.” 

 The Julius and John stories can be read, then, as a struggle between two ways 

of regarding how places relate to people and vice versa. The geographical details 

provided by Chesnutt initially invite readers to feel, like John, that the neighborhood is 

slowly being revealed to them, and that one day it will be completely known. Yet 

Chesnutt continually undermines John’s and his readers’ desire to know the 

neighborhood. Within the stories, seemingly stable places like schoolhouses and 

creeks and ruined plantation homes are shown to be elementally unstable through 

Julius’s storytelling. Meanwhile, the circumstances in which readers would have 

encountered the fourteen stories—through various periodicals and in the form of a 

collection but never, at least until quite recently, as a complete set and over a period of 

decades—suggests that there is always more than can be said about the neighborhood, 

more histories to be unpacked by our guide Julius. Certain forms of local history, then, 

are just as dynamic in the Julius and John stories as place is. Chesnutt binds local 
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history with place through the yarns of Julius, suggesting that while the slavery days 

may be a distant memory for John and Annie, they remain close for Julius, who sees 

recollections of slavery times everywhere and every place he looks in the 

neighborhood. Yet local history is not the same as national history here. Chesnutt 

explores the ways in which place contains and disrupts history through its relation to 

the most epochal nationally historical event in recent memory, the Civil War.   

 

Julius, the Histories of Place, and the Civil War 

 
To understand how Chesnutt uses Julius’s local knowledge to represent place 

not simply as something to be owned but as a dynamic realm, we might turn to the 

second Julius and John story, the haunting “Po’ Sandy.” In the narrative frame for this 

story, John wishes to tear down a small house on his property to build a kitchen for 

Annie until Julius tells the story of Sandy, a slave who is hired out to distant 

plantations. Sandy’s wife Tenie, a conjure woman, turns him into a tree when he 

exclaims “I wish I wuz a tree, er a stump, er a rock, er sump’n w’at could stay on de 

plantation fer a w’ile” (17). In other words, Sandy wishes to become one of the 

environmental features, an appurtenance, that comprise his home plantation; when a 

man is turned into a tree, the story asserts a dynamic view of place like the one held by 

Julius, a view that sees people and trees and stumps and rocks as all equally important 

elements of place. Sandy’s homesickness, his desire to stay on the plantation of his 

birth for awhile, represents another dimension of the human relation to place outside 

the capitalist worldview of John and Sandy’s profiteering master. While Sandy and 
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Tenie’s plan works for awhile, eventually his master decides to build a new kitchen 

and chops down the tree that is Sandy, but not without the trouble: the tree shrieks and 

shakes and wobbles and rolls off the wagon and down the hill, and the log moans and 

groans when it is cut up in the sawmill. The new kitchen built with the logs that were 

Sandy seems haunted, so it’s pulled down and used to make the schoolhouse that John 

wants to repurpose. After hearing Julius’s tale, Annie exclaims, “What a system it 

was, under which such things were possible!” (21) The irony, of course, is that the 

system under which such things were possible is being perpetuated by John and other 

Northern capitalists who seek to exploit the land of the South without regard for 

human ties to it. Annie tells John that she does not want her new kitchen made from 

the old schoolhouse, and later, Julius asks Annie if his church (Sandy Run Colored 

Baptist Church—a name that echoes Sandy’s and asserts his persistence in the 

neighborhood in its topography and community spaces) can use the old schoolhouse 

for its meetings. Julius once again gets his way. 

Although the conjure story within “Po’ Sandy” could be viewed as a nod to the 

sentimental trope of plantation fiction concerning “the desire of enslaved people to 

stay in their places,” just as John’s recognition of Julius’s “predial” connection to the 

plantation allows him to think of Julius as just another thing he owns, Chesnutt makes 

it clear that this desire has nothing to do with ownership or simple attachment but 

rather with a complicated understanding of and respect for the histories of place.121 In 

his capacity as John and Annie’s guide to history, Julius is used by Chesnutt to revise 

tropes of plantation nostalgia fiction popular at the time by authors like Thomas 
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Nelson Page and Joel Chandler Harris. These stories would look back to times before 

the Civil War in order to glorify the old Southern order, portraying happy, loyal, and 

ignorant slaves and ignoring the brutality of the system that supported the white 

Southern way of life. While Annie’s exclamation at the end of “Po’ Sandy” makes it 

seem as though this time has long passed, Chesnutt’s stories make subtly clear that not 

much has changed since the times of slavery. Thus, the Civil War in Chesnutt’s stories 

is not a moment of national rending but a historical event that proves the pervasive 

continuity of certain nationalized discourses of racial hierarchy.  

Although the war serves as a constant historical touchstone in the Julius and 

John stories and is explicitly treated in several of Chesnutt’s other stories of the color-

line, virtually no scholarly attention has been paid to the role of the war in Chesnutt’s 

fiction.122 As I have argued to this point, the Civil War served as a focalizing historical 

event that allowed Americans to reconceive the role of local places in the making of 

national space. Although writers struggled with their own personal relationship with 

the cataclysmic war, often worrying over their own lack of connection with that war, 

the authors and texts I have surveyed share a sense that the war forever altered 

American lives. One might expect that, for African Americans, who were 

emancipated, enfranchised, and granted citizenship in the course of the war and its 

immediate aftermath, this representation of the war as an event through which the 

nation could be reimagined might be even more prevalent than for white Americans. 

                                                                                                                                       
121 See the footnote on p. 20 of the Norton Critical Edition of The Conjure Tales. 
122 I have located only one essay that explicitly addresses the role of the Civil War in 
Chesnutt’s fiction. See Maureen McKnight, “‘Scarcely in the Twilight of Liberty’: 
Empathic Unsettlement in Charles Chesnutt’s The Conjure Woman.” Iowa Journal of 
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Yet Chesnutt’s stories argue, to the contrary, that the Civil War perpetuated certain 

attitudes that existed before the war and changed little about the Southern black 

experience. In “The Goophered Grapevine,” for instance, after Julius’s white owner 

McAdoo is tricked into ruining his grape crops by a Yankee, he goes off to kill as 

many of them as he can when the war comes: “En I ‘spec he would ‘a’ done it, too, ef 

de Yankees had n’ s’picioned sump’n, en killed him fus’,” says Julius amusingly (13). 

The war, in this moment, is merely an echo of an antipathy that already existed 

between the Southerner McAdoo and the trickster Yankee rather than the preeminent 

example of Southern and Northern hostility. For the African Americans in Chesnutt’s 

stories, history, focalized through the lens of the Civil War, is shown to be structured 

through repetitions and recursions rather than progressive and leading toward any kind 

of enlightenment. 

Thus, although Julius frequently leads into his conjure tales with phrases like 

“befo’ de wah, in slab’ry times,” which would seem to mark the war as a point of 

temporal rupture, as many critics have noticed, the Julius and John tales thematize 

how post-Reconstruction life for African Americans in the South was essentially 

slavery under another name (7).123 Julius is still forced to work for a white master 

when John buys the land on which Julius has lived his whole life and where, now that 

he is no longer enslaved, he makes his living by selling grapes. Time, here, is 

                                                                                                                                       
Cultural Studies, Fall 2004: 59-76. 
123 This idea is reiterated in the stories when John’s actions parallel those of the 
slaveowners in Julius’s tales. For instance, in “A Victim of Heredity,” John punishes a 
“dusky neighbor” who has stolen one of his chickens by locking him in the 
smokehouse, just as is done to Tenie in “Po’ Sandy” (71). Similarly, a slaveowner lies 
in wait for the chicken stealer Wiley in “Dave’s Neckliss.”  
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recursive: just as the slave Henry in “The Goophered Grapevine” wastes away and is 

revivified with the seasons of the year, so, too, do the repressive patterns of racial 

subjugation through ownership repeat themselves.124 We can look to a non-Julius and 

John story set in the same imaginative geography, in the environs of “Patesville,” to 

see Chesnutt explicitly dealing with the promise that the war would represent a break 

in Southern racial subjugation before that promise is foreclosed upon and the old 

hierarchies are restored. The story “Cicely’s Dream,” published in the collection The 

Wife of His Youth: And Other Stories of the Color Line (1899), describes a mixed race 

girl who finds and cares for a grievously injured Civil War soldier, who has no 

recollection of his name or identity and whose race is therefore rendered 

indeterminate.125 The story emphasizes a theme found often in Chesnutt’s tale—the 

precariousness of American notions of racial identification—by pointing out that the 

soldier is “whiter than [Cicely] and yet not all white” (139). Since Cicely and her 

family cannot visually identify the soldier’s race (suspecting, perhaps, that he might be 

a Croatan Indian, who were known for having intermarried with African Americans 

and presumed to have descended from the white European settlers of the Lost Colony 

                                                                                                                                       
 
124 For more on the temporality of Chesnutt’s tales, see John Levi Bernard, “Ancient 
History, American Time: Chesnutt’s Outsider Classicism and the Present Past,” PMLA 
129.1 (2014): 71-86; and Neill Matheson, “History and Survival: Charles Chesnutt 
and the Time of Conjure,” American Literary Realism 43.1 (2010): 1-22. 
125 Several of the stories in The Wife of His Youth are set in Patesville or the 
surrounding area, and several still explicitly concern the Civil War and its effects. See, 
in addition to “Cicely’s Dream,” “The Sheriff’s Children,” “Uncle Wellington’s 
Wives,” and “The Bouquet.” The fact that Chesnutt chose to set his “realist” stories of 
the color line in the same imagined setting as his folkloric tales of conjure suggests the 
Julius and John stories cannot be dismissed as mere folk tales. 
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at Roanoke (144)), a potential love match with Cicely is available which might 

represent a race-blind post-war nation. Eventually, while nursing the soldier back to 

health, Cicely falls in love with him, but her dream of marrying him is dashed when a 

young white teacher from the North recognizes him as her long-lost fiancé who was 

believed to have died during the war.126 The dream of a post-war America comprised 

of mixed race peoples for whom race is not a factor is dashed by the harsh realities of 

Reconstruction: the story ends by stating that “[Cicely’s] dream had been one of the 

kind that go by contraries” (167). The Julius and John stories, set some years after the 

time of “Cicely’s Dream” but in the same location, demonstrate that not only has the 

opposite of Cicely’s dream occurred in terms of the acceptance of racial mixing, but 

that the Reconstruction-era promises of ownership and education for blacks have also 

gone by the wayside.  

Perhaps the most constant physical reminder of the war in the Julius and John 

stories are the many ruined plantations that populate Julius’s neighborhood. These 

relics of antebellum times serve as visual representations of the fate of so many 

formerly wealthy slaveowners; indeed, many of Julius’s stories, including “The Dumb 

Witness,” “A Victim of Heredity,” and “The Marked Tree,” delineate the ruination of 

once-proud white families, with only their run-down homes left from the pre-war 

days. In “The Marked Tree,” the last published Julius and John story, John describes 

visiting an “old plantation house… destroyed by fire many years before” in order to 

see about buying it for a Northern cousin with a sickly wife—in short, to populate the 

                                                
126 Thus, we might read “Cicely’s Dream” as the other side of popular war stories in 
which white women in the North and South anxiously awaited news of their soldiering 
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neighborhood with another John (132). John writes that “there were few traces of [the 

house] remaining—a crumbling brick pillar here and there, on which the sills of the 

house had rested, and the dilapidated, ivy-draped lower half of a chimney, of which 

the yawning, blackened fireplace bore mute witness of the vanished generations that 

had lived and loved—and perchance suffered and died, within the radius of its genial 

glow” (132). Descriptions of ruined plantations permeated popular culture in the years 

after the war, but we would note particularly here the emphasis on the chimney and 

fireplace. Famously, after Sherman’s march through Georgia and the Carolinas 

(which, as already discussed, passed through Fayetteville), Southerners referred to the 

chimneys of the homes burned by the troops as “Sherman’s sentinels” or “Sherman’s 

monuments.”127 Yet in the story that unfolds, the plantation is burned not by Union 

troops pillaging the South but in the course of a series of calamities that take place 

because of a curse placed on the family by an angry slave whose son has been sold 

away. The war is not responsible for the ruin of the formerly wealthy white families of 

the neighborhood in the Julius and John stories; rather, the war is a historical blip in 

time that signals the death of an institution already in progress and brings a new white 

ruling class to the area. It is a moment of continuity, not of rupture. 

 Thus, in the Julius and John stories, set some decades after Cicely’s dream has 

faded with the end of Reconstruction and imposition of Jim Crow laws—including the 

segregation of public spaces—, Chesnutt makes clear that while Julius’s stories may 

be set in slavery times, before the war, the similarities between the antebellum and 

                                                                                                                                       
lovers. 
127 See definition in The Language of the Civil War, 268. 
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postbellum black experience of racial subjugation are many. In this temporal setting, 

the war introduces the possibility for a different type of America but then quickly 

shuts it down. Julius’s master may have died in the war that gives Julius himself 

freedom, but Julius nonetheless loses his rights to his home when John moves to town. 

But if time is unassailable in its meet-the-new-boss-same-as-the-old-boss repetition, it 

is also malleable as Julius uses his stories of history repeating itself to exert some 

measure of control over his present. For instance, in “Po’ Sandy,” Julius’s story 

convinces Annie that Sandy’s spirit may yet haunt the building purportedly 

constructed with his tree-body, which allows Julius to use the place for his church 

meetings. The stories’ suggestion is that Julius’s way of regarding space as both 

saturated in history and inherently unstable may serve as a model for restructuring 

race relations in the South. To make sense of this seeming paradox, in which space 

possesses traces of both recursive and progressive temporalities, we will turn to a 

seldom studied Julius and John story in which the human relationship with place is 

shown to be dynamic in ways that overturn any attempt to allow humans ownership of 

place. If the mappability of the setting of his stories is one way that Chesnutt critiques 

a white spatial imaginary based in proprietary ownership, he goes further to recognize 

a raced discourse that connected blacks with land in a way that dehumanized them and 

counter it by making the land all too human. 

 

“Lonesome Ben,” Geophagy, and Resistance 

 
The seldom-studied story “Lonesome Ben” (published in the Southern 
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Workman in 1900 after not being included in The Conjure Woman) begins by situating 

its readers in an imagined geography that emphasizes John’s vision of land, which is, 

as we have seen, centered on ownership and money: he explains that “There had been 

some talk among local capitalists about building a cotton mill on Beaver Creek, a few 

miles from my place on the sand hills in North Carolina, and I had been approached as 

likely to take an interest in such an enterprise” (50). John goes on to say that if the 

bricks for the mill were made from clay on his land, his investment in the mill would 

be less, and thus he, Annie, and Julius ride out to look at one of the clay banks on his 

property. The story fills in more of the imaginative geography that comprises the 

setting of the tales as the three take their ride “by a road running across the 

plantation,” with corn on one side and scuppernong grapes (referencing, perhaps, “The 

Goophered Grapevine”) on the other (50). They pass by the cabin of a farmhand, and 

John notes that the farmhand’s wife’s “complexion, which naturally was of a ruddy 

brown, was of a rather sickly hue. Indeed, I had observed a greater sallowness among 

both the colored people and the poor whites thereabouts than the hygienic conditions 

of the neighborhood seemed to justify” (51). As it turns out, the whites and blacks of 

the neighborhood eat balls of clay taken from the bank that John hopes to turn into 

bricks. When the trio witnesses a white woman taking clay from the bank, Julius says 

that it reminds him of the story of Lonesome Ben, which Annie insists that he tell. 

 The story that Julius relates is of a man who eats so much clay that he dies. 

The tale of metamorphosis within “Lonesome Ben” is not undertaken via conjure but 

through a natural process of sustenance that follows from John’s observations about 

skin color. This story, therefore, seems more grounded in the realm of the everyday 
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than some of the other tales that feature people transforming into trees, birds, and 

other forms, and perhaps more closely aligned with his realist stories of the color-line 

than his folkloric tales of conjure. Julius leads into the story by telling John and Annie 

that he knows the clay bank in question will produce good bricks but that he hates to 

see black folks eating from the bank. This is because years ago, a slave named Ben 

decided to run away after getting in trouble with his master for drinking. Though he 

knows to follow the North Star, several cloudy and rainy nights make Ben lost, and he 

ends up right back on his own plantation. Still fearing his master’s punishment, Ben 

hides in the woods, drinking water from the creek and eating clay from the adjacent 

bank since he has nothing else to sustain him. When Ben sees his wife on the road one 

day, he reveals himself to her but she doesn’t know him, and Ben thinks “maybe she’d 

heared he wuz dead er sump’n’, an’ thought he wuz a ha’nt” (56). Soon, though, the 

reason for his wife’s fear and lack of recognition is revealed: Ben, who was once 

“black ez coal” has “turnt ter a light yaller” from eating clay (52, 58). Depressed that 

his family no longer recognizes him and all alone in the world, Ben weakens until one 

day, in Julius’s words, “he foun’ his limbs gittin’ so stiff hit ’uz all he could do ter 

crawl up on de bank an’ lay down in de sun. He laid dere ’til he died, an’ de sun beat 

down on ’im, an’ beat down on ’im, an’ beat down on ’im, fer th’ee days, ’til it baked 

’im as ha’d as a brick” (58-59). Then a storm blows a tree down onto Ben’s body and 

it grounds him to a powder, and a wind washes him into the creek, which is why, 

according to Julius, the creek is an amber color.  

Beginning with a scene in which a white woman takes clay to eat and centering 

on a tale of a black man transforming into, in one man’s words, “de mos’ mis’able 
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lookin’ merlatter,” “Lonesome Ben” asserts that race, as represented by skin color, is 

unstable (56). In the story, the practice of geophagy crosses racial boundaries of white 

and black; indeed, as Jolene Hubbs has argued, “Chesnutt demonstrates the fixity of 

class and the fluidity of race through clay eating, a practice that changes skin color but 

cements social class” (19). In Hubbs’s reading of “Lonesome Ben,” Chesnutt’s 

emphasis on similarities in behaviors of the poor across races serves to counter white 

supremacist rhetoric of his time, which essentialized racial difference. I agree with 

Hubbs that “Lonesome Ben” demonstrates Chesnutt’s insistence that race is a 

changeable, non-essential trait, and I would add that the fluidity of race in “Lonesome 

Ben” is underscored by the fluidity of place in the story. Or, to put it another way, if, 

as I will argue, race is spatialized in the Julius and John stories, it is not made more 

concrete (as with segregation) but in fact less essential and more unstable, in ways that 

allow Chesnutt to critique the flawed logic of racial segregation.  

As Jennifer Fleissner has compellingly argued, Chesnutt employs geophagy to 

explore nostalgia, portraying it as “at once a painful symptom and a creative resource 

for grappling with the displacement endemic to modernity” (315). It is important to 

understand the history of geophagy if we are to see how Chesnutt uses the act to 

critique place-based segregation. Geophagy, or dirt eating, is commonly thought to 

have been brought to the New World by slaves from sub-Saharan Africa, but Native 

Americans practiced the behavior independently, according to Cornell nutritional 

anthropologist Sera Young.128 Although the practice of dirt eating has always been 

conducted underground (if you will), there remains a newsy interest in the subject. An 
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NPR story on dirt eating in the South appeared in April 2014, occasioned by the 

production of a new documentary on the subject. This article, called “The Old and 

Mysterious Practice of Eating Dirt, Revealed” is representative of hundreds of similar 

news articles that will turn up if you search for them, many couched in terms of 

unveiling a hidden, embarrassing, amusing, and antiquated practice: to give just a 

small sampling of headlines from recent years, there’s “Crunchy Custom Dirt Eating a 

Dying Tradition,” “Dirt eating is Losing Ground in the South,” “Scorn is killing the 

custom of dirt eating,” and “In Parts of the Rural South, Some Down-to-Earth People 

Get Together to Dish the Dirt at Snack Time.” Note that these articles nearly always 

describe geophagy as placed—either in “rural parts” or all over the American South—

and as a “custom,” a normal, regularly occurring practice with something of the air of 

a ritual—in that part of the world. 

In the nineteenth century, however, geophagy was not a custom but a disease, 

at least as characterized by those studying slave populations. Diagnosed as “cachexia 

africanus,” the disease was then particularly associated, as the name indicates, with 

slaves brought to the Caribbean and the American South from Africa. For instance, the 

eighteenth-century diary of English plantation owner Thomas Thistlewood records 

instances of geophagy among his slaves in Jamaica, which he punished with flogging. 

Reports of geophagy also occurred in the American South, where in the first half of 

the nineteenth century, it began appearing as a subject of inquiry in medical journals 

and dissertations. One dissertation from 1832 uses the disease and its association with 

black slaves to opine on the moral corruption of chattel slavery, while at the same time 
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propagating the scientific racism of the day: “The situation into which the strong arm 

of [apprehension?], has forced so many of our unfortunate coloured fellow creatures, 

is even in a state of health, well calculated to excite the strongest feelings of 

commiseration. How much more pitiable then, must be their situation, when physical 

disease is superadded to their already degraded moral condition?”129  

 As nineteenth-century doctors sought to understand the bodily reasons why a 

person would crave dirt (a discussion that is ongoing today), they also ascribed a 

psychological dimension to the desire. The desire to eat dirt sprang, these white 

doctors averred, from homesickness: during an earlier time, one 1840s study suggests, 

when slaves were imported directly from Africa, “the mental depression arising from 

absence from home, &c, was a frequent cause of the disorder.”130 Another 

contemporary source finds a similar desire at the root of dirt eating, but calls it 

nostalgia. While nostalgia today can mean any form of remembering the past, the 

Greek root of the word literally means sickness for home, as is evident in Robert 

Thomas’s understanding of geophagy: “Nostalgia, in which there prevails an 

unaccountable desire of returning to one’s own country, is a disease somewhat similar 

to the negro cachexy.” After attributing instances of the disease to the French and 

Swiss, the author goes on: “Its effects on the Africans are more violent, and not 

unfrequently [sic] impel them to dreadful acts of suicide. Sometimes it plunges them 

into deep and incurable melancholy, which induces the unhappy sufferers to end a 

                                                
129 See Coleman. 
130 Review of “On the Mal d’Estomac.” Provincial Medical and Surgery Journal Aug 
12, 1843; 6(150): 409. 
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miserable existence by a more tedious, though equally certain method, that of dirt 

eating.”131  

In a strange way, then, the nineteenth-century beliefs surrounding geophagy 

serve to both differentiate and humanize the slave: although the desire to eat dirt is 

portrayed as decidedly bizarre, the product of a diseased mind, this melancholy state 

of longing for home flatly counters the happy slave myth propagated by slave owners. 

At the same time, dirt eating seems to offer slaves a vexed way out of the slave’s 

degradation, a most conflicted form of resistance. As Fleissner has described, dirt 

eating entwines “survival with self-destruction: one nourishes oneself, over time, with 

the very thing that may well also bring about one’s demise.”132 Unfortunately, as one 

would imagine, contemporary accounts of dirt eating by those who practiced it are 

hard to come by; reports on the disease often mention how difficult it is to study 

because no one wants to talk about it. Dirt eating was, after all, an act of resistance, 

and, more abstrusely, an act that muddied the slave’s relation to the land she worked, 

one which suggested, on a metaphorical level later taken up by Chesnutt, that slaves 

could own land as much as their masters. Later in the nineteenth century, as Hubbs has 

pointed out, travel narratives about the South frequently associated dirt eating with 

“poor whites” and categorized the act as a social phenomenon growing out of 

                                                
131 Thomas, Robert. “The Modern Practice of Physic.” London: Longman, Hurst, 
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poverty.133 Thus, we see that when Chesnutt describes dirt eating as a black and white 

phenomenon in “Lonesome Ben,” he brings together the antebellum associations of 

dirt eating by enslaved people with postbellum representations of the practice as more 

a product of class than race. Whether this practice is best categorized as a social 

custom or a disease is a discussion that’s beyond my purview (and one that Chesnutt 

refuses to answer conclusively); however, by focusing on the stories that are told 

about dirt eating, such as “Lonesome Ben,” we can see how Chesnutt taps into pre-

existing discourses about the slave’s connection with place in order to apply them to 

his own postbellum moment. 

Though evidence of this association between slaves and the land they worked 

can be found throughout white accounts of antebellum slave life in the South, Fanny 

Kemble’s Journal of a Residence on a Georgia Plantation (1863) provides a 

particularly fertile site for exploring it, given Kemble’s unique perspective as an 

abolitionist married to a Georgia slaveowner. In the journal, associating Southern 

slaves with dirt becomes a way of pathologizing the system of slavery. My purpose in 

reading Kemble’s journal in this way is not to expose the underlying racial biases 

within a purportedly abolitionist text—and certainly they are there—but to ask what 

existing discourses of the Southern relationship with land Kemble may be tapping into 

in her descriptions of both the Georgia Sea Islands and the slaves who work them.  

In her abolitionist memoir, the English actress-turned-plantation mistress 

Fanny Kemble represents structures of racial hierarchy on the Sea Islands, locating 

                                                
133 Hubbs, 20-21. Hubbs asserts that Chesnutt combines these two discourses 
(geophagy as disease and geophagy as social custom) to insist on the “fixity of class 
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them in the very composition of the ground. Kemble came from a famous English 

acting family, but during a tour of America in 1832, she met and later married a 

Southerner named Pierce Butler, who was soon to inherit land and slaves in Georgia 

from his wealthy planter father. As an Englishwoman, Kemble was already ostensibly 

an abolitionist, but the horrors she witnessed on the Georgia plantation where she 

lived for one winter with her husband and daughters would forever convince her of the 

evils of slavery, particularly of the ills endured by slave women. Kemble’s journal is 

composed of a series of letters written to a sympathetic abolitionist friend in 

Philadelphia in the winter of 1838-1839. After Kemble left the plantation and divorced 

her husband in a sensationalized trial, the journal circulated among Philadelphia’s 

abolitionist elite, but it was not until 1863, midway through the Civil War and decades 

after her marriage crumbled, that Kemble allowed her journal to be published, first in 

England, then in America. By 1863, of course, Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation 

had been issued and the Sea Islands that Kemble wrote about were occupied by Union 

troops.  

Kemble does not explicitly describe instances of dirt eating in her journal. But 

the specter of dirt eating, of the slave population becoming one with the soil of the 

South, of the possibility of consuming place and incorporating it into one’s own body, 

pervades the text. For Kemble describes her plantation home in a particular way, 

emphasizing its terraqueousness—the fact that it seems to be neither water nor land, 

elementally indeterminate, in a way that renders it fit for consumption. For instance, 

there is this early description of the island: 

                                                                                                                                       
and fluidity of race” (19). 
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The fact is, that the two elements [earth and water] are so fused 

hereabouts that there are hardly such things as earth or water proper; 

that which styles itself the former is a fat, muddy, slimy sponge 

saturated with the thick waves which every now and then reclaim their 

late dominion, and cover it almost entirely; the water, again, cloudy and 

yellow, like pea-soup, seems but a solution of such islands, rolling 

turbid and thick with alluvium, which it both gathers and deposits as it 

sweeps along with a swollen, smooth rapidity, that almost deceives the 

eye … [Animals] haunt these yet but half-formed regions, where land 

and water are of the consistency of hasty-pudding—the one seeming 

too unstable to walk on, the other almost too thick to float in. (51) 

This description of terraqueous space emphasizes its turgid and unfixed nature; the 

composition of the islands is beyond elemental classification. We might think here of 

Monique Alleweart’s work on the revolutionary potential of plantation zones in which 

subject-object relations are turned on their head.134 The water and land possess a 

hidden power that “almost deceived the eye”—yet, as we shall see, Kemble insinuates 

that in these “half-formed regions” where water and land are one and the same, people 

are half-formed too, driven to their basest natures (19).  

Kemble’s comparison of the earth with pea-soup and hasty-pudding reminds us 

of Allewaert’s assertion regarding the collapse of objects in the tropics; and I would 

add that this association of land and water with food reveals a relation to the logic of 

geophagy (as understood in nineteenth-century medical terms). Rendering the island’s 
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soil as alimentary does seem to normalize the desire to eat it; and, in fact, Kemble 

demonstrates that the soil is edible when she describes drinking tea made from the 

mud (“duly filtered of course”) of the Altamaha River (153). Yet elsewhere in the 

journal the relation of people to mud is specifically raced: “the [footmen] are perfectly 

filthy in their persons and clothes,” records Kemble, “their faces, hands, and naked 

feet being literally incrusted [sic] with dirt” (23). The connection of the island soil 

with the enslaved population becomes clear when Kemble follows the long description 

of the terraqueous environment previously quoted by relating how the local slaves 

draw water from the river, carrying it home in buckets on their heads—“what to do 

with it I cannot imagine,” Kemble writes (52). Her disgust registers as a reaction to the 

potential for racial mixing in plantation society, where “almost every planter [admits] 

one or several of his female slaves to the still closer intimacy of his bed” (23). For 

indeed, dirt comes to stand in for racial miscegenation, as when Kemble describes a 

visit from a “dirt-colored mulatto” woman (“convenient color I should say for these 

parts” she adds in a biting parenthetical), or when she cites the “yellow mud 

complexion” of the Georgia pine-landers—the local “poor whites” who own no slaves 

(204, 146).  

 Despite the racist associations of the abolitionist plantation mistress, we can 

read in some of the episodes that Kemble describes residue of resistance based in a 

deep knowledge of local place, much as Julius displays in the Chesnutt’s stories. For 

instance, at one point later in her stay on the plantation Kemble describes an arduous 

trip to St. Simon’s Island intended as a pleasurable day out for her and her children 
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(287-289). The forests en route are at places impassable, and Kemble eventually finds 

herself walking “over beds of sharp shells, through swamps half knee deep,” with a 

slave named Israel carrying her baby. She returns home exhausted (and if she was 

exhausted, one can only imagine how the baby-carrying, boat-steering slaves must 

have felt), and caked in mud to her knees, later learning that all the trouble could have 

been saved if they had taken a boat. When Kemble asks Israel why he didn’t tell her to 

go by sea, he replies, reluctantly, “Missis say so, so me do; missis say me go through 

the wood, me no tell missis go another way” (290). Kemble takes away the lesson that 

she must learn to be more careful in her orders, but we can read in the margins of this 

scene the humorous opportunity to subject a slave mistress, however empathetic, to a 

miserable trip caused by her own ignorance of the land. In this way, an ability to 

consume land (even in the more oblique form of local knowledge) does overturn 

power relations, however briefly, and set the stage for the occupation of the islands by 

Northern troops during the Civil War. 

 In “Lonesome Ben,” Chesnutt transforms geophagy from an act of nostalgia 

for Africa intro an act of nostalgia for the plantation of one’s birth: though Ben 

initially runs away in order to be spared his master’s wrath after being caught 

drinking, when he finds himself back on his home plantation he becomes so lonesome 

he decides he must see his family. Ben’s lonesomeness multiplies when his wife and 

son no longer recognize him with his new skin color, and “now he didn’ eben hab his 

se’f ter ’so’ciate wid, fer he felt mo’ lak a stranger ‘n he did lak Ben” (58). This shift 

in the driving cause behind dirt eating may seem to veer dangerously close to the 

happy slave myth heralding the attachment between slave and land in a way that 
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removes agency and personhood from slaves, making them “appurtenances” like 

Julius. We have already seen an example of this character in the form of Pomp, the 

loyal slave of Ward De Rossett in Woolson’s “Rodman the Keeper.” Writers of 

plantation nostalgia like Thomas Nelson Page and Joel Chandler Harris trafficked in 

this myth, depicting former slaves who stayed true to their former masters and refused 

to leave the environs where they were enslaved. While it is certainly true that many 

slaves stayed close to their former homes after emancipation, Chesnutt’s stories make 

clear that this loyalty is not to their masters but to their families and to the places 

familiar to them. Ben’s death does not occur because he runs away from the plantation 

but because he finds himself estranged from his own selfhood. Dirt eating, in 

Chesnutt’s hands, becomes a way of critiquing an ideology of racial difference based 

in non-essential traits like skin color. 

The Consumption of Place 

 
The slave Israel’s moment of subtle resistance to his mistress Fanny Kemble 

may remind us of Julius’s efforts to get his way with John via storytelling and using 

his power with Annie rather than more active forms of resistance. Geophagy could be 

considered another form of passive resistance, one of the few forms available to the 

slave. By tracing the discourse present in Kemble’s journal connecting dirt with race, 

class, and gender in the South, we can see how Chesnutt revisits this discourse in order 

to revise it for a time when laws upholding place-based racial segregation ruled black 

lives. As I have already argued, the imaginative geography that Chesnutt generates for 

his stories challenges positivist notions of space associated in the stories with white 
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capitalism by insisting on that geography’s mutability. Chesnutt explicitly ties this 

mutability of place to the mutability of race in “Lonesome Ben.” From the story’s 

beginning, features of land are described as resembling people, while people are 

described as resembling land: while the people of the neighborhood near the clay bank 

are said to exhibit a “sallowness” of complexion that may remind us of Kemble’s 

description of the “yellow mud complexion” of the Georgia pine-landers, John writes 

that the “face” of the clay “seemed freshly disturbed” and suspects that the clay itself 

is “deficient in iron” with “a yellowish-white tint” and “a sort of greasy look” (51). 

These initial descriptors indicate, even through the narration of John, that in this story, 

the relation between people and the places they inhabit is not clearly demarcated. John 

attempts to read the face of the clay in the same way he reads the face of the farm-

hand’s wife. The clay seems to seep into the people who live nearby (literally, we soon 

learn, via geophagy) but, at the same time, the look of the people seems evident in the 

clay.  

The creek’s yellow color seems to be an obvious reference toward mulatto or 

mixed race people, who were often described as yellow (as Ben is during the story). 

The fact that the creek remains yellow after Ben’s clay-remains wash into it seems to 

reflect how place bears traces of race. As we have argued, place is both historical and 

unstable in Chesnutt’s stories. “Lonesome Ben” therefore suggests that race, like 

place, is both historical (it has a past that can be delineated and narrated) and unstable. 

This construction of race means that it is not an unassailable and essential category of 

human existence but rather a malleable and nonessential trait; indeed, if Ben is able to 

go from black as coal to yellow, and that yellowness is able to seep into a creek, then 
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race is utterly untethered to a person’s identity. We have already seen in the story 

“Cicely’s Dream” an instance of Chesnutt’s exploration of how skin color is not a 

viable way of determining a person’s racial identification; the soldier’s indeterminate 

identification allows Cicely to class him as a mixed race person like her, until the 

soldier’s white fiancé visually identifies him as white. In “Lonesome Ben,” race is 

connected with another sense outside of vision: taste.135 Insisting that Ben’s race is 

changed through his consumption of dirt opens up the possibility that any person’s 

race could be changed. This charge undermines the ways in which racial hierarchies 

were created and imposed in the nineteenth century through visual recognition. 

Yet the story’s suggestion that race is a nonessential human trait that can be 

extracted and exchanged is not necessarily a positive thing. Ben, as we have discussed, 

is deeply shaken by his new appearance, and becomes an outcast because of it; he 

grows so lonesome that “he ’mence ter wonder whether he wuz libbin’ er not” (58). 

Eventually, of course, the lonesomeness of his new life in the woods leads him to give 

up on life altogether. In another author’s hands, Ben’s transformation into a whiter 

man might open up new possibilities for getting his way in a system that habitually 

punishes people with darker skin, but in Chesnutt’s story, Ben’s increasingly white 

appearance is no reward. Caught up in a system in which family ties mean nothing and 

racial mixture is abhorred, Ben eats the land he once worked until it kills him. In 

Ben’s story we see the grand tragedy of racial hierarchy in America played out on a 

miniature scale, a point humorously brought home when John quotes from Hamlet at 

                                                
135 For more on the sensory construction of race, see Mark M. Smith, How Race is 
Made: Slavery, Segregation, and the Senses. New York: Routledge, 2013.  
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the end of Julius’s story (“Imperious Caesar, turned to clay, / Might stop a hole to 

keep the wind away”) and Julius reminds his boss that the man’s name was Ben, not 

Caesar (58). In death, Hamlet’s words aver, all bodies turn to dust. In death, race does 

not matter. Hamlet imagines the noble dust of Alexander and Caesar used to fill a 

beer-barrel or patch a wall to keep the winter out; Chesnutt’s Julius and John stories 

likewise conceive of humans as on a spectrum with the earth (Hamlet 5.i.189-203).  

Chesnutt’s stories remind us that, as George Lipsitz has written about the 

present moment, “the lived experience of race takes place in actual spaces, while the 

lived experience of place draws its determinate logic from overt and covert 

understandings of race” (6). In other words, race is always spatialized and, indeed, 

space itself is racialized, in ways that the boards of Sandy being used to make a 

schoolhouse or Henry’s lived connection to the goophered grapes literalize. By 

spatializing race (and racializing space), “Lonesome Ben” reiterates themes carried 

throughout the Julius and John tales: place is not a static realm to be bought and sold, 

but a dynamic site that both bears traces of the past and can always be transformed in 

the future. Moreover, places and people exist on a spectrum in Chesnutt’s telling, in 

ways that refute John’s attempts to own and categorize. The imaginative geography of 

the Julius and John tales produce a similar desire in readers to map and create order, 

yet the tales constantly undermine the same desire that they produce by insisting on 

the inherent instability of place. In “Lonesome Ben,” Chesnutt parallels this instability 

with that of racial recognition in order to suggest how racial hierarchies can be 

overturned but also, in Ben’s demise, to prove how damning those hierarchies can be.  
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Conclusion: “Separate but Equal” 

 
As the nineteenth century came to a close, Charles Chesnutt used familiar 

forms including the folklore tale and plantation nostalgia stories to generate a new 

genre through which post-Civil War racial hierarchies could be interrogated. 

Chesnutt’s stories invoke the Civil War as a way of demarcating a seeming turning 

point in the experience of African Americans, then go on to illustrate the many ways 

in which blacks continued to be subject to racist commodification by white 

Americans, a commodification that was often expressed culturally through a discourse 

tying blacks to the land they worked in order to consider them property. Chesnutt uses 

the character of Julius to illuminate the white spatial imaginary of space as property, 

contrasting John’s proprietary understanding of place with Julius’s regard for place as 

dynamic, possessing history but also always essentially unstable.  

 This instability, which is brought to its most literalized state in the story 

“Lonesome Ben,” a tale that suggests that people can become places and places can 

become people in ways both liberating and fatal, serves to counter the post-

Reconstruction logic of racial segregation that Chesnutt adamantly opposed. For if 

“Lonesome Ben” suggests that people can become places and vice versa, it also 

suggests that race is tied with place for whites and blacks alike. Chesnutt makes this 

claim about race at a time when Jim Crow laws linked racial identity with certain 

spaces and then sought to separate those spaces accordingly. In 1896 (three years 

before Chesnutt’s Julius and John stories were collected into The Conjure Woman), 

the infamous Supreme Court case Plessy v. Ferguson upheld the legality of laws that 
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segregated public spaces like railroad cars and schools under the doctrine “separate 

but equal.” Segregation completely ended the possibility of a nation untethered to race 

such as the one imagined in “Cicely’s Dream.” In a study of Southern segregation, 

Grace Elizabeth Hale connects the urge to create racially segregated spaces with the 

ruptures of modernity and the anxiety produced by a growing post-war nation:  

To make order within the seeming fragmentation of their world, some 

Americans elaborated spatial mediations of modernity—ways of 

attaching meanings to physical moorings, from bodies to buildings to 

larger geographies like region and nation. They produced new grounds 

of difference to mediate the ruptures of modernity. In effect, they 

translated the specific and individualized linkages between identity, 

place, and power that had reigned in an earlier, smaller world into 

connections between categories of people and imagined spaces that 

moved far beyond local boundaries. (6) 

Segregation, in other words, geographically represented the absolute separation of 

races required by whites in order to maintain a sense of order in an increasingly 

disorderly world. Given this project’s ongoing argument about the centrality of space 

to the negotiation of the individual’s relation to the nation, we should not be surprised 

to find that, at the turn of the twentieth century, racial identities were articulated 

through and enforced by spatial separation. Decades after a cataclysmic war 

threatened to forever alter national territory, racial segregation allowed whites to 

reassert control through what Hale asserts were increasingly “binary orderings, 

imagined as natural and physically grounded” (5). Segregation made racial identity “a 
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mass cultural rather than a localized, socially embodied, particularized self, an 

absolute division that dissolved any range of racially mixed subjectivities” (Hale 8).  

 Against this backdrop of one race pursuing dominion over another, then, 

Chesnutt deconstructs the logic of segregation and “separate but equal” by focusing 

less on the equality of races and more on the impossibility of separation. The story of 

Ben’s transformation from visually identifiable as black to a man of mixed race 

unidentifiable even to himself and his family proves the ephemerality of race by 

insisting on its fluidity, complicating the era’s attempts to separate based on 

appearance. Moreover, as “Lonesome Ben” and others of the Julius and John stories 

attest, space and place are not distinct from humans, sites that can be employed to play 

out man’s desire to create and instill hierarchies. The yellow creek and creekbed that 

John wishes to profit from and that inspires Julius’s story represents place’s ability to 

be marked by human conceptions of race, but they also suggest something more: when 

black and white folks from the neighborhood eat the clay of Ben’s yellow body, 

Chesnutt holds that people and places are part of a mutually dependent system. The 

yellow creek’s persistence as a feature—an appurtenance—of John’s property, just 

like Julius, though both the creek and Julius (who is, we would recall from “The 

Goophered Grapevine,” described as “not entirely black” (6)) exhibit an ability to 

resist John’s rule by insisting on the mutability of place and race. 

 We might think of Chesnutt’s stories, therefore, as a limit case for the extent of 

the Civil War’s meaning. Though the war haunts his tales of the color line in implicit 

and explicit ways, it is also, in many cases, a red herring: Julius (and Chesnutt) point 

to a time “in slab’ry times, befo’ de wah” in order to illuminate how little the war 
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changed the lives of black Southerners. Although the war and its memory continue to 

be written and rewritten with every succeeding generation, for some Americans, the 

Civil War represented unfulfilled promises, and even led directly to the imposition of 

segregation as defeated white Southerners sought to restore power and order to 

themselves in the wake of the Confederacy’s failure. By the turn of the twentieth 

century, it was clear that the Civil War, and the ability to make meaning of it, 

belonged to some but not all Americans. In the slightly fictionalized local places of his 

short fiction, Chesnutt rescales the nation to the bounds of the former slave 

neighborhood to illuminate the successes and failures of a war that promised to “hurl 

the rebel crew from the land that we love best.” As Chesnutt’s stories attest, the 

constituency comprising the “we” of the “Battle Cry” remained, and remains, 

undetermined.  
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CODA 

 

“HELLMIRA” 

 
The Civil War, as this project has explored, transcended and continues to 

transcend time and place. The war produced questions about the individual’s 

relationship to the nation, what the nation is, why people are willing to fight and die 

for it, and who is and who is not included in its citizenry. For some, the war 

represented a moment of radical undoing that allowed for the growth of new 

formations of the American nation; for others, particularly as the events of 1861-1865 

receded into the past, the war’s promise of a “new nation, conceived in liberty” (to 

borrow a phrase from the most famous speech of the conflict) ended not in a revision 

of existing national hierarchies but a reassertion of the status quo, or even worse, a 

deterioration in basic human rights. As the American nation moved forward into the 

twentieth century, some of the questions about national space raised during the Civil 

War had been answered—national cemeteries continued to be erected, battlefields 

continued to be preserved, and the sea-to-shining-sea vision that undergirded much 

pro-Union rhetoric had been achieved. As racial segregation at home and imperial 

conquest abroad increasingly occurred, places related to the Civil War lost their 

association with the bitterness of internecine strife and instead came to represent the 

strength of the nation to overcome its internal problems and become the most powerful 

country in the world. At yearly reunions held commemorating the battle of 

Gettysburg, Confederate veterans and Union veterans famously shook hands on the 
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same ground where so many of their fellow soldiers had fallen.136  Old wounds had, 

for the most part, healed. But contested places, places where the Civil War’s ultimate 

meaning was still under debate, places like Elmira, New York, remained. 

When you drive into Elmira today, you are greeted with a sign showing some 

of the city’s famous daughters and sons: Mark Twain, the broadcaster Brian Williams, 

the designer Tommy Hilfiger, the astronaut Eileen Collins. Among this varied 

company is an aging African American man with a white beard and gentle smile. His 

name is as unassuming as Tommy Hilfiger’s (or for that matter, Mark Twain’s) is 

central to his brand: John W. Jones. Jones was a central figure in the African 

American community in Elmira; after running away from slavery in Virginia, he 

became a sexton in Elmira’s First Baptist Church and a prominent Underground 

Railroad conductor.137  

Samuel Clemens/Mark Twain is the most famous man buried in Elmira. His 

family plot is at the expansive Woodlawn Cemetery, which lies adjacent to a more 

                                                
136 For a contemporary account of the reunion, see John W. Frazier, Gettysburg: 
Reunion of the Blue and Gray. 
 
137 Elmira, New York, was a well-established center of abolitionist sentiment in the 
nineteenth century. One of the city’s most prominent businessmen, Jervis Langdon, 
was also a vocal abolitionist; later, he would become Mark Twain’s father-in-law. In 
addition, the preacher Thomas Beecher (brother of Harriet Beecher Stowe and Henry 
Ward Beecher) moved to Elmira in 1853 to lead the Independent Congregational 
Church. He married Samuel Clemens and Olivia Langdon in Elmira in 1870. Beecher 
and Jervis Langdon were both connected with the Underground Railroad in Elmira, 
but histories record that John W. Jones was the chief conductor in the city. According 
to newspaper reports, Jones lived two blocks from Elmira’s railroad yard and would 
house runaway slaves at his home before putting them on the train to Ontario. The 
reasons that made the city a stop on the Underground Railroad network, its location on 
the Chemung River with access to several important canals and its good railroad links, 
also made it an ideal location for a Civil War prison.  
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somber and uniform soldiers cemetery that dates back to the Civil War. In the soldiers 

cemetery are buried some three-thousand Confederate soldiers who died at the nearby 

prison called Hellmira by those who survived it.138 John W. Jones was their 

caretaker.139 We might consider Jones a real-life counterpart to Constance Fenimore 

Woolson’s fictional John Rodman. He kept the cemetery of Confederate soldiers who 

died at Elmira’s notorious prison camp, transporting bodies, digging graves, and 

recording the names of the dead for posterity. We also might consider Jones in relation 

to Twain, a relation that is borne out in geographical proximity: the two men are 

buried a mere 100 yards apart in Woodlawn Cemetery. Twain’s relation to both the 

Civil War and, particularly, to matters of race remain hotly debated. Like many of the 

writers in this project, Twain participated only tangentially in the war; he famously 

penned “The Private History of a Campaign That Failed” to explicitly detail just how 

little he did in the war. “You have heard from a great many people who did something 

in the war,” that essay begins; “is it not fair and right that you listen a little moment to 

one who started out to do something in it, but didn’t?” (47) He continues, in a phrase 

that could well serve as the epigraph to this dissertation, that people who entered the 

                                                
138 Two recent histories of Elmira Prison are Michael Horigan’s Elmira: Death Camp 
of the North (2002) and Michael P. Gray’s The Business of Captivity: Elmira and Its 
Civil War Prison (2001). 
 
139 I have not discovered evidence than Twain and Jones met, though there are 
accounts of Jervis Langdon (Twain’s father-in-law) hiding Jones from Southern 
slavecatchers when he first came to Elmira (See “Abolitionists in Elmira,” 
<http://www.joycetice.com/undergrou/ckfeb04.htm>). Langdon also was said to have 
given Jones money to “conduct” slaves through Elmira on the Underground Railroad. 
Given Jones’s longevity and his prominence in the town as well as their connection 
through the Langdons, it seems very possible that the famous writer and the sexton 
were acquainted.  
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war and then left it “ought at least to be allowed to state why they didn’t do anything, 

and also to explain the process by which they didn’t do anything” (49). While Twain 

was enlisted for two weeks in the Confederate cause (though never officially joined 

the army), he embellished his experience in those two weeks tremendously in both 

“The Private History” and other speeches, leaving the exact nature of his participation 

in the war and his loyalties up to debate.140 Regarding Twain’s racial attitudes, 

fictional and otherwise, far greater debate exists, and will continue to exist, given the 

complexity of works like Puddn’head Wilson (1894) and Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn (1885). For our purposes, we will note that Twain wrote Huckleberry Finn in 

Elmira, on the grounds of Quarry Farm, a house a bit outside of town with a grand 

view of the Chemung River and Elmira city, which was owned by his sister-in-law.  

What happens when we read Twain in Elmira, in relation to the national 

cemetery, segregated by side, beside which he is buried? And what happens when we 

read Jones in relation to the famous author with whom he now shares a billboard? 

Jones at Elmira and the fictional Rodman at Andersonville were both caretakers of 

memory in places that serve in essence as mirrored images, one a dreadful prison 

holding Southerners in the North, the other a dreadful prison holding Northerners in 

the South. Yet the reputations of Andersonville and Elmira have diverged greatly in 

the 150 years since the Civil War ended. The geographical boundaries generated by 

the war’s presence in Elmira (which was located hundreds of miles from any site of 

battle) are both extant and obliterated. In Elmira, we can trace the boundary lines 

                                                
140 For a summation of Twain’s known activities in the war, see David Rachels, 
“Introduction,” Mark Twain’s Civil War. 
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generated by war as an example of the residual spatial and temporal disjunctions left 

in the Civil War’s wake. However, as much as Elmira’s role in the perpetuation of 

wartime atrocities has been forgotten, its relation to the most popular American author 

of the nineteenth century reveals the reliance on the ex-slave’s forgiveness and 

forgetting in postbellum literary genres. Twain’s 1874 tale “A True Story, Repeated 

Word for Word as I Heard It” shows how war stories rely on the staging of African 

American remembrance in fractured locales like Elmira.   

When Elmira Prison was created in July 1864, carved from land leased to the 

state of New York by William Foster stretching from the Chemung River to the road 

on which the Fosters lived that had once housed Union Army barracks, it had no 

cemetery. Within a month, however, it became apparent a cemetery would be 

required, and a half-acre of ground was rented from Woodlawn Cemetery to bury the 

Confederate dead (Gray 95). In addition, the commissary authorized paying a person 

$40 a month to bury those soldiers.141 The task of burial went to John W. Jones, who 

was a sexton at Woodlawn Cemetery, and not just burial but the transportation of the 

bodies from the prison to the cemetery, the digging of trenches, and the painting of 

wooden headboards to mark the dead, and recording deaths. In nearly every account of 

Jones’s work as keeper of the dead at Elmira, the care of his recordkeeping is 

highlighted. For instance, the earliest history of the prison states: “The entire record as 

kept by Sexton Jones is perfect, with the exception of seven listed as unknown. This is 

supposed to be because the prisoners often gave fictitious names on the prison roll, 

                                                
141 In the end, Jones was not paid $40 per month as originally stated, but $2.50 per 
burial, which resulted in a much greater profit for the sexton (Gray 95).  
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and while most revealed their true names before death, some died so suddenly that 

they did not or could not tell their real names” (Holmes 130-131). This care is, 

according to the narratives told about Elmira and a memorial placard located in the 

national cemtery, the reason why so many Southern families decided to leave their 

sons’ bodies in a cold, distant place far to the north. The unnaturalness of these 

Southern bodies buried in Northern climes was clearly one of the memorial problems 

generated by the Civil War. The nation had determined how to deal with the volume 

of dead bodies resulting from the war through the newly developed memorial genre of 

the national cemetery, which, as I have argued, emphasized mass sacrifice over 

individual grief. But just as Thomas Bailey Aldrich’s “Springtime in New England,” 

the poetic epigraph to Woolson’s “Rodman the Keeper,” worries that Northern bodies 

buried in the South will go unmourned, so does the memorial language surrounding 

Elmira fear that these displaced Confederates have been abandoned in an unfamiliar 

locale—until, that is, the story of John W. Jones allows for a geographical healing that 

is founded in the forgiveness of the slave.  

Indeed, the deep irony of a former slave caring for those who would have him 

still enslaved also resonates in all the memorial language that enshrines Jones. A 

memorial erected to him in 1997 at his grave in Woodlawn Cemetery reads: “He 

risked his life to escape bondage, then dedicated his life to bury those who might 

enslave him.” Just as Pomp stays with his former master De Rosset even after he is 

free, so does Jones demonstrate care for men who were opposed, to the point of 

violence, to his manhood. One oft-told story emerging from histories of the prison 

states that one day while preparing bodies Jones recognized a name on a casket: John 
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R. Rollins, which was the name of the son of his former overseer in Virginia, and a 

friend of Jones before his escape. According to lore, Jones wrote to the Rollins family 

to learn their son’s fate; when he heard back that their son had enlisted and was 

missing, Jones wrote to the mother “that her boy was found and had been tenderly laid 

to rest in grateful remembrance of her loving kindness to him when he was a slave” 

(Holmes 146). Here, Jones’s forgiveness takes on a Christ-like quality; if he can 

forgive the man who once controlled him as property and provide a beautiful and 

sacred burial for that man, then why can’t the wounds of the war be healed? This 

forgiving version of Jones also emerges in a story told in Holmes’s history of Elmira 

Prison about Jones returning to the plantation in Virginia where he was born three 

years after the war ended. According to Holmes, “All his relatives and slave friends 

were dead or gone away, none knew where, and he only found one representative of 

the Elzy family, by whom he was greeted cordially and received in his home as a 

guest” (147). Holmes gives no source for this story, and the confusing pronoun in “his 

home” (is “he” Jones or the Elzy family representative?) gestures toward the 

reconciliatory tone of this tale. The home, of course, was never Jones’s, yet Jones’s 

forgiveness and the lack of any other witnesses of the atrocities of slavery on the 

plantation allows for the former site of atrocity to become a peaceful domestic object 

again. Notably, the mobility that Jones demonstrates in the anecdote replicates the 

mobility he fostered as a conductor on the Underground Railroad but reverses the trek 

toward freedom in the North in order to heal the old wounds of slavery.142 

                                                
142 Stories of reunions between ex-slaves and ex-masters were very popular in the 
decades following the war. Two of the most striking portrayals of these reunions may 
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From the histories of Elmira prison, two versions of Jones emerge: one of 

Jones the keeper of memory; the other of Jones the capitalist. A number of stories 

about Jones from late in his life remark on his wealth, including an obituary in the 

Elmira Daily Gazette and Free Press that features the headline “Born a Slave—Died 

Rich.”143 In addition, the first book-length history of the prison declares that the 

money he received from the U.S. government to bury bodies “was the basis of the 

comfortable fortune he amassed in the years after the war. He was rated as the 

wealthiest colored man in this part of the State” (Holmes 131). This version of Jones 

as capitalist taking advantage of an opportunity to profit from war aligns him more 

with Horatio Alger-type postwar heroes than angels of mourning on the battlefield and 

near the prison, and provides more nuance to Jones’s actions. To probe the 

motivations behind the stories told about Jones—which indeed provide some of the 

only stories told about Elmira’s prison anymore at all—is not to question and dismiss 

the location of his motivation, which was likely altruistic and self-serving at the same 

time, as so many of our impulses are. Rather, it is to ask how the figure of the ex-slave 

in postbellum America became a safe story of remembrance, a remembrance that then 

begot a forgetting of atrocity. 

What does Jones have to say for himself about his motivations? Was he 

concerned with profits or with the sacred burial of bodies, even those that would have 

him sent back to slavery? Unfortunately, we have few of Jones’s words, and most of 

them are filtered through white memories and white amanuenses, such as a newspaper 

                                                                                                                                       
be Winslow Homer’s 1876 painting A Visit from the Old Mistress and Frederick 
Douglass’s 1877 account of his reunion with his former owner Thomas Auld. 
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report that interviewed Jones from 1880 in the New York Sun. Notably, we do receive 

Jones’s words unfiltered in William Still’s 1872 history of the Underground Railroad. 

In 1860, Jones had written a letter to Still to confirm that he had helped six slaves who 

made a dangerous escape from Maryland on the Delaware Bay. Still includes the letter 

in its entirety in his account of the escape. It reads: 

         Elmira, 

June 6th, 1860 

FRIEND WM. STILL:--All six came safe to this place. The two men 

came last night, about twelve o’clock; the man and woman stopped at 

the depot, and went east on the next train, about eighteen miles, and did 

not get back till to-night, so that the two men went this morning, and 

the four went this evening. 

 O, old master don’t cry for me, 

 For I am going to Canada where colored men are free. 

P.S. What is the news in the city? Will you tell me how many you have 

over to Canada? I would like to know. They all send their love to you. I 

have nothing new to tell you. We are all in good health. I see there is a 

law passed in Maryland not to set any slaves free. They had better get 

the consent of the Underground Rail Road before they passed such a 

thing. Good night from your friend,  

     JOHN W. JONES (Still 530) 

This remarkable missive forces us to confront a Jones who does not disappear into the 

                                                                                                                                       
143 See: <http://www.angelfire.com/ny5/elmiraprison/johnjonesobit.html> 
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margins of readability and remembrance, but who stares at us, forcing us to 

acknowledge his agency. The militant stance of the letter, in which the authority of the 

Underground Railroad conductor is placed above the law of the land, grates against 

the record of Jones as beneficent and forgiving mourner to reveal competing notions 

of the role of memory in the wake of the Civil War. The written histories of Elmira 

and the words of John W. Jones—our only words from John W. Jones that are not 

filtered through a white amanuensis—demonstrate the deep schism at the heart of 

postwar memory. This schism pits memory that is constructive to nation-healing and 

rebuilding against memory that preserves the true atrocities of prisons and slavery and 

war. 

 The battle over how Jones ought to be remembered continues to be waged in 

Elmira. His presence on the sign that welcomes visitors to the town ensures a level of 

celebrity, though it seems likely that many who visit or even live in Elmira do not 

recognize him or know the details of his long and remarkable life. His home across the 

street from Woodlawn Cemetery has been saved from demolition and is intended to 

become a museum dedicated to his life; yet as of 2015, the house sits empty. A report 

from 2003 requesting that the Jones house be listed as locally significant with the 

National Register of Historic Places reveals a notable fact: Jones’s Greek Revival 

house, built around 1870, is believed to have been constructed from pieces of the 

dismantled Elmira Prison Camp, which was auctioned off in 1866.144 The home he 

constructed for himself from his war profits was built from the disintegrating rubble of 
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a place of death and atrocity. The historical record, here, demonstrates how memory is 

at once easily made part of the past and yet ever present, in the very walls we inhabit, 

in the spaces like the cemetery at Elmira, directly across the street from and proximate 

to that house, that still bear witness. Elmira is a site where we can see fissures in the 

predominant narrative and a way of telling something new about the Civil War, 

through this place, this constellation of national and private mourning spaces and 

homes. Jones’s home is being turned into a museum, another site of memory, and even 

though it’s not yet open to the public, it’s state of coming into being reminds us that 

memory is always transforming; future sites will always emerge. The words “Making 

Progress! Opening soon” on the museum’s website, and the sign out front of the house 

reading “future home of the John W. Jones museum” and “restoration in progress” 

suggest this transformation, and that the nation, too, is always coming into being, but 

always constructed with the repurposed beams of other, haunted, pasts.  

 

Conclusion: Mark Twain’s Porch 
 

Published in 1874, “A True Story, Repeated Word for Word as I Heard It” was 

Twain’s first tale published in the venerable magazine of Northern taste and letters 

(and the magazine that published Davis, Woolson, and Chesnutt), the Atlantic 

Monthly. Twain’s story of an ex-slave’s reunion with her son contains many parallels 

with the later works of Chesnutt. In it, a black woman’s story of “slab’ry times, befo’ 

de wah” is told through a white interlocutor, “Misto C--,” who is clearly meant to 

                                                                                                                                       
144 See: “National Register of Historic Places Registration Form: John W. Jones 
House.” 
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invoke Twain himself—though not the famous author, Mark Twain, but his less 

famous original self, Samuel Clemens. This emphasis on Twain stripped of his 

authorial persona forces the tale’s readers to contemplate artifice and selfhood. Indeed, 

“A True Story” stages the question of what “truth” means when it is told secondhand, 

with a white author attempting to replicate African American speech and an African 

American story of loss and reunion.  

 Twain made pains to emphasize the story’s truth not only in its title, with its 

gesture toward journalistic veracity (“repeated word for word”), but also in his letter 

sending the story to William Dean Howells, editor of the Atlantic. In the letter, Twain 

writes, “I have not altered the old colored woman’s story except to begin it at the 

beginning, instead of the middle, as she did—& worked traveled both ways.”145 The 

“old colored woman” who becomes Aunt Rachel in the story is Mary Ann Cord, the 

cook at Quarry Farm in Elmira where the Clemens family summered with their 

Langdon relatives. The Clemens family stayed in Elmira for 20 years, and there, in a 

small writing hut perched above Quarry Farm with a view of the Chemung River, 

Twain wrote Huckleberry Finn. 

“A True Story” has been lauded for its rendering of African American dialect, 

called Twain’s best story about the Civil War, and noted for its manipulation of the 

tropes of the local color genre, but it has never been read in the context of the scene of 

its setting, a porch in Elmira, New York. To return “A True Story” to the place of its 

telling is to ask how the fractured, war-scarred geography of Elmira might inform our 

                                                                                                                                       
<www.nps.gov/nr/publications/sample_nominations/JohnWHonesHouse.pdf> 
145 Quoted in Mark Twain’s Letters, Volume 6, p. 212.  
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understanding of post-war genres including regionalism and local color. Twain’s “A 

True Story” stages a misunderstanding of the black experience of atrocity (in this case, 

the family torn asunder by slavery) in order to honor the witness but also explain how 

this witnessing is corrupted by postwar racial barriers.  

“A True Story” begins on “the porch of a farm-house, on the summit of a hill,” 

a setting clearly meant to represent Quarry Farm in Elmira (169). The narrative 

voice—“Misto C--,” a reference to Clemens—immediately establishes racial hierarchy 

by describing how “‘Aunt Rachel’ was sitting respectfully below our level, on the 

steps,—for she was our servant, and colored” (169). After describing Aunt Rachel’s 

love of laughter, Misto C-- makes an assumption about her experience: “Aunt Rachel, 

how is it you’ve lived sixty years and never had any trouble?” When Aunt Rachel asks 

if Misto C-- is earnest in his question, he responds haltingly, “Why, I thought—that is, 

I meant—why, you can’t have had any trouble” (171). At this, Rachel launches into 

her history as a slave, and being sold and separated from her husband and seven 

children. Years later, when Rachel’s master abandons her in occupied Newbern, North 

Carolina (the site of Frazar Stearns’s death), she begins cooking for Union soldiers, 

including a black regiment. One of these soldiers recognizes Rachel through a phrase 

she commonly uses—“and comes to see her while she is removing biscuits from the 

oven, his scars revealing him to be her youngest son Henry. The story ends with Aunt 

Rachel proclaiming, with sarcasm, in answer to her employer’s initial lack of empathy, 

“Oh, no, Misto C--, I hain’t had no trouble. An’ no joy!” (177) 

Aunt Rachel’s story of separation and reunion, told after the war that ended 

slavery, and rendered by a white author in dialect praised as authentic by critics, uses 
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many of the set pieces of slave narratives—families torn apart, the horrors of the 

auction block, the uncaring master, the unexpected reunion, the coming of war—to 

stage a scene in which subjectivity is explored and shown to be deeper and more 

complex than one individual could imagine. Though the story is framed by a narrative 

voice that is clearly Clemens, Aunt Rachel gets the last word as well as the upperhand 

over her employer when she is shown to have had as much trouble and joy as could be 

imagined. 

One year after appearing in the Atlantic Monthly, “A True Story” was collected 

along with some of Twain’s other famous stories, including “The Celebrated Jumping 

Frog of Calaveras County,” in Mark Twain’s Sketches, New and Old.146 The richly 

illustrated volume includes two images of Aunt Rachel: in the first, she glowers at the 

title of the story with her refrain “I’s one o’de ole Blue Hens Chickens, I is,” printed 

beneath her (see Image 1); in the second, she watches her son dance with her hands on 

her hips in the same pose as the first picture. The illustrated version of Aunt Rachel 

bears all the visual marks of a mammy figure: she is a large, dark woman wearing an 

                                                
146 The version of Twain’s famous 1865 story included in Sketches, New and Old, is 
called “The ‘Jumping Frog’: in English, then in French, and then Clawed Back into a 
Civilized Language Once More by Patient, Unremunerated Toil.” Twain wrote this in 
response to a French translation of the story that he found completely missed its style 
and humor. Thus, the version of the story in Sketches includes not just the original but 
also the offending French translation, which Twain then translated back into English 
deliberately poorly. In this episode we see Twain’s concern with the opportunities for 
mistranslation that can occur when stories are passed from one language or person 
through another, concerns made manifest in the relations between Aunt Rachel and 
Misto C-- in  “A True Story.”  
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apron and a kerchief, a grimace on her face.147 Her glare seems to call into question 

the tale’s title, or at least its claim for veracity, asking if a story can be true if it is told 

through an amanuensis of a different race with an imbalance of power between 

speaker and recorder.  

 

Image 1. Detail from “A True Story.” Published in Mark Twain’s Sketches, New and 

Old. 

 Recall Winslow Homer’s Near Andersonville, painted a decade before this 

edition of Twain’s stories was published. The woman in Homer’s painting is dressed 

similarly to the depiction of Aunt Rachel; she also wears a kerchief and apron over a 

plain dark dress, and her gaze, like Rachel’s, forces us into a recognition of her own 

                                                
147 For more on the stereotypical image of the mammy, see Kimberly Wallace-
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ability to witness, to testify to the horrors of the prison camp just as Aunt Rachel will 

tell her own story of separation and reunion. Both Aunt Rachel and Homer’s woman 

are both on thresholds, placed outside the dwellings where they work: Twain’s porch 

at Quarry Farm and the cabin doorway near Andersonville each seem to signify a 

liminal existence for the black subjectivity and the relation of war experience. Can it 

be rendered truthfully by those with more options, with different understandings of 

what the war meant and how it was fought? Can the reunited nation only move 

forward when these perspectives are acknowledged, or when they are suppressed? The 

texts I have read here and throughout this project leave these questions open, refusing 

to stitch back together a national wound when so many questions remained concerning 

racial and gendered and classed relations. These works and histories portray the 

memory of war through the places where war occurred as essential to preserving 

human dignity, even as it may stand in the way of national progress and reunion. 

Frederick Douglass makes this necessity of memory, even awful memories, readily 

apparent when he asked in an 1871 Decoration Day speech at the graves of unknown 

soldiers at Arlington Cemetery, 

If we ought to forget a war which has filled our land with widows and 

orphans; which has made stumps of men of the very flower of our 

youth; which has sent them on the journey of life armless, legless, 

maimed and mutilated; which has piled up a debt heavier than a 

mountain of gold, swept uncounted thousands of men into bloody 

graves and planted agony at a million hearthstones — I say, if this war 
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is to be forgotten, I ask, in the name of all things sacred, what shall men 

remember? (Life and Times 506) 

In the texts I have surveyed, we see precisely the consequences of “plant[ing] agony at 

a million hearthstones.” They explore places that expose memories of a time when the 

existence of the United States was not guaranteed. They force us to recognize 

unsettled geographies like Andersonville and Elmira and Newbern for what they were 

in the decades following Appomattox, and what they continue to be today: locations 

that stage confrontations with the ineffable but not untellable experience of war.  
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